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School site yet to be chosen 
Number of factors are involved 
THE SCHOOL board has yet to 
determine where exactly it wants a re- 
placement for Skeena Junior Secondary 
School to go. 
But it has decided the Grade 8 to 10 
school to replace the aging Grade 8-9 
Skeena building will go stone place close 
to Caledonia Senior Secondary. 
There are four options adjacent to 
Caledouia - -  to the north, at the west 
end which would be cleared by logging 
the large stand of trees there now, be- 
tween the temfis courts and the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre and immediately west of the 
school. 
Barry Piersdorff, school district secre- 
lary treasurer, said the board is leaning 
toward building the new school as close 
to Caledo,tia as possible so it will be 
easy to build walkways betweeu the two 
buildings. 
That way, the schools can more easily 
share facilities, like a metal shop, instead 
of building two separate ones, he said. 
as independent schools in order to get 
those ministry grants. 
Much of the same equipment ill tile 
current Skeena school can be moved to 
use in the new school to save money. 
"There isn't a whole lot of money for 
replacing materials," Piersdorffsaid. 
The education minislzy has budgeted 
Yet it is important the schools remain about $12 million dollars for planning 
indepeudent operating entities, Picrsdorff and construction costs of the new rued- 
continued, because then each one is then ity. But additional money will be needed 
entitled to approximately $200,000 ill to tear down the present Skeena school, 
basic operating rants from the eduea- The school board and the planning 
tion ministry, committee have yet to determine the 
Piersdorff explained the schools can types of programs the new school and 
have interlocking timetables, but will act Caledonia will offer. 
That has to be known first as it Will in-, That came after the education ministry 
fluence the building plans and design of rejected the board's original design 
the flew school. It turn, that will plans. 
dctermiue where on tile Caledonia prop- The education ministry now wants 
erty the uew school can be builL school districts to choose from standard 
"All the decisions relate to each buildiug plans in order to save on overall 
other," Piersdorff said. costs. 
Those details should be ironed out by Tke education ministry rejected the 
September, lie added, plau the board chose last December be- 
School construction isn't slated to be- cause the costs of making changes re- 
gin for auother two to three years, quired to suit students needs were too 
.k "k * * "k costly and couldn't fit withist the minis- 
A new 250-student elementary school on try's pricing guideliues. 
the bench won't be built any time soon, The district is now waiting for govern- 
since the board ouly recently chose a ment approval for the aew plans it has 





THE TERRACE RCMP 
detachmeut is reorganizhtg 
the way it records crimes to 
accurately reflect the num- 
ber of calls officers attend. 
The Terrace detachment, 
as well as several other 
detachmenLs across the pro- 
vince, have been grouping 
together smaller complaints 
aud disturbances where no 
arrests are made into oue 
central file. 
If officers were called to a 
fight, for example, aud then 
couldn't find the brawlers 
ouce they got to the reported 
location - -  that call would 
now be recorded as a sepa- 
rate instance. 
By changing the system, 
Terrace's crime rate, a fig- 
ure used in part to determine 
staffing needs at B.C. 
detachmeuts, would rise, 
said Inspector Doug Wheler 
of file Terrace detachment. 
An area's crime rate is just 
one part of the equation that 
goes into determining how 
mauy officers are needed, 
he added. 
As it stands nmv Tcrrace's 
crime rate fell to 146 of- 
fences per 1,000 people in 
1998. The 1997 crime rate 
was 170 offenccs for every 
1,000 people. 
The latest available 
statistics, for the first three 
months of 1999 show an 18 
per ceut drop over the same 
time period last year. 
Wheler said that's con- 
sistent with current crime 
treuds across B.C. where 
crime dropped 11 per cent 
over the same time period 
last year. 
He added there could be 
many reasons for the drastic 
decline includiug public 
perception of stalling levels. 
"In some situations it 
could be good enforcement, 
it could be individuals have 
not called in, or maybe they 
think that if they do phone 
in there won't be any oue 
there," he said. 
Terrace's 1998 crime rate 
measures more than 50 of. 
fences per population below 
muuicipal detachments in 
Smithers and Prince Rupert, 
which has a 189 i,cldent per 
populatiou crime rate. 
Oldy ncighbouring places 
of Kithnat and Hazelton 
measured lower with i32 
and 92 crimes per 1,000 
population. 
IN A POOL OF MUD: Jennifer Hegan oversees the 
building of a berm at the Willow Creek culverts July 
29. The berna will allow iuvenile salmon and cutthroat 
trout to get to the rich rearing grounds north of 
Johnson Street. The project, paid for by fisheries and 
transportation ministries, started last week. 
Creek rebuilt for salmon 
A TERRACE consulting Consultants, adding that by 
company and the transporta- taking ownership of the 
tion ministry is looking for stream people may become 
locals willing to care for a little more cautious on 
parts of the Spring Creek how to approach the stream. 
watershed, now that juvenile 
sahuon have access to Wil- 
low Creek spawning 
grounds. 
"Everyone can have a 
hand in restorifig the 
strcant," said Heather Gall 
el Triton Enviromncntal 
The problem at Willow 
Creek, said Gall, is that ju- 
venile fish just couldn't 
jump high enough to get 
into two elevated culverts, 
thereby gaining access to 
rcaring grounds on the north 




IT LOOKS as if a $30 million road to connect he Nass 
Valley village of Kincolith with the rest of the world will 
go ahead. 
Officials from the federal and provincial govermnents 
and the Nisga'a Tribal Council have worked out a deal to 
safeguard and monitor grizzly bears along the 24kin road 
route. 
A provincial wildlife biologist had originally said the 
threat to the grizzly population came front the road itself 
and from increased contact by humans afterward. 
But the design of a key bridge has been changed and a 
10-year monitoring and enforcement program will be put 
in place, says another provincial official. 
David Johns of the provincial government's environmen- 
tal assessment office says the 10-year program is worth be- 
tween $500,000 and $600,000. 
Worries about the grizzly bear population had been the 
main environmental problem outlined in various environ- 
mental studies connected to the road. 
Those studies formed part of the application made by the 
highways ministry for a penuit earlier this summer to the 
cuvironnlcuta[ ssessment office. 
The project "has been accepted by the provincial 
government as far as meeting the specifications," said 
Johus. 
He described moves to improving rizzly bcar protection 
as lengthy. 
"There was the assurance 
wanted that the bear popula- 
tion will be sustainable," [] Ts ims/ l ian  want  
said Johns. access to oolichan 
What will be put iu place camps along the 
might even cause there to be \ass. See Page A2. 
more grizzlies, he added. [] The project is 
All issues raised by the over  the alloted 
Nisga'a have been deait budget ~ sor t  of. 
with and the federal govern- See Page,42. 
ment needs some clarifica- 
tion only on some items, 
sa id Johns. 
There is one outstanding 
issue brought up by the Tsimshian and that's access to 
some oolichan fishing sites. This is under discussion. 
Public comment on the project closed July 23 with just 
one received - -  a query about bald eagles, said Johns. 
Environmental officials are now going over the report 
and, if no other problems surface, a project certificate 
could be granted by Oclober. 
Highways ministry official Dave St. Thomas aid the de- 
sign of one bridge over a river was changed so, it will be 
longer than first envisioned. 
That means there will be more space underneath so as to 
protect agrizzly bear migratory path, he said. 
The 10-year monitoring and enforcement program in- 
volves having wildlife officials keep an eye out along the 
road route. 
Nisga'a Trihal Council official Collier Azak said the 
number of grizzlies along tile route may not be as high as 
So the consultants, togeth- shore, first thought. 
er with the highways minis- The rocks also dissipate "Tile area may have the potential but not the actual hUm- 
try and natural resource stu- the force of the runoff dur- bers," he said in comparison to other gri~ly bear habitat 
dents from northwest corn- ing high water and provide areas which have received protected status when it comes 
munity College used crevices for salmon and cut- tO development.. 
$80,000 of federal fisheries throat rout o hide. Construction, once an environmental permit is received, 
money to build a berm to As overflow water strcanrs could take up to three years. 
raise water level below the out into the lower Willow, it A land link to Kincolith has been wanted for years and 
culverts, will drop inlo a series of became possible five years ago when the federal and 
The crew also armoured, three steps or pools that provincial agreed on a cost sharing formula. 
or lined, the shores beneath spread the force of the water 
the culvert with large rocks and ensure tile life of the • • . . . .  ~ .  
to stabilize the clay,based pool. : : 
i 
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Aiyansh grizzlies * ' Wc don't know M,  atcauses MS ' multiple sclerosis, but research is
. closer to finding the answer. 
moved out c,f area FACT HoultipJe~clerosis 
i 
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BC ENVIRONMENT offi- habitat, frequenting backyard bins. ': ~' ~ 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 6 8 - 7 5 8 2 
cials have so far relocated "Black bears just get Just one bear, seen inside , 
seven grizzly bears at a cost beaten up," he said. the electric fence, was 
of $4,150 after setting up an The dump itself will be reported in early July. t ~ 4 , ¢ , , ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ " * " ' ~  
clcctric fence at the dump in monitorcd until the end of "I oo,,,t ,ow AUGUST SPECIALS 
New Aiyansh the end of September tosee how many happened," Smith said. 
June. bears continue to search the "Sometimes the contact Y0urchoice of... 
Four of the grizzlies were site for food. wires ean be grounded out." Seasoned Lemon Chicken 
moved 90 air miles north- "Bears will be assessed He is asking Nass resi- with Rice Pilaf & Veggies 1 1  9~i  
east of' New AJyansh via on an individual basis and dents to stop damping ear- o r  . * - 
helicopter, said regional will be relocated when it is bage outside the gates after Sesame Beef Stlrfry 1 l each  
wildlife officer Tom.Smith. practical and safe to do so," closh~g time and to bear- i Tossed with Fettucini 
Each ride, he estimated Smith said. proof their hotnes and prop- !~ ]~ 
costs $1,000, plus medica- Smith says the area has erty. B~. ] [ I~T I  _~,~,. 
tion costs and staffpayroll, been free of problem bears Ih~- ::, __ I 
Another three bears - -a  since the fence went up June J~a~ '~IP I I  I~/~ J II t' COUNT[~4702 Lakelse][~J~]l]J-Ave. _~~~.L~-, 
mother and two cubs - -  28. I~ lU  I IUU I I~ ,  II , Terrace ~g_~' .~P '_ .~L ;~ 
were trucked up to the . . . .  But, saysSmith, Nassresi. I I  ,,~,,_~._~." :.11 [ Ph:635.ea02 ~ . . [  . . ~ . ~ :  , 
White River-Nisga'a Lake dents nave peon warned ~=~,~,~o,~ .d r  ,'~ ' .. 
area at a cost of $50 each. about the possibility of J ,~,,,~,~,is~.~ ~,~ ! ~ ~  
Smith said the bears were garbage-couditioned bears I ~ ° ~ ~ .  
lagged ud moved as part of 
a larger project, and were ~ ~ I W~en, goo~ ~ ~ " ~ 1 ~ ' "  ~ '~ '~~ 
therefore exempt from YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES ~'~! ~g,  ~,..,~,--- -~, '~'~'g- # 
provincial regulations that ~ Employment Services ~ ~ toget~r.~ . . . . . . .  
require problem bears to be ~ OPEN HOUSE "~ ~=,-~.,-~~,,.--~,..,-~.-~/~I~..-.~ . 
shot because of limited on- ~ Wed., August 11,1999 
viroument ministry 
resources. "~6- 11 AM- 2PM 'M g- ' ~ "~ ' 
"This is a pro-active pro- [ BBQ Lunch ~[~ -~-e3T'~ce.C~,ICJ D~v@/0p4C~n~r~. '~;~ ' 
ject," said Smith. .h'~ Come and check out / ~ is having a 
"Grizzlies get higher con- "~ our  facilities and services to youl ~-~ 
sideratio,,." There will be door prizes too. ,.~ ~. .  r._r~LF cro,  UBL E 
One bear was given a #6-4717 I,akdse Ave. --"3 ~/ /~v o , . . . ,~ , .~ , ,  25 r-y 
radio-transmitter collar, so 
its movements dan be " th Ann iversa  
JOB-O-METRE: Anne Silsbe has set a goal of tracked. / ~  F 
getting130 student jobs for the summer and she's No black bears were ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  undra iser  
almost there. Silsbe has gotten 117 students work moved or killed during fenc- Sunday August 29, 1 999 
for the summer, and has until August 20 to meet ing because, Smith says, 
the goalshe'sset, black bears and grizzlies Tee off at 2 pm ': 
don't occupy the same Awesome Home Theatre Package with Dinner at 6 pm 
Tsimshian want secure  surr0und sound, Free Delivery, Tickets are $60 per person 
0nly $99/m0! or join us just for dinner- 
access  to oolicr,an sites FIRST50 CALLERS RECEIVE $25 per person 
TWO NATIVE bands are working aria "Those fish camps are on KJz~colith band 3 MONTHS NO PAYMENTS Tickets available at 
deal to give one of them access lo oolicban reserve land so we've had a few meetings the Child Development Cent re  
fishing camps on the Nass River in return with Ihem," he said. Limited Offer. 
for a ,oad going through reserve land. "For the road to go amend, it would be Phone T011 Free 2510 South Eby St reet  635-9388 
The $30 million road will connect he too costly," added Reec~ in explaining the 
Nisga'a village Kincolith, at themouth of importance ofcrossing his band's reselve. 1-888-528-8818 
the Nass River, with the Nisga'a Highway Kincolith is part of the Nisga'a Tribal j . 
at Greenville, further up the river. Council and Lax Kwallams is part of the BULKLEY VALLEY EXHIBITION 
Access to Kincolith is now by air or sea TsimshianTribalCouneil. Thosetwolarger . - . .  i FALL FAIR" 
from Prince RuperL groups already have signed a memorandum 
Although the road goes through tradi- of understanding to share resources. "hg:~ f'mest 
tional Nisga'a territory, one section of it Collier Azak from the Nisga'a Tribal 
will intersect a small, uninhabited reserve Council said that since access to resources 
bdo,,git,g to the Tshimshian band at Lax is covered by the memorandum, it's now a s t e a k  night ................. 
Kawall'a,nsnearPrimmRupert: . . . . .  . . . . .  a/niter'of how kilo' guarantee of access is * [: : ':" ;'; Auguet ; '27 ;  ,2b, 29  
In exchaage for that, says Lax Kawallam ~pelkdofit. ' ]111  ~ ' '~ ' ' ' '~ ' ' ' '~  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' ] ~' ~ ' '  ' :~' ' I . . . . . . .  ) . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  R" 
wants secure access to oolichan fishing cess," said Collier Azak of the Nisga'a ; 
sites it traditionally uses. Tribal Council. "It's being addressed." Ro Canadian Le on ~c~ 
Road budget sort of Branchl3-Terrace ~.o~ eu I I I  I I I I  I I  II I I I I  I I I  I II I ~ 
First  F r iday  of Every Month  
THE COST to build the road connecting provincial governments. ~:00 p.m. servings • MF Wa~tner Midway * Parade* Light Horse 5hews 
Kincolith to the rest of the Nass Valley and And ~ot all of it will come from the $30 • • • • • • • • [] • • • • • • • • • • [] • • . Logger Sporl;~ * BC Championship Draft. Horse Pull 
the outside world is already going over ~aillion his ministry has been given. [ Member & Bonafide Guests Welcome. • 15akin~ & Veldt,  able Conl;e~t; 
budget ~ sort of. "We have enough money to dowhat con- . Over 100 Commercial ExhiH1;~ 
Announced five years ago, the cost was struetiou mitigation plans there are," said ~ • ~taoe ~howe wil;h erda1; per fo rmancee  foal;urine 
set at $30 million. SL Thomas. Paul I~aak 
But now another $500,000 to $600,000 Other monies for other funetioas such as 1 , "The  Sho lv  ofthe North" 
has beett added on for a 10-year grizzly enforcement to do with the grizzly bear 
bear monitoriug program and for some program will have to come from ministries ~ ) 3 Day Passes :  : 
bridge design changes, which do that kind of work, he added, i Adults - $15 • Children & Seniors - $5 
It was developed in response to worries In effect, this means a cost overrun on top Parade Entry Fees: Adu It or Clubs 55 
that the 24kin road is going through grizzly of the $30 million originally set out for the 
habitat and that iuereased contact with hu- project, i Children Under 12 50' . 
mans could harm thepopulationofanimals. Construction is awaiting final environ- ~ 7:30 pm Thursday August 26 : 
Highways ministry official Dave St. mental assessment approval. Call Fall Fair ill'lice forinhl ', 
Thotnas ays the extra cost will be shared If all goes according to plan, that should ~ ~,,,.H, . ,r,~,,, Info • (250) 847-3816 " 
by various departments of the federal and happen this fall. :~ . ,~  ' 
'- - --.~."-- - " ' " "~"""" ' " ' " "  Fax * (250) 847-3826 , 
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We carry an excellent 
selection of gifiware 
perfect for WEDDINGS 
• Noritake specialty pieces 
• Lead crystal 
• Cranberry glassware & lamps 





We have Bridal 
accessories, head pleces, 
jewellery & more 
HAiR GALLERY1 I 
The Kitwanga Archers 
would like to s.ay t~ank you to their 
sponsors and all the volunteers that hehoed with the 
B.C. 3-D Provincial Archery Shoot. We had 113 
shooters from all over the province, and everyone 
had a great time. 
Thanks Again. 
Valhalla Pure Terrace Canadian Tire re,race 
Akan Kitlmat Morning Glory Farms Kitwanga 
Mackenzie Targets USA Kitwanga General Store Kilwanga 
Ki~anga Tempo Kilwanga BJ. Pfannrnulhr Kilwan~a 
Trover Apps ChiIllwack Safeway , Terrace 
Mothews Bow USA Geraco Industrial I-~ce1~ 
Mountaln Pine Kitwanga Cassior RV Park Kitwanga 
Hobenshidd Bros. K i~a EasbnArchery USA 
Alpine Archery USA Barb Parfilt Terrace 
Kitwanga Lumber Ki~,ga N &V Johnson Kitwango 
BCAA BC Jones Boar Farm Kitwanga 
Canoe Creek Hozol~n Stev~mt BulkTerminal s~,  
Ray Haeussler Kitwanga Dan's Custom Cuffing Kilwanga 
BrianHobenshield Krtwan~ DanVanhorn Kitwanga 
Kit.Wan-Chow Ki~n~ Ran & Brenda Apps Kitwanga 
Patricla Price Kitwanga T]m Hortons Terrace 
Kilwanga Seniors Kitwanga Kih,~anga WA Kitwanga 
CentralCIothlng smi~n BC Ambulance & Crew Ki~nga 
Caribou Archers Williams bake T & F Counffy Sports Prince George 
Royal Bank To,ace Coast Tractor r°r~ce 
A&W Terrace Whl to  Spot  Terrace 
Kermode Trod!he Terrace River Industries terrace 
Sight & Sound T~e Intern©tlonal Terrace 
Kenwodh Terrace McE~,ans GM Terr~a 
Mc Donalds rerr~:e Home Hardware Te~xe 
Misty River Te.~ce Speeded Printers Terrace 
Finning. Terrace Northern Motor Inn Terra~ 
NC Anglers Te,~e Mic~ey &Fred Apps Chilliwack 
Kal Tire Te,=e Red ~Tillow Archery ~,a~a 
Petsrbilt Te~oce Terrace Equip Terrace 
Tea Creek Trucking Ki~,~a Edilb Be!on Kitwanga 
Rainbow Archers Pr. Ru~0e~ Sh!rby HqbenshMd Kit~a,~a 
Meek Logging las~a Sidina Sahs Ha~n 
l"idi Timber Comullanls Ki~va.~ 
Pacific NW Archery Sales Pr. Rupert 
, Finns & Kelly Van Den Heuvel ~anga 





Come and get it, All this month, we're featuring some sizzling Canadian AA/AAA 
beefspeclals, Like hearty maple short ribs, surtin' scallops anti grilled sirloin &recl 
pepper panhii, not to mention our famous mouth watering steaks. And don't 
fbrgei to try a glass of our special ice cold Antler Ale. So round up your gang and 
come on in. It's the perfect way to beef up your summer. 
A' 
TM 
Forestry study examines First 
Nations traditional use areas 
A STUDY to determine the 
traditional hunting, fishing 
and gathering areas for Kit- 
sumkalum and Kitselas 
ba~d members should be 
complete by this fall. 
The traditional use study 
is the first of its kind for 
both villages and will be an 
important land management 
¢t~ol when deciding north- 
~est timber licences and 
other land use platming de- 
cisions within the regional 
district. 
The study is paid for by 
the forests ministry and op- 
erated out of the Kitsum- 
kalum and Kitselas treaty 
offices. 
The study will also identi- 
fy traditional territories for 
treaty i)urposes attd educate 
communities on traditional 
land uses. 
"The dala can be used any 
way (baud members) want it 
to be used," said Jauice 
Tollelgen, the project's 
director. 
The study started in Au- 
llllii!! -" :; 
:)1 
SURROUNDED BY MAPS: Allan Bolton and danice people hunt, fish, gather or conduct other traditional 
Tollefsen at the KJtsumkalum Treaty Office July 27. activities. "l"ollefsen and a team of researchers are 
Bolton charts locations of frees, grease trails, and collecting the information for a traditional use study 
other areas whore the Kitsumkalum and Kitselas due out at the end of October. 
gust last year and is ex- 
peeled to finish in October, 
1999. 
The first two phases of the 
study include sifting 
through archives and inter- 
viewing elders and youth 
about areas where tradi- 
tional activities have and 
still do take place. 
"The word traditional is a 
misnomer really," Tollefsen 
said. 
Tollefsen concentrates on 
the places where hunting, 
fishing and other traditional 
activities, such as oolichan 
gathering, take place even 
though most of the methods 
have modernized to include 
firearms and nlodern fishing 
nets. 
The study is meant to be 
in its third, or ground tru- 
thing stage where research- 
ers head out onto the land 
and ilwestigate areas 
they've heard about to con- arid editing stage after 
firm sites, which mappers will detail 
"We're really in the sal- the information oa charts 
vaging stage," Tollclgen and cuter the information 
said after the project was hit into a dalabase. 
by 29.5 per cent budget cuts The final report will be 
last June. presented to the ministry 
She said those cuts forced later this fall, 
the project into an archiving 
Service groups seek support 
"Sometimes people just need a friendly face 
and a cup of coffee." 
The public has always been generous with 
donations of food and clothing to the shelter, 
Costaine said, and she hopes a call for cash 
donations will be met with equal generosity. 
"We need to get people off the s~eet," she 
said. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group applied for 
two grants, $5,000 and $3,996.20 to help off-set 
the costs of employee wages, said executive 
director Helga Smith. 
"We try to make sure donations don't go 
towards wages," she said. 
Smith said the community gardens coor- 
dinator and income advisor are essential posi- 
tions, but Terrace Anti,Poyerty can't afford 'to" ~" 
pay for ihem ~'ithout assista'/ic.e. 
The income advisor, she said, helps clients fill 
out social assistance forms and explains the pro- 
THREE PUBLIC service groups in Terrace 
have applied for grants that will allow them to 
keep providing services to their clients. 
The Terrace ,Mitt-Poverty Group, Terrace 
Emergency Shelter and the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre have got city council's upport 
in applying to Northwest Health Services for 
operating money. 
Janet Costaine, coordinator for the emergency 
shelter, said a $5,000 grant would help keep the 
shelter open 24 hours a day from November 1 to 
March 31. 
"Our clients have no where togo  in the 
winter," she said. 
Last year Costaine had to drop clients off at 
the mall, library or hospital waiting room during 
the three hours per day they were closed. ~ 
The majority of clients who use t~e 'shelit~r', 
she said, are in the 30 to 45 age group who feel 
isolated. 
Notice 
Effective for tickets issued on or after July a 3, z999 for 
travel commencing on or after August 15, 1999, Canadian 
Regional Airlines passengers departing from the Terrace 
Airport will be required to pay a s 19.oo airport usage 
surcharge, GST included, at the airport, prior to boarding 
the aircraft. This surcharge will be collected by Canadian 
Regional Airlines to offset airport charges. Canadian 
Regional Airlines is not acting as an agent or collecting this 
surcharge on behalf of the Terrace Airport. 
Canadbn Regional" 
Did you know... 
~ We service small engines. 
Everything from inboards, 
See Us Today For All 
Your Small Engine 
Repairs. 
cess, spending three to seven llours with clients 
per application. 
The Women's Resource Centre is also apply- 
ing for a $5,000 grant that would "build on the 
foundation of research" already done by a pre- 
'vious grant, said coordinator Sarah de Leeuw. 
She said a number of problems have been 
identified by adolescent girls in the communily, 
and this grant is a way to find "a concrete series 
of solutions and suggestions," to those prob- 
lems. 
Focus groups and one-ca-one interview would 
be held with adolescent girls, she said, to ad- 
dress the concerns already identified by pre- 
vious research; 
She cited confidentiality as a major problem 
ifl.t~e cot~ttllunity as well as the high nanlber of 
i~l-ta S altqdteel~,prcguaucles 
,'There'/; :a huge level of suspicion in this 
conmmnity,?' de l.,eeuw said, 
Buy any Deck with 
Changer Controller 
Starting at $19995 and 
Get a 6 Disc Changer for: 
We Will Pay the Tax on all 
.,,,b..,,l..,,.....m-,o, KENWOOD crafts, A.T.V.'s & more. Speake 
Qualif ied staff & ~ [ l r ~  
competitive rates. 
Cannot Be Comblned,,, Wilh Any Olher Offers 
All Home Audio Systems 
On Sale Up to 
OFF o i : a j / l .  INN 
~ ]~ AUTOMOTIVE & NDUSTRIAL SUPPLY [ I 
~O PARTS & sERVlCECENTRE ~ 
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News In Brief 
Back on board 
BOB KELLY of Terrace will begin a three-year term 
as chair of the Northwest Comnmuity Health Services 
Society, once known as the Skeena Health Unit. 
He was one of five new appointments or renewals an- 
nounced recently by health minister Penny Priddy. 
The health services society handles adult mental 
health programs, public and preventative care programs 
and continuing care eommutdty services. 
Kelly also sits on the board of the Terrace and Area 
Health Council which runs Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Terraceview Lodge and Osborne Home. 
Also re-appointed as a board menlber, for a tveo-year 
term, is Garry Hubbard of Stewart. 
Retirement haven 
THE QUEEN CHARLO'ITE Islands has made it to the 
Top Ten of best Canadian areas in which to retire. 
The list is contained in a Ilew magazine called 
"Places to Retire in Canada." 
Top of the list is Sarnia, Ontario while the Annapolis 
Valley in Nova Scott is among the top ten. 
Interest in the Charlottes picked up last year when 
housing once meant for military personnel stationed at 
the armed lbrces base in Masset was put up for sale. 
Pedophile released 
A PEDOPHILE released from prison into the Clinton 
area is being run out of town by local citizens there. 
Bobby Gordon Oatway has indicated he'll leave 
Clinton by the end of August but there's ,to word yet 
on where he might go. 
Protesters in Clinton have held public meetings, put 
up posters about Oatway, and picketed his new home. 
Rocks were also thrown at the cabin he rented. 
Oatway is closely connected to a Terrace sex of. 
feuder still in prison. Robert Roland Willoughby, now 
known as Kcvin Roland Oatway, is still at Mountain 
Institulion. Because of their connection - -  the pair are 
reported to have "married" in p r i son-  some victims 
have speculated Bobby Oatway might go north to the 
Terrace area, 
Oatway was released June 25 after serving his full 
10-year sentence for sexually assaulting children and 
bestiality in the Lower Mainland. 
Kevin Oatway has turned down a parole hearing this 
year. He's serving three life sentences for sex offences 
against children in Terrace in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Giesbrecht ready 
NEWLY-MINTED cabinet minister Hehnut Gies- 
brecht will have a staff of five and a budget of 
$376,000. 
Giesbrecht, the NDP MLA for Skeelta, was named 
public service minister two weeks ago, taking over that 
portfolio from Moe Sihota. 
He won't have a deputy minister and the office 
budget is smaller than that of other ministers because a
lot of what Gicsbrceht will be responsible for already 
exists in other forms. 
His job, for instance, is to take care of the B.C. Build- 
ings Corporation, which provides office space, and the 
Public Service Emplcwee Relations Commission. 
These two bodies operate under their own budgets. 
Giesbreeht will have a ministerial office in the base- 
ment of the Parliament Buildings in Victoria. 
Complete Stereo Package 
Buy One or More 
HQ Sub Woofer 
KENWOOD 
at ~29999and recieve 
.... KENWOOD 
Car Amp Installation Kit 
With Purchase of 
Prices In Effect Until Aug. 31, 1999 
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Uncle AI 
PERHAPS IT'S the relative isolation of Kitimat 
Where, not unlike other towns in the north or in 
rural places, an unlikely kind of bond is forged 
between people who' might otherwise not get 
along. 
Experts who study human relationships call it 
co-dependency, how people react to and need 
each other even though the results are not always 
attractive. Whatever word you want to use, the 
relationship between Alcan managoment and the 
company's unionized workers at Kitimat and 
Kemano is difficult for others to understand. 
At midnight on July 23, Alcan's unionized 
workers hit the bricks, rejecting a three-year con- 
tract of .5, 1 and 1 per cent wage increases over 
three years. They also rejected a performance in- 
centive bonus which, although unguaranteed, 
could have paid up to an additional 2.5 per cent a 
year. 
Even though the workers are at or near the top, 
of the unionized scale, in B.C. at an average in- 
come and benefits package of $75,000 a year, 
workers wanted to retire earlier with fuller pen- 
sion benefits and made that a big part of negotia- 
tions. 
The company said it couldn't negotiate pen- 
sions because workers are part of a larger com- 
pany pension plan also taking in Alcan workers 
elsewhere. Alcan did, however, offer the pos- 
sibility of a separate pension plan. 
After a mere four-hour shutdown, the two sides 
reached a deal giving the workers more money, a 
guaranteed annual bonus, a one-time signing; 
bonus and a guaranteed minimum annual pen- 
sion for those who leave at age 55 with 30 years 
of service. 
• But the:most::importanti aSPgcti to the w0rkem! 
was the formation of a committee to study the 
pension issue. So you have to wonder why a 
union and company, both ready for a long strike, 
agreed on a settlement keying on the formation 
of a committee. 
The answer is simple. Despite all the huffing 
and puffing on both sides, Alcan and the union 
need each other in much the same fashion as a 
couple in a marriage that's lasted decades. 
And perhaps the union needs Alcan more. It's a: 
big step to risk a job that already provides for a' 
high standard of living. Consider the committee 
to study the pension issue. There'll be recom- 
mendations for change within the existing larger 
pension scheme. Workers appear to have chosen 
to stay withwhat they knew and were comfort- 
able with instead of the possibility of striking out 
with their own, Kitimat-only plan. 
AIcan managers also took great pains to praise 
the professionalism 0f the workers when they 
walked out to begin the short strike. Other 
unions elsewhere with different employer rela- 
tionships would sooner have blown up their 
workplace. 
In Kitimat, AIcan is known as 'Uncle Al', the 
benevolent person who takes care of his own. 
This contract says that and more. 
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Clark doesn't deserve this 
VICTORIA - -  Whatever 
the reasons for Premier 
Glen Clark's low voter 
esteem, his search warrant 
troubles houldn't be among 
them. 
On March 2, RCMP 
showed up at the premier's 
home with a search warrant. 
For still unexplained rea- 
sons, a BCTV crew ac- 
companied police and 
filmed the proceedings. 
The search followed 
revelations tlhat a friend of 
the premier's had built him 
a sundeck, at a good price. 
The friend, it turned out, 
was also under considera- 
tion for a casino licence. 
All of which may' not look 
good on the surface, but was 
hardly the basis for a police 
HUBERT BEYER 
be thrown out because it 
was improperly issued. 
For the premier one is as 
bad as the other. If the war- 
rant is opened and contains 
allegations, he looks bad, no 
matler how spurious and un- 
show up at my house with a More reputations and lives 
warrant and turn my home are ruined by insinuation 
upside down without a and wrongful accusations 
shred of evidence that I than hard evidence. Thou- 
might somehow be in- sands of people, mostly 
volved. Fishing expedition men, have had their lives 
is a hirly good description ruined as a result of 
of many search warrants, deliberately false allegations 
This one, I strongly of sexual offences. And the 
suspect, falls under that harm can never be undone. 
category. Someone linked It will be similarly ira- 
. premier, friend, sundeck possible for the premier to 
and casino licence and drew undo the harm done by this 
the wrong conclusion, search warrant. And it 
Had their conclusion won't matter whether or not 
proved right, charges the contents will be made 
against he premier would, public. Still, I tend to agree 
by now, havebeen laid. with those who would have 
Since the RCMP pro- the warrant opened, even 
ceeded on the basis of what though it might give the 
now appear to be pretty media fodder for further 
flimsy and unsubstantiated character assassination. 
allegations, even gossip, al- Given a choice between 
search of the premier's substantiated they may be. low me to engage in what secrecy and openness, I 
home. But the search did . . . .  If h i s  lawyers succeed in may~ appear to be on- w^u,d 
:: :takelplaee,:;while~iai~.shakenL~ , keeping the contents f rom : :'~ ~/.. u ................................ ~substantiated:apecnlation.- ' ,: would choose openness. It 
give the premier :at 
Clark aad his familylo0ked being made public, a public I can, for instance, not ,  least a chance to defend 
Off. 
Five months have passed 
and nothing has come of the 
search. No revelations of 
skullduggery. No announce- 
ment of further police inves- 
tigation. And certainly no 
charges. In fact, RCMP 
have said the premier was 
not and is not under investi- 
gation. 
But the search warrant 
question won't  go away. 
For five months now, law- 
yers for the media have 
argued, unsuccessfully, so 
far, that the contents of the 
search warrant be made 
public. The prowler's law- 
yers maintain that it should 
wary of politicians will 
remain suspicious. 
So far, the premier has 
made the best of a bad situa- 
tion. He has co-operated 
with police, not that he had 
much of a choice, consider- 
ing that search warrants 
have the weight of the law 
and a judge's signature to 
back them up. 
But he hasn't said any- 
thing nasty about he RCMP 
and frankly, he may have 
good reason to do so. 
Search warrants are far too 
easily obtained, often on the 
flimsiest of allegations. If a 
friend of mine were under 
investigation, police could 
• . 
shake the thought hat the 
search warrant had a slight- 
ly political feel to it. And if 
not the warrant itself, then 
its execution. Television 
crews normally don't ac- 
company RCMP on house 
raids, unless someone in- 
forms them. 
The affair has inflicted 
severe political damage on 
the premier. The public is 
given to believe that there 
must have been pretty good 
reason to get a judge to is- 
sue a search warrant for the 
prowler's home. But for 
reasons I explained above, 
that isn't necessarily so. 
himself against whatever 
asinine allegations are in the 
warrant. 
But quashed or made pub- 
lie, the search warrant has 
done its dirty job, and that, 
from all we know, is some- 
thing Glen Clark didn't 
deserve. 
Beyer can be reached at 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; e- 
ra a i l : 
hubert@cooicom.eom; 
Fax: (978) 477-5656 web: 
http :l /www.hubertbeyer.co 
m~ 
Help us lease, Moe Sihota 
An open letter to: 
Moe Sihota, 
Minister of Social Develop- 
ment and Economic Security. 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
busiuess cards of eight RCMP, 
plus the 0ames of five other of. 
ricers who have attended when 
his home has been targeted. 
Rocks have been thrown 
about ou lawns, empty beer 
calm strewn in driveways. 
Tools have been stolen from 
workshops and graffiti spray- 
Dear Moe: 
When Premier Clark l~ut you 
in charge of this new ministry 
you explained its role as 
"helping British Columbia to 
get ahead." You were vague 
on specifics. So I'm hoping 
you can help us here. 
In this community we have 
residents fearful to leave their 
homes, even for the few 
minutes it takes to go buy 
groceries, because area thugs 
might break in once more 
while they're gone. 
One resident has been broken 
into four times. Another could 
use a Rolodex for RCMP busi- 
ness cards. Tacked on the wall 
beside his phone he has the 
paiuted 9n shed walls. In one 
instance, young men jumped 
over fences and sprinted 
through back yards to nab a 
ride with'a car idling in the 
next str&L What crime scene 
were they escaping7 
Several of these resideuts 
have coufessed ~ though they 
wear no striped pajamas, no 
steel doors clang behind them, 
and no 12-foot fence topped by 
razor wire surrounds their lot 
--they feel imprisoned. 
Instead of relaxing in their 
living room or enjoying a bar- 
becue in their backyard, they 
tense at every squealing tire, 
ti~dcliug glass, or barkiug dog. 
Police have been unable to 
help, though often the culprits 
are know, to them. Some, I'm 
told, have prison records. 
Parents of the culprits are 
spring. Some parents en- 
courage their child's illegal be- 
haviour. 
Police records show only 2 
per cent of the population is 
responsible for 9g per cent of 
crime. But, oh, what a bloody 
bother that 2 per cent can be. 
Even if these culprits reach 
court, the law coddles them 
with token community service. 
Even that hey may not serve. 
Ideally, these thieves and 
vandals would be made to at 
least pay restitution. Then 
we'd make them wear ankle 
bracelets uutil they're too old 
to lift a foot over a linoleum 
seam. 
So, Moe, what can your min- 
istry do to eradicate this neigh- 
bourhood blight? At least 
make it illegal to sell spray 
paint in anything niftier than a 
45 gallon drum? Or outlaw useless. They've long since 
abandoned control of their off. beer cans in favour of kegs? 
We'rc counting on you, Moo. 
tdos~smD ~ARs .,'/_ IlgmS KEF'T'FR~-EZIN(.r I I  youN(ro~J~s,,. I &FI'soGMe.FAL'[ /
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ALAN U, UI:HHb.IHU, 7, Andrew r3uerreiro, ancl Kate HOSS celebrate with Riverboat Queen Yvonne Moen at 
Terraceview Lodge Friday. 
DONNA LAUHI--N I, plcturecl here warn nusl)ana uarry=, receaved a Ca.~,-v Braam 
print of a riverboat at the opening Riverboat Days ceremonies last rhursday. 
She's the president of the organizing society this year but it's also her last year in 
town. She and husband Darryl are moving to Penticton. 
TEAM HAVA Java gave it all it had in a preliminary heat of the buggy r~=ces held 
on Park Ave. Thursday night. It has fast become a popular event the: opening 
night of Riverboat Days. Overwaitea was the winner. 
NICE LLAMA: "rhat's Andrea Devaney, 4, will] Alan Webber and his llama trorn the Northwestern Uama 
Ranch. Children .qot to pet the llama and other animals while celebrating Kids Day at Terraceview Lod.qe 
LONE RIDER', Royleen Seidiltz and her horse entered lhe Riverboat Days Parade 
as a solo-float, The two trotted down main street to the delight of parents and kids. 
IN PRISON: Darryl Laurent, Gina Bowker anci Ron Poole were placed in jail by Constables Bill Casault and 
Marc Landry. After, "Judge" Paul Axelson set their bail, the jailbirds waited until co-workers bailed them out. 
EVERYONE LOVES A CLOWN: Shrtners and 
clowns were out in full force during the Riverboat 
Days parade Saturday, July 31. These clowns were 
caught practicing their act before the parade. 
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Leave the flowers alone 
An open letter to 
City Hall 
Dear Sirs: 
The other day I went to 
my young daughter's grave 
to weed and water her flow- 
ers, and to my surprise her 
flowers were gone and in 
their place were pieces of 
sod, 
We have to pay for those 
plots so it should be up to us 
what should happen to 
them. 
I have been going back 






The Mail Bag 
planting flowers, weeding 
them and also watering the 
flowers. 
City employees have no 
r~ght to go and pull out 
people's flowers that they 
~ay for and take care of. I f  
the workers are going to go out of people's graves, How 
that far and if we can't plant do officials think this makes 
flowers and have fences people feel. 
where our loved ones are I was so angry I felt like 
then the city should give ripping that sod out and 
everybody's money back for throwing it away and plant- 
the plots, ing flowers back where they 
Everybody gets furious belong on my little girl's 
when they read or hear grave. 




I recently travelled to 
Ontario to care for my 
Mora, who was very sick 
with pneumonia. She was 
also having trouble with her 
blood sugar level, as a result 
of not eating for a week (she 
has diabetes which she con- 
trols with diet only). 
She was also having 
trouble with her memory. 
We, her family and her 
doctor thought (and still do) 
that it could be the begin- 
ning of' Alzhehner's. She is 
80 years old. She had 
forgotten how to do simple 
tasks like using the TV and 
working the washer and 
dryer. 
While in Ontario, we be- 
gan to search for housing. 
She could not remain in her 
house alone. Her doctor felt 
she should be in a nursing 
home being totally eared 
for. Mora felt that was a 
pretty drastic step from 
being totally independetR. 
Up until that point she had 
still been driving, We, the 
family, were caught in the 
middle. 
Do we force her or leave 
her? Neither felt good to us. 
We began scouring the city 
for alternatives that would 
please everyone. 
She is on limited income, 
as are so many of our 
seniors. She could not have 
afforded a lovely unit such 
as at Terrace Mountain 
Manor. She also needed 
some help with daily routine 
activities. 
We finally found some- 
thing that made us all feel at 
ease, including Morn. A 
seniors apartment building 
with security doors. Apart- 
meats were 1 or 2 bedrooms 
with a small kitchen. Com- 
pletely self sufficient. How- 
ever, there were services 
available at a very low cost 
for those who needed it, 
such as - -  meals served in a 
dining room, laundry, and 
housekeeping services and 
24-hour nurse on duty, to 
narac just a few. 
These apartments were 
geared to income which was 
attother bonus. I wonder if 
this type of housing is what 
Terrace could use? 
Is this what the Catholic 
nuns had in mind7 If so, 
maybe the city should 
reconsider selling the land 
on Haugland SUeet to them. 
I don't know which need 
is greater, multi-family or 
seniors with health and/or 
financial needs but I throw 
this option and my personal 





" ~1 can go a 
tong way! 
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Sharinq 0 4 Healthl'~r 
Future~, 
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Disabled are crippled 
by the new gov't rules 
Dear Sir: 
It only stands to reason that if the NDP 
government is going to spend money like 
a drunken sailor it has to come from some 
place and I guess we all know where that 
source is ~ us. 
But never fear, the NDP think tank has 
solved the problem again. They've come 
up with a brand new source. This thne it's 
the disablcd. There's new qualifications 
put in place this year for getting any tax 
breaks. 
If you can walk 50 meters with the use 
of a can, crutches, a walker or an aid of 
some sort than you are no longer consid- 
ered to be disabled. There are no stipula- 
tions as to what you can do when you get 
to the 50 meter point, you just leave to get 
there. 
So the Premier has kept his commit- 
ment to helping the handicapped, he's 
putting us back to work. So grab your 
hard hats and grease your walker wheels 
folks, it's back to the salt mines with us. 
And if you think this is the end of the 
NDP fun, well baby, you just ain't seen 
nothin' yet. 
Lloyd Brinson, Nass Camp, B.C, 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
IN WITH THE NEW: Tor  (left) and Rober t  (right) L ien pour  a concrete  founda l ion  
for  a new home on the  bench .  New bu i ld ing  regua l t ions  in t roduced by the  prov in -  
cial government  Ju ly  1 have  met  w i th  conf l ic t  f rom some local  cont ractors .  
B.C. contractors paying 
for leaky condo fiasco 
LEAKY CONDOS in 
Southern B.C. have sparked 
new building regulations 
from the provincial govern- 
, ment to protect new home 
: owners accross the pro- 
viace. 
The uew Homeowner Pro- 
The new regulations re- 
quire contractors to provide 
a 10-year warranty on the 
homes they build. 
"Coutractors have to have 
a warranty in place or we 
can't issue a building 
permit," Miller said. 
my the way it is in Terrace, 
you're lucky if you're build- 
ing one house." 
Nuis said having to pro- 
vide a warranty on new 
homes is a good idea, but 
for established contractors 
it's redundant. 
tection Act regulations re- Miller said the contractors " I 've built lots of houses .... 
quire builders to pay $600 " havt~ '" to "'go~ through.: a;/khere and still do work on "~: ~, 
for a licence to build houses, 
and: au additioual $25 per 
housing unit in multi- 
dwelling buildings. The 
licence fee will go  down to 
$500 after contractors sigu- 
Up for one year. 
The cost for iicensiug sub- 
contractors and renovators 
is also uuder review. 
The new regulations were 
aniiounced January 29, 1999 
and implemented July 1, 
1999. 
"These regulations are for 
the protection of 
homeowners," said Terrace 
building permits official 
Gent Miller. 
Tile leaky condo fiasco in 
the south resulted from poor 
eraftsnianship and iuferior 
buildiug :materials. The 
inoney collected from the 
new liceuccs will be "used 
to train future workers," 
Miller said, 
certified warranty company, 
such as National Home 
Warrauty, and pass another 
level of inspection. 
Along with the 10-year 
warranty contractors have to 
provide on new homes, 
there has to be a two-year 
third party warranty on 
labour and materials, and a 
five-year warranty on the 
exterior walls aud windows. 
The city will still be 
responsible for building in- 
spections, Miller said, but as 
for licences.the provincial 
govennneet is responsible 
for enforcement. 
"They're relying on 
people to sort-of squeal," 
Miller said. 
Ron Nuis, owner of RCT 
Ventures Inc., said the new 
regulations could hurt an al- 
ready depressed housing 
economy. 
"With the buildiug econo- 
them." 
Six hundred dollars is a 
steep price for the licensing 
agreement, he added, and 
could force him out of busi- 
ness if he doesn't pass that 
on to the consumer. 
"It's got to be absorbed 
by somebody. If I keep ab- 
sorbing costs I'll go out of 
business," he said. 
Nuis said he hasn't signed 
up for the licence because 
he isn't building a new 
home at this time. 
"I won't sign on until I 
have a new house on coa- 
t ract ,"  he said. 
Miller said people can 
directly hire and manage 
~taff to build their home in 
order to avoid the licence 
fee. But they arc required to 
be personally reliable for 
any defect in the home for 
IO years for subsequent pur- 
chasers. 
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Purple Te~aoe Local S~deiy 
- , . ,~  
Pa~egio Assmia~ Pov(KIy Group ren~e C~t. 
Nodhv~aSt Tenace Pipes a~l S~ely Ke~lo~ Soo~ 
Bulkley/Skeena Drams Sodety )~nettes Club of N~a'a Tn~ Co~d 
Region Terrace T~xa l  Teff~ SU~ngChb 
i • 
22 23Te,ace 
Thomhill Junior Minor 
Secondary School Baseball 
ParentAdvisory 
Council Association 
24c,,,at~= 25~ 26r.~. ~ 97"~'°"""28 ~ '  
paraplegic O~mes~Qb SodE~/ Ten'ace i~I~de F-derds~ 
As,,~a~No~hwesl S~rmsMo~ Te~-aceMmor N~'aT~Cou~i- Te~ace,S~ingClub 
BulldeytSkeena Q,b k~t tba l~ Tetr~ I.~ 
Region 
29 30 31c~ 




Sat, Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.rThurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Eve~ Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635,2411 
Hydro pays big bucks 
THE PROVINCIAL government received $326 million in 
profits from crown corporation B.C. Hydro in the year 
ending March 31, 1999. 
Iu total, the corporation reported a net income of $395 
million for the year, $13 million lower than in 1998. 
Domestic revenues were $2.278 billion. 
And the corporation paid $440 million in water renlals to 
the proviuce and in various grants in lieu of taxes to other 
fom~s of local governments. 
More than 23,000 new customers were added to B.C. 
Hydro's ystem over the past 12 months. 
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Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics Now 
Available. 
For Appointment 638-8165 
Futons  
~:~il. ~:'':::':~!~ U 




WE HAVE FUTONS! 
Sale Priced Starting At $279.00. Solid Pine frames 5 models instore to choose 
from. Many different covers available to complement your home. Great for 
company. Sofa by day- Bed by night. 
The Affordable, Versatile Sleeping Solution. 
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Many, factors go into parole decisions 
This job isn't a rubber stamp 
By CHRISTIANA 
WIENS 
EVERY MONTH, Pat 
Simonson and Lloyd 
McDames deeidc the fate of 
four or five inmates. 
As part of the 21-member 
B.C. Board of Parole their 
job to decidc whether 
cllgiblc inmates at Terrace's 
minimum-security correc- 
tional facility are ready to 
re-enter the community. 
lnmalcs can bc released 
into the community with su- 
pervision aftcr scrviug one- 
third of their sentence, pro- 
vidcd they mect the ap- 
proval of the parole board. 
As the ultilnatc decision 
makers, Simonson and  
McDames take their job 
scriously. Both arc aware of 
thc stereotypes that sur- 
round the parole system. 
"It's not a rubber stamp at 
all," Simonson said of the 
decision-making process. 
"There's a lot of responsi- 
bility." 
People thitik this is some 
sort of bleeding heart pro- 
cess, added McDames. 
"They need to look at the 
whole story," hc added. 
"Those people are going to 
get OUt souletilne." 
Simonson added that 
without parole which of- 
furs time off as a reward for 
acting responsibly in jail - -  
inmates would be released 
wilhout supervision. 
"They could get out and 
do it all over again," said 
Simonsoa. 
As it stands inmates 
prepare a plan, detailing 
where they'll live, work or 
go to school, and, if neces- 
sary, where they'll continue 
their drug or alcohol 
counselling. 
"They need to ask them- 
selves, how am I going to 
live if alcohol isn't a part of 
my life?'" said McDames. 
He explained that most in- 
mates arc incarcerated on 
ON PAROLE: Local board of parole members Uoyd 
McDames and Pat Simonson at the Terrace Correc- 
tional Centre earlier lhis month. Once a month, 
.domestic assault or impaired 
.driving charges, directly re- 
lated to alcohol abuse. 
; McDames and Simonson 
evaluate tile release plan, in- 
mate behavior, work habits 
and alcohol and drug pro- 
gram attendance r cord. 
"racy also seek informa- 
tion from Crown prose- 
cutors, the arresting RCMP 
officer and, if applicable, 
the victim involved. 
While the victim has an 
opportunity to provide a 
confidential letter, the duo 
say it's more common for 
'the victim of a domestic as- 
sault to come in to support 
the inmate. 
"Not as many victhns 
come in as you would ex- 
pect," McDames aid. 
The process can either be 
a rewarding - -when some- 
one cleans up and makes 
positive changes in their 
lifestyle - -  or frustrating. 
Simonson and McDamcs 
see a lot of anger from in- 
mates denied parole. 
"It's a part of the job," 
said Simonson, adding that 
those reactions confirm the 
hoard made the right deci- 
sion for the community. 
Simonson said that the 
duo make the best decision 
they can, based on the in- 
formation in front of them. 
"Yon read all the in- 
formation, use your personal 
expertise and trust that 
you've done your best," she 
said. " I f  those red flags are 
up, there's a reason." 
McDames and Simonson decide whether prisoners at 
the minimum-security centre are ready to be released" 
into the community. 
Board members also have any given time, 250 to 300 
the right to release someone of B.C.'s 2,000 inmates will" 
on an electzonic monitor, be out on parole. 
but haven't done that be- About 85 per cent of those 
cause inmates are either will complete their parole,. 
ready or they're not. without incident, while an- 
When a parolee is released other 14 per cent are 
he must meet conditions of suspended for breach of 
his parole supervisor. If conditions, leaving one per 
those are breached, or he cent of parolees to create al- 
reoffends, he can in- most all of the headlines. 
earcerated for the full dura- "Those are the people you 
tion of his sentence, hear about," said Simonson 
So far, the pair can be explaining the system's 
confident in their decisions, focus really deals wi~ 
as only one offender has restorative justice. 
breached a minor condition "The way people are most 
of release and no one has restored is into the corn- 
had their probation munity is in their com- 
suspended in years, which is munity," she said. "We 
better than the provincial need to find better ways of 
average, doing that." 
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standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Have You Got Your 
Demo Car Ready? 
Terrace Speedway's 
Is coming up 
September  1 2 
2 :00  pm 
Cars should be at track by 12 noon for teching 
Featuring - Bag Races, Obstacle Races, Barrel Races 
Trophy Dashes, Reverse Races and DEMOLITION 
Prize Money - $300 - 1 st Place, $200 - 2nd Place, 
$100- 3rd Place 
If your car is ready by Aug 29, 
bring it out to Terrace Speedway 
and enter our Bump to Pass Race 
See our websile - www.kermode.net/speedway for revised rules or 
call 635-9060 [or more inbrmatioll 
Director likes the work 
AS THE DIRECTOR of the 
Terrace Correctional Centre, 
Kim Fogtmann leads 13 cor- 
rections upervisors, guards, 
auxiliary and clerical staff 
and oversees the activities 
of up to 35 inmates. 
.At 31, Fogtmann is one of 
the province's youngest cor- 
rectional directors. 
She started corrections 
work at the Prince George 
correctional facilities at 
Hutda Lake, a minimum 
security facility 40 kilo- 
metrus west of Prince 
George, in 1989. 
In !994, she was 
promoted to a supervisor 
,position at Prince George 
Regional Correctional 
Centre - -  a maximum 
security facility in Prince 
George. 
By February this year, she 
was back ia minimum 
security, this time directing 
Terrace Correctional Centre. 
If her career goes ahead as 
planned, Fogtalann hopes to 
be back home in Prince 
George as the director of 
operations or programs for 
that city's maxilnum 
Kim Fogtmann 
.security facility within five 
years. 
"It's the next step," she 
said matter of racily. 
Although she's busy doing 
paperwork and brushing up 
on the latest provincial 
policies, Fogtmann says her 
move to Terrace has been 
positive. 
"Everyone's accepted Ine 
very well," said Fogtmann. 
• She also said the majority 
of the institution's inmates 
knew her from previous 
stays at the Prince George 
facility. 
"They just kind of say 
oh, you're here now," she 
said. 
She says she's taking ad- 
vantage of the facility's in- 
thnacy. 
"I like the fact that I can 
go out and talk to the 
guys," she said, adding per- 
sonal problems are easily 
discovered and dealt with. 
Since February, Fogtmann 
started several new pro- 
grams including vocational 
and literacy programs, run 
with the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau. 
The facility also runs a 
clothes bailer for the Salva- 
tion Army. Inmates bundle 
truckloads of unwanted 
cloth~ f rom Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
for shipping to needy 
families around the world. 
Fogtmann said the centre 
is also looking at recycling 
wooden pallets into compost 
boxes with the regional dis- 
trict and starting a 
demonstration garden next 
spring. 
BEER & WINE KITS 
We now carry a fine selection of Brew 
King Kits. Brew King Kits offer a choice 
of Red & White wines with an assortment 
of Chablis, Merlot, Zinfandel and more. 
your own wine from 3-4 weeks. 
Just released from Brew King, a 
I light, fruity summer wine with half the 
alcohol. 
Our Beer Kita Are Unique And 
Easy, Check Out The Great 
Selection Today! 
IRLY B IRD 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
In-Stare Financing available OAC, 
mybc.com/ye l lowpages  
Click here for news, sports, entertainment, weather, business and personal listings 
throughout BC and much more.., BC TEL YELLOW PAGE~P" THE ULTIMATE SOURCE" r~TM 
1 t 
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summer 
Saturday, August 7th and Sunday, August 8th 
% 
Previously Reduced (25%-50% off) Men's, Ladies' & Kids' 
SPRING AND SgMMER Fashions, Accessories. and.Footwear 
ofl 
• DisconlJnued Fishing Supplies 
• Britney Spears Fashions 
Including T-shirts, Tanks, Shorts 
• ALL Exterior Paints 
• Discontinued Wallpaper Borders 
• Discontinued Smoke Alarms 
• Discontinued Home Security 
• Discontinued Craft & Yarn Books 
• Discontinued Home Styles Candles 
Including Tapers & More! 
• Personalized Novelty Signs 
Including Magnetic Pads with 
Pens and More! 
This sale is limited to in-stock items only. 
Sorry, no rainchecks. We reserve the right to 
limit quantities, Selection will vary by store, 
Savings quoted are off original prices. 
off 
• ALL Men's Novelty and Licensed 
Boxer Shorts 
• ALL Men's Star Wars • T-shirts 
• Star Wars* Backpacks 
• Men's DisconUnued Levi's • 
Twill Pants 
• Barbecue Accessories 
3r % 
~olf 
• ALL Wash & Wax Accessories 
• Low Voltage Garden Lighting 
• Zeddy Diapers & Pull Ups 
Selection may vary by store, 
25 off lo 5 
• Discontinued Toys 
DATES APPLY ONLY TO THE FOLLOWIHG ZELLERS STORES... 
• Patio Chairs/Tables/Sets 
• Baseball Gloves/Bats/Balls 
• Men's Cherokee • Jeans 
21i° 0 oll
• ALL Bikes 
(Price Cut and Priced Right 
Bikes excluded) 
• Discontinued Martha Stewart 
Everyday" Window Fashions 
25T ,o 
• ALL Discontinued Video 
Game Software. 
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Airport user fee masks 
hike in airline revenues 
2:4  1 AM " 
You  wou ld  
te l l  them:  : 
,, about :Your , :  •:••; 
. :-. and lyot l r /~; : ! "  ;~ 
• ~.++ Umebn,~++6++~ !+,:: 
• 
+::l.mOO,mma-+SO+ 
By ROD LINK and MALCOLM BAXTER 
THE T'¢v'O AIRLINES flying into the airport here appear 
to have quietly' engineered a reve0ue increase of more than 
$280,000 a year. 
They've done so through a new fee being charged for 
passengers u ing the airport. 
That fee amounts to an extra $13 per return ticket as of 
Aug. 15 - -  n~ore than four times the amount predicted by 
the Tcrrace-Kitimat Airport Society when it announced the 
new fee structure last month. 
And more than half of that difference comes from what" 
amounts to an invisible fare hike and extra revenue airlines 
are going to grab when the new fee comes into effccL 
Here's how. 
When the airport society announced the new fee last 
month, it said it needed $16 per round trip to ensure it hit 
traditional revelaues from the airlines plus about $150,000 
ex~'a to build up a capital expense pool. 
Airlines now pay based on the size and weight ef the air- 
craft they use and the number of passenger seats on each 
plane. The society based its budget on those traditional 
revenue figures. 
But reaching that figure became a problem fight away. 
Cauadlan Airlizles pulled its 737s ~om the route last fall in 
favour of wholly-owned subsidiary Canadian Regional 
Airlines. It flies smaller F-28s so the amount of money the 
airport collected began to drop. 
The situation worsened when .AirBC cut the number of 
its daily flights. And in July, AirBC replaced its BAD-146 
jet with the mnaller Dash 8, cutting the revenue ven fur- 
thor. The society estimated the total revenue loss at 
$280,000 a year. 
So the $16 fee was needed to avoid a budgetary crash 
landing. The airlines say they'll break out the new per- 
passenger fee as a separate charge and reduce its base tick- 
et print by the amount it had built into the old price to 
cover what it had bee, paying under the old system. 
So far, so good. 
But then both airlines announced the separate charge 
would bc $19 per return flight, $3 more than the amount 
they were to be charged by the society. 
Why? 
They say the $16 figure doesn't include GST plus they 
are going to pay travel agents a 9 per cent commissien on 
the fee for its collection. 
But that doesn't quite cover the discrepancy. Add the 
commission ($1.44) and the GST ($1.12) to the airport 
society's fee and you arrive at a figure of $18.56. 
In other words the airline pockets the extra 44 cents on 
every return flight. 
Granted, that's a drop in the bucket on a normal airfare 
out of here, but that's only the beginning. 
When it comes to the amount that Canadian Regional, 
for instance, pays under the current system now, the figure 
is $6.65 per passenger per return trip. It intends to recog- 
nize that by dropping the base ticket price by another 
rounded figure - -  $6.00. 
Which means it will pull in an extra 65 cents in revenue 
there for a total gain of $1.09 per return ticket. 
But here's the kicker: Canadian Regional says its per 
passenger return cost under the old fee system was only 
$6.65, not the $12.76 claimed by the airport society when 
it suggested flyers would not feel much of a bite. 
Both airlines announced the new and 
separate charge passenger charge would 
be $19 per return flight, $3 more than the 
amount they were to be charged by the 
airport society. 
Why? 
So who's wrong? Interestingly, it appears neither. The 
society was basing its figure on the revenue it received 
when Canadian Airlines and AirBC were flying in their big 
jets. 
Canadian ]Regional is basing its figure on the charges it 
has paid since it has started flying its smaller craft into the 
airport in October of last year. 
In other words, the cost to the Canadian operation - -  
whatever name it was flying under ~ in servicing onr air- 
port dropped $6.11 per passenger per round trip as of Oc- 
tober. 
However, ticket prices did not drop by that amount. 
"Which translates to an overall extra revenue total for the 
airline since last October of $7.20 per return trip passenger 
the invis~le fare increase which acts as a revenue gain. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~arr;,~r~ & soli:,o~, 
Tax Law' * Trusts * Corporote & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 Welt Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone= 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
Terrace Supportive Housing Sociely's 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
4011 Sparks St., between Terracevlew Lodge and Heritage Parked! 
for senlore (55 & u p ~  
one & two.bedroom suites for sale. cash or finance uP to 75% 
Ca,, Ee,y ~. ~a,on e, 635"01)36 to~ ao 
information package or personal prosentation, 
THE UNIVERSITY  OF  
NORTHERN BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
will be holding an information gathering and 
consultation session concerning: 
PROPOSED PART-TIME 
SOCIAL WORK DEGREE 
for the Northwest region. 
• All interested students welcome. 
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1999 
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Northwest Community College 
Room #3, Kitimat, BC 
For further information please contact 





been found at fault because 
of a small 1996 landslide, a SMARTLEASE PURCHASE 
portion of which flowed into ' 1 8 8 "  s16,338" a small st,cain northeast of 
here, says the Forest Prac- 
tices Board. PURCHASE PRICE INCLUDES 
The slide occurred after a FOR 36 MONTHS/DOWNPAYMENT$1,916 FREIGHT & PDI 
logging road was cut too far 
into unstsble terrain. 
The board found that 
while the Kalum forest dis- 
trict office had information 
the terrain was unstable, it 
didn't make Skcena Cel- 
lulose aware of the probletn 
in a timely fashion. 
As well, the board found 
Skeena Cellulose did not 
comply with the Forest 
Practices Code by leaving 
the cut in an unstable condi- 
tion for several weeks. 
After the slump occurred, 
the board found a resulting 
investigation by the Kalum 
district forest manager was 
too narrow in its scope and 
didn't consider all the issues 
brought up by the person 
who first brought the slide 
to the district's attention. 
"The district investigation 
did not consider all relevant 
issues, so that the district 
manager's detcrminatlon ef 
no contravention [of the 
Forest Practices Code] aud 
no penalty was flawed," 
said the board in its find- 
ings. 
The board also found there 
was poor communication 
within the district office. 
A small portion of the 
slide entered a creek called 
No-name Creek, which is 
habitat for a protected 
species of In,led flog. 
It wasn't on the protected 
list of species when the slide 
did occur, but is now. 
No penalties were as- 
sessed by the review board 
but it did issue a number of 
recommendations centering 
on the need for better com- 
munication between the dis- 
trict, forest ~ompauies and 
people who make com- 
plaints. 
Richard Overstall, who 
works for the Gitxsan 
Lax'skiik (Eagle) clan, 
which fded the complaint, 
said its generally pleased 
with the findings. 
But he said the elan is dis- 
appointed that while the 
review board found the 
Forest Practices Code was 
contravened, no further 
penalties were assessed. 
SECURITY DEPOSIT $300 
9o/0,4: 
LEASE RATE UP TO 
36 MONTHS 
OR PURCHASE FINANCING 
e UP TO 48 MONTHS 
LEASE OR PURCHASE 
I 1999 PONTIAC SUNFIRE COUPE 
Down Payment Monthly Payment Total Obl/gat/on 
$0 $242/monm $8,737 
$1,000 $2141month $8,709 
$21000 $185/month $81681 
SMARTLEASE 
6238* 
FOR 36 MONTHS/DOWNPAYMENT $3,352 
SECURITY DEPOSIT S300 
1.9°  c FINANCING UP TO 48 MONTHS 
PURCHASE 
s21 ,410"  
PURCHASE PRICE INCLUDES 
FREIGHT & PDI 
1999 PONTIAC GRAND AM 
Down Payment Monthly Payment Total Obligation 
$0 $337/mon~ $12,164 
$1,000 $308/monm $12,091 
$2,000 $278/mon~ $12,019 
SMARTLEASE P U R C H A S E 
*288* s24,855" 
PURCHASE PR!CE INCLUDES 
FOR 36 MONTHSIDOWNPAYMENT $3,529 
SECURITY DEPOSIT $350 
19°  c: e FINANCING UP TO 48 MONTHS 
FREIGHT & PDI 
1999 BUICK CENTURY 
Down Payment Monthly Payment Total Obligation 
$0 $396/monm $14,263 
$1,000 $3651~n~ $14,159 
$2,000 $334/momh $14,055 
I 
115 HP engine * 5-speed manual 
ion * Rear spoiler • 4-wheel anti- 
raking system * PASSLock ~ theft- 
.~terrent system • Next Generation 
driver and front passenger air bags 
• Folding rear seatback 
~ PONTIAC:  BUILT FOr4 DRivEr4s- 
iAr 
:'~ " :  ThePontia:cG~and do~sn t ju~tilo~k spOrtyl ; i ~: 
" ~ . ,  , itsaysyo~!rein::cohtroL:;::::: i  i !. : . . . . .  ~ : ;  • ; 
Twin Cam 150 HP engine • Bold and 
:w design • All new chassis, with 
d rigidity • 4-wheel anti-lock disc braking 
tem. 4-speed automatic transmission 
Enhanced Traction System 
• 4-wheel independent suspension 
• AM/FM stereo cassette • Power door 
locks • Tilt-Wheel TM • PASSLock" theft- 
deterrent system • Rear spoiler 
V I ONTIAC BUILT FOI:~ DRIVER~" 
• 3.1 litre V6 160HP engine • 6 passenger seating 
automatic transmission • 4-wheel 
)raking system • 4-wheel Independent 
n • Power door locks, windows and 
~rs e Air conditioning • PASS-Key I1" 
heft-deterrent system • Enhanced 
Traction System • Remote keyless 
entry with panic feature al Automatic 
light control • Cruise control 
A 1999 Family Size Best Buy - Consumer's Digest 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635.4941o++ 
We'd hke you Io k~Ow more: For vehicle self otl~ Of the Io;atl~ OI ~le nearest dealer call 1.800.GM.DRIVE or vi~t oul webslte at ~[ ] r J~Lr ,9 .g2  ' 8a.',ed 0n a 36 month lease f~ 1999 Sunf=re Coupe RTZ 11999 Grind/~ SE RIZ I 1999 Century RTZ equipped as ~sefitJed 
k downpDyment ~ trade ol 31.918/$3,3521 $3,529 lind t seceti~/~epo~t of $300 ! a3001 $350 is reqotted Total obligation is.$8.684/$11.9201 $ 3891 Annual kilometer limit 20.000kin. $0.12 pet execs1 kJbm~tet 0~ef lea.~ opilont ivaJtlble. ' &freight Included. License. 
Insurance, all conditioning elctse tax and taxes not indnded Denials =e free to set IndlvkJuM ericel I i'ma r¢ mg on approved G~AC uedd only Example $10000 at 1 9% APR. ~e monthly plymenl Is $2~6 Sl for 4 m rn~tht Cost of ~o~rowlnO I~ $392,4a, Tolot obligzUon e
$10,392.48. Down payment trade and or stoufily de~oslt ~ be lequfted. Monlldy ~ayment lnd ¢osl of b~'zowing witl vary depending on arnouot b~'lowe~ and down 0ayn~ot/ea~. 0kC. '&|0ffl~ll ApP/to 1999 ~ 0~ d~mo~ffillo~ ~¢de~ 01 vthi¢lel equipped M desedbed 
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SARAH de LEEUW 
I Church too 
powerful 
H 
aving not been raised in it, my first 
mentories of it come from between 
the yellow framed covers of Na- 
tional Geographic. 
Gold. Huge stained glass windows with 
colourful light winking through them. Pictures 
i of ceilings that reached the sky. More gold. 
'~ Men dressed in gold. Gold cups. Gold paintings. 
i In the confiues of a small house, nestled in 
i what seemed like a smaller logging town where 
i the rain rarely stopped, my first images of the 
! Romau Catholic religion seemed, well, quite 
[ heaveldy. 
I can't be sure, but I don't think I was old 
i enough to read, and eveu if the odd word made 
1 sense to me, the small print of National Geog- 
t raphic would have certainly been an ilnpossible 
! challenge to my young miud. 
So the pictures spoke a thousaud words, attd 
in my imagination I made up stories about the 
white haired man surrounded by massive paiut- 
ings and the upturned faces of children throwing 
flowers. 
Yeats  later, gold is not the first color that 
jUUlpS to nlind whelt l think of the Romau Cath- 
olic church. Now, reading the small print in 
magazines, attd listeniug closely to the 
newscasts, Iatn beginulng to understand some- 
ll|iug far more complex than children throwing 
flowers aud ceilings that reach the sky. 
For years the Catholic church has been operat- 
ing ill the United Natious with a status no other 
! world religion holds. The Church has powers 
~';"' ~lii~.~i~eg'u0i c6uutries and Natiou States, some- 
I ilini~'mauy people are beginning to realize 
atnounts to a very unfair weight being given to 
one religious perspective on the world scale. 
The Roman Catholic church operates in the 
UN uuder what is called "Non-u~ctnber Stale 
Permanent Observer status. This slatus is very 
different from that giveu to other religious orga- 
nizations - -  they, and many other lobby and in- 
terest groups, all operate under the status of a 
"Nou-govenunenlai Organization (NGO)", a 
far less influeutial status. 
The Romau Catholic church has the status of a 
"Non-member State permanent observer" be- 
cause it calls itself the Vaticau or the Holy See, 
preseuting itself as more than a religion or a re- 
ligious iustitution. 
Giving the Catholic church this unprecedented 
power in the UN has led to the curtaihnent of 
humatl rights arouud the world. 
Each year over 60(},000 wonteu around the 
world die uecdlessly during childbirth. Every 
year the UN attempts to draft iuternational 
health policies that will prevent these deaths, 
but each year the Catholic church, as a recog- 
nized country in the UN, voices opposition to 
these proposed policies. 
The Catholic church uses their voice to limit 
access to family planning, emergency con- 
traception and safe abortion (even in countries 
where abortion is legal, and even for women 
who have been raped as an act of war). 
This church also uses their powerful position 
to block international policy decisions that 
would make condom education and condom use 
a major tool in the prevention of HIV and 
AIDS. This even though each year 5.8 million 
people become HIV positive aud 2.5 million die 
from the disease. 
Added to the threat against human rights that 
the Catholic church poses with its special status 
in the UN, other religions and churches are 
cla truing religious freedom is beiug eudaugered. 
Every other religion with representation at the 
UN, like the World Council of Churches, is 
rightly restricted to the same status as other 
NGO's. With the Catholic church having such 
far reaching and influential powers, many reli- 
gious attd religious organizations are complain- 
ing of undue favoritism. 
I There is, of course, a simple answer. Reduce 
I the status of the Roman Catholic church to that 
of other churches and religions: the status of a 
Non-Governmental Organization. 
Thinking back on it now, I seem to remember 
coming across somethiug similar to this debate 
also being covered in National Geographic. I 
was readiug by then, and the small italicized 
print next to the photographs were rny favorite 
place to start. 
If memory serves me correctly, it was an arti- 
cle on the United States, the south, and the 
school system, The picture was also of an elder- 
I ly white haired man. He is leaning over a 
gnarled wooden school desk, a black board cov- 
ered with chalk equations behind Mm. 
There were no children throwing flowers; no 
gold or stained glass windows tn this picture. 
But file caption bus stuck with me all the same. 
Ar,ulng for the separation of church and g 
slate,.,, 
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Scouts live it up at Jamboree 
ing themselves the bleach 
boys. 
This year, two local Scout 
troops, the First Terrace and 
the Sixth Terrace Scou~, at- 
tended the eighth ammal 
Jamboree July 10-17 at 
Camp Byng oil the Sechelt 
Peninsula. 
Fourteeu Terrace girls and 
boys joined 1,796 other 
Scouts (children aged 12- 
14) at the event, which is 
held every four years in a 
different location in B.C. 
Along with traditioqal 
Scoutiug activities like 
hikiug, backpacking attd 
overnight camping, children 
went canoeing , kayaking, 
ocean swimming and 
mountain biking. 
Since the theme of the 
Jamboreewas "High Seas. 
Adventure", Scouts also 
helped rig a tall ship and 
clilnbed the crowsnest. 
Some children also got to 
ride aboard the HMCS 
Oriole, a Cauadian NIavy" 
ship. 
At night, Scouts catnped 
in tents in units of up to 
eight youths and two adults. 
Each unit prepared and 
BLEACH-BOYS: First Terrace Scouts Justin Unrau, 
14, and Matt Mulnowski, 14, make their way through 
cooked tlicir meals, using" of the 527 leaders and 300 
an obstacle course at the Scouts' provincial Jam- 
boree held at Camp Byng, near Sechelt. 
Link said she's happy she "Most of the guys are 
pro-set menus and ratious 
supplied at camp. 
"For many of them it 's'  
their first opportunity to 
cook," said Charles Joh-i 
stone, Scout leader. 
He said the Jamboree, 
which cost about $2 million 
to operate, is an important 
part of Scouts. 
"Kids leant more about 
themselves attd it gives 
them the opportunity to 
meet people front all over 
they wouldn't have a chance 
to meet," Johustoue said. 7 
The Jamboree is so sue-~'. 




WHEN DR. Issac Sobol returns from his month-long 
medical ~lp to Tibet, he'd like to present a slide show 
to local residents. 
~..o 
older teens, who are mem- 
bers of the Veuturcrs and 
Rover sections of Scouting, 
who 'volunteer their time 
helpitqg out. 
Sixth Terrace Scout 
Theresa Link, 14, said the 
best part of the week was 
making new friends. 
"You get to meet lots of 
neat people not just from 
B.C.,'" she said. " I  made 
one frieud from the States 
and one friend from Maple 
Ridge." 
She said she expects to 
keep ht touch with both of 
theln through e-mail. 
joined Cubs four years ago 
because she's been able to 
do some cool things. 
"You get to go camping 
and do things you normally 
wouldn't gel to do, like 
boating and skiing. Next 
~ummer we're planning to 
go to Alaska." 
She said she doesn't mind 
being a girl in a traditionally 
male organization ~ girls 
were first allowed into 
Scouts in 1992. 
And it didn't bother her a 
bit that mtly 10 per cent of 
the Scouts at the Jamboree 
this year were girls. 
pretty nice," she said. 
To raise money for the 
Jamboree, Terrace scouts 
held bottle drives, picked up  
garbage from the highway i 
and sold chocolate bars. 
Because the provincial 
Jamboree is held every four 
years, a youth can usually 
attend ouly one during his 
or her time as a Scout. 
There are, however, Nation- 
al and World Jamborees, 
each held every four years 
for Venturers (ages 14-17 
and Rovers (ages 18-26). 
Doctor needs Shoes 
for Tibetans 
Dr. Issac Sobol is set for his third trip to Tibet. 
A LOCAL doctor wants to take children's 
shoes with him to Tibet while he's in the 
country providing free health care to poor 
residents. 
Dr. Issae Sobol, a family physician with 
the Nisga'a Valley Health board, is leaving 
iu September for Tibet with four other doc- 
tors to set up free medical clinics for One 
month. 
"We'l l  see everyoue who comes to us," 
Sobol said. 
The doctors beloug to Rokpa Iutentation- 
ai, an agency dedicated to relieve poverty, 
improve health care aud save the tradition 
of Tibetan nmdicine in the country. 
Sobol said he's been to Tibet twice before 
in 1994 and 1998 to help impoverished 
people needlug medical attention. 
He's dedicated to doing volunteer work, 
specifically in Tibet, because people there 
are so desperate for medical care. 
He explained Tibetans only receive medi- 
cal attention when they pay for services. 
And because most Tibetans are nomads 
who make little to no money, many can't 
afford to see a doctor when they're sick. 
"We live in a rich country," Sohol said. 
"We have the opportunity to try to give 
some of our lives for the benefit of people 
who aeed it InosL" 
On a similar huma,titarian missiou to 
Tibet last year, Sobol saw up to 40 patieuts 
a day who suffered from infectious dis- 
eases, chronic probleuts including paralysis 
due to polio, persisteut coughs, and high 
blood pressure. 
Last year, huudreds of people came from 
all over the country to seek his team's er- 
vices. 
He said people were lined up outside his 
door every taunting. 
"It was kinda' a big mob scene every 
day," he said. 
Iu the aflenloons, the doctors will tour 
urban centres and lecture at schools about 
proper health care. 
Aloug with his medical bag, Sobol also 
hopes to bring dozens of children's shoes 
with hint to Tibet. 
Many children lack proper footwear, he 
said. And fatnilies can't afford to buy new 
shoes. 
He's asking local residents to donate 
healthy pro-worn or new children's sloes 
which he can personally deliver to young- 
stets in need. 
"I  will personally take the shoes with me 
iu my luggage,,' the doctor said. 
Sobol is the founder of Rokpa Canada 
attd a member of the board of directors. 
Rokpa Canada supports a medical school 
in Palyul, eastent Tibet. Students from 
poor, rural villages are selected by their vil- 
lages to atlend the school, where they com- 
plete their basic education, attd then are ful- 
ly traiued in Tibetan mediciue by some of 
the few remaining physicians left carrying 
ou the ancient medical tradition. 
Terrace Legion Branch 
raises cash for new home 
CONTRIBUTED 
PLANS ARE underway 
for a new Legion build- 
ing in Terrace, which 
means funds have to be 
raised. 
Raising money is hard 
work these days, but if 
you can hav'c fun doing 
it, the battle is half-way 
won. 
That is what the 
Legion's fundraising 
committee has in tnind 
for Sunday, August 15. 
Under special licence, 
the Legion will be open 
at 11 a.m. August 15 to 
all Legion members and 
guests. 
Legton members have 
plam~ed all sorts of un- 
usual and interesting 
things to do. 
An area behind the 
building will be fenced 
off for a "refreshment 
garden" and throughout 
the early afternoon, the 
grill will be fired up and 
succulent hamburgers 
will be available. 
Plans are also un- 
derway to set up a mini- 
ature putting green. Who 
knows what kind of 
competition will arise 
from such an activity? 
People are also being 
offered a unique way of 
getting rid o f  all their 
frustrations. For a 
i 
nominal fee, people will 
be provided with a BIG 
hammer which they can 
use to lake their prob- 
lems out banging on an 
old jalopy, hnagine 
going to work ,,a Mon- 
day felling stress heel 
From 4:31) to 6:30 
p.m., a steak dinner will 
be available, cooked to 
your special liking and 
ata low, low price. 
So come on out for 
lunch, for dinner, for fun 
and most of all to help 
get that new Legion" 
building in Terrace. 
These activities are 
restricted to people 19 
years of age and older. 
Around Town 
clinic available 
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY and North West 
Community Health Services Society (NWCHSS) are 
sponsoring a Women's Breast Self Examination Clinic Fri- 
day, August 6 from 2-4 p.m. at the Health Unit. For ap- 
pointments call 638-2200. 
Pick blueberries 
SilAMES MOUNTAIN BERRY FEST: Pick your own 
blueberries and huckleberries Sunday, August 15 from 
noon to 5 p.m. at Shames Mountain Daylodge. There will 
be prizes for most picked, bluest face and youngest/oldest 
picker. Live entertainment will be available as well as deli- 
ciously decadent blue/huckleberry desserts. 
Free children's workshop 
Ti lE FAMILY PLACE is offering Tuesday, August 10 a 
free workshop, Shake, Rattle and Roll, a musical instru- 
ment making workshop for kids up to the age of 8. Loca- 
tion for this workshop is the Family Place. Children must 
be accompanied by an adult. Call 638-1863 to pre-register. 




AGATORS:  Back by popular demand 
is Pushy Pushy. They'll be rockin' here 
until Saturday, August 7. 
ABEASLEY 'S  MIX: Live entertain- 
ment with Haifyard, the amazing one- 
man band every Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night. 
CELEBRATE: 
ARIVERSIDE FESTIVAL: Country 
and Bluegrass music fans are invited 
to attend Terrace's first annual country 
and bluegrass music festival. The event 
will take place August 13-15 at Har- 
lee's Place, 11 kilometres North of Ter- 
race on Kahm Lake Drive. The event 
will feature music by Moonshine, the 
Bulkley Valley Old-Time Fiddlers, 
Chuck Irvin, Harley and Mickev 
Poague, the Gospel Hiilbillies and many 
more. Tickets can be purchased at Sight 
and Sound (Terrace Mall and Kitimat) 
and Elegance Fashions. A three-day 
weekend pass costs $35 per person. Day 
passes cost $10 on Friday and Sunday, 
and $15 on Saturday. Children under 12 
years of age (with parents) are free. 
A3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE will take place 
Saturday, August 21 at the Rosswood 
Community Fairgrounds. The Jamboree 
ns a music celebration that brings to- 
gether local and regional performers as 
well as hundreds of music fans. All 
styles of music are encouraged. Also a 
children's area and stage and food and 
craft vendors. Volunteers and musicians 
needed. Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tick- 
ets available at Sight and Sound. Cost 
before July 19 is $25 filmily, $12 adult, 
$5 youth. Tickets after July 19 cost 
family $35, adult $18 and youth $8. 
ASHAMES MOUNTAIN BERRY 
FEST: Pick your own blueberries and 
huckleberries Sunday, August 15 from 
noon to 5 p.m. at Shames Mountain 
• Daylodge. There will be prizes for most 
picked, bluest face and youngest/oldest 
picker. Live entertainment will be avail- 




&Until Sept 12: SUMMER MEM-  
BER SHOW. Exhibition featuring 
artwork from local, regional and nation- 
al artists who are all members of the 
Terrace Art Association. The artwork 
on  display will consist of a variety of 
mediums, such oil, watercolor and 
acrylic paintings as well as pottery, pho- 
tography and fibre arts. 
Make the 'Scenel Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertabzment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for  the 
fol lowing week's paper. 
"ensedFor" Gooa   .; 
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Healthy BOW~I: Fibr~ 
As most naturopaths and herbalists believe that disease 
begins in the colon, it seems that fibre is a key factor in main- 
taining health. Indeed, the Canadian Cancer Society advises 
we eat 25 to 30 grams of fibre daily. 
So we guzzle prune juice and mound bran onto our cereal 
in trust we're getting the roughage we need from it. 
We may believe that we are eating a diet high in fibre, but 
as a lecturer recently stated, "If you aren't packing around a 
bag of beans and brocolli, you aren't getting enough (fibre)." 
The overage North American eats only 12 grams daily, less 
than half the recommended amount. 
There are two types of fibre: soluble and insoluble. Both 
are important and are wonderfully effective together. 
Soluble fiber includes Pectin and Mucilages, This has a 
sponge-like effect, absorbing toxins to be disposed. 
The insoluble form accounts for the greater amount in our 
diets, This oategory includes Cellulose and Lignins, which 
work like a whisk broom sweepinq away debris from the walls 
of the colon, 
Benefits of fibre include relieving constipation, prevention 
and reduction of hemorrhoids, and reducing the risk for diver- 
tlculosis, appendicitis, and some types of cancer. It may help 
reduce coronary heart disease, reduce levels of cholesterol 
and trlglycerides, lower blood pressure, aid digestion and 
regulate blood sugar. Reportedly, it may help balance hor- 
mone levels and absorb and eliminate toxins, Prevention of 
gall stones, varicose veins and hiatus hernias are other possi- 
ble benefits. 
The Solution: Add more soluble and insoluble fibers to 
your diet. Start slowly, as some people experience gas and 
minor discomfort when first adding to their diet. Drinking lots 
of pure water Is very important, Fresh oir and exercise relieve 
stress and help your body do its Job efficiently. 
Remember a healthy body works, plays, and feels betted 
• / 
For a consultation or  to  imformation, 
purchase herbal  nutrition products 
at  wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Shelley Coxen, Barbara Emery, 
Sid & Therese Ross, Kelly Hosein & Debra 
Cervo, John & Barb Heighington, Darcie 
Ameshy, Maureen Gent, Bruno Belanger & 
Krista Bottyan, 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 
Fax: (250) 635-1505 
EMA L: bruno@kermode.net 
Cfmng&g Canadians Heaft(i j 
One Person at a rr~e J 
WHAT'S UP 
Wednesday, August 4 
SUMMER FUN: if you want your 
children to have some summer fun, 
come to the V.B.S. "Hooked on 
Jesus". We'll help them catch their 
limit with videos on the big screen 
crafts, games, refreshments and 
more at the Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly, 3511 Eby Street from 1- 
3 p.m. 
Thursday, August 5-8 
UDDER THEATRE. FESTIVAL: 
featuring 8 plays performing con- 
tinuously over the weekend on the 
free outdoor stage. Come to Prince 
Rupert and enjoy the artsl For more 
information call David Smook at 
624-6088. 
Friday, August 6 
THE CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY and North West Com- 
munity Health Services Society 
(NWCHSS) are sponsoring a 
Women's Breast Self Examination 
Clinic from 2-4 p.m. at the Health 
Unit. For appointments call 6:38- 
2200. 
Tuesday, August 10 
THE FAMILY PLACE will be offer- 
ing another free children's work- 
shop, Shake, Rattle and Roll, a mu- 
sical instrument making workshop 
for children up to the age of 8. 
Location for this v~orkshop is the 
Family Place, 4553 Park Avenue. 
Children must be accompanied by 
an adult. Pro-register for this work- 
shop by calling us at 638-1863. 
Friday, August 13-15 
GOSPEL MOUNTAIN MUSIC 
FESTIVAL will take place at the 
I~spiox Valley Rodeo Grounds. For 
more info or to volunteer and earn 
a weekend pass call Karen 
Martinsen at 842-5202. 
Tuesday, August 17-28 
MILLS MEMORIAL hospital auxil- 
iary are having an "End of Season 
Bag Sale". All summer stock must 
go. They are located at 4544 




TERRACE ROD AND GUN CLIYll 
meels the In'st Wednesday of every 
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Clubhouse at 
the Rifle Range. 
PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies 
takes place Wednesdays from 1-2 p,m, 
at the health services ociety (formerly 
Skcena Health Unit) at 3412 Kahm 
St) Public health nurse on hand to ans- 
wer questions. 
PACIFIC NORTtIWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL COMMI'VFEE mcetings 
held every second Wed of the montll, 
COMMUNITY BIBLE STUDY 
FOR WOMEN meeting every Wed. 
ncsday startlug Sept 16 from 9:30 a,m, :, 
to 11:15 a.m, at 3602 Sparks St. Free '~. 
nursery for infanls and toddlers. Call 
635-9610 for more info, 
i 
TERRACE DUPLICATE BRIDGE 
CLUB meets Wednesday evenings at 
6:45 at the Legiou. Iuterested partner- 
ships welcome. For more infonnation 
conhact 635-3788. 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN Club 
meets the first Wednesday of every 
nmnth at 7:15 p.m. at the rifle range 
clubhottse. Attyone interested in out- 
door sports iucluding fishing, huntin~g 
attd shooting is iavited to atteud. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
lING councdmeets the first Wedncs- 
~ day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Miuistry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
arc welcome. For more intb call Mary 
Auae at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
ncsday of every inonth at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINE' ITE CLUB OF  TE I~IACE 
meets cvery second Wednesday. New, 
members arc welcome. For more, call 
Fioaa at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more into. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
at the Coast hm of the West. For more 
info call John Whittingtou at 635-3209, 
SCOITISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Lisa 
at 635-4974 for info, 
LESBIAN I)ROP-IN happens noon 
hour oa every third Wednesday of the 
nmnth at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more into. call 638. 
8396 or 635-9242, 
) )  ALZHEIMERS SUI I ORT AND 
EDUCATION GROUP's monthly 
meeting every second Wednesday of
each month at the Terraceview Lodge 
from 3-4:40 p.m. Call Sandra t 638- 
0223 or Aveline 798.2581. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
TI~ column is intended for non. 
profit vrganizatiom and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event, 
We ask that items be sz~bmitted by5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed tieatly. 
a, 
Brent Halfyard b~,RTINI MADNESS 
The Man of a WACKY WINGS 
Thousand SPECIAL 
We. v' 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Colten Ernest Barry Gerllb 
Date & qlme of Birth: 
July 3, 1999 'at 5:29 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs 2 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Vance & Shannon Gerlih 
Baby's Name: 
Kathleen Mary Elizabeth Benton 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
July9, 1999 at 10:26 a.m. 
Weight: 6 lbs 15 oz. Sex: Peru'.de 
Parents: lYavid & Moyra Ik-aton 
Sister for Saxon 
Baby's Name: 
Jared Kaye McColl 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
July 12, 19~at h50 ann, 
Weight: 5lbs 9 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Run & am 
Big Brothers R0bble, Danny & Kevin 
Olivia Grace Reach 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 19, lge/) at 12:48 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Ilerh & "~n Reach 
Big Sister Ilann~ 
O 
Baby's Name: 
Michael Willi:m Gary Krthur Chemko 
Dale &Time of Birth: 
July 19, 1999 at 4:46 p.m. 
Welght: S Ibs 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Barb Burrs & 
Mike Chemko 
A Utile Brother for Briltney 
Baby's Name: 
Ame,~la F.mlly Evans 
Date &Tim© of I]lrth: 
July 20, 1999 at 4:24 p.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. n oz, Sex: Female 





Just see our service desk for more information 
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Which Company Lists & Sells More 
Homes In Terrace & Area?... 
Co.  A 
8% 
RE/MAX of Terrace 
Co. C 
13% 
The Proof's In The I 0 
*based in whole or in part on information supplied by the BC Northern Real Estate Board for the periad January 1, 1999 through July 27, 1999. 
Homes Sold in The Past 90 Days 
#1-4631 Walsh Ave #1-4832 Lazelle Ave 
$ 87 '  500  . M ~  r .... . . . . .  r $79,900 MLS 
J~ 
#4-5108 Medeek  Ave 
$89,900 MLS • 
4016 Anderson Ave 
$129,900 MLS 
~:  ~.i~, ~. ~!" 
;~~- i?177- - - - - -~  ............... 
#14-4625 Graham Ave 
$29,900 MLS 
2504 Craig Ave 2704 Skeena St 3404 Mi le  Place 




4628 Weber Ave 
$93,000 MLS 
4915 Agar Ave 
$ ! 39 ,500  MLS 
4928 Scoff Ave 
$149,000 MLS 
4913 Walsh Ave 
$169,900 MLS 
4930 Hundal St 
$197,500 MLS 
4901 Lambly Ave 
$14"J,900 MLS 
$127 Keith Ave 
$149,900 MLS 
4014 Tuck Ave 
$119,900 MLS 
4923 tabe l le  Ave 
$224,500 MLS 
4722 Hal l iwel l  Ave 
$129,900 MILS 
4724 Scolt Ave 
$115,900 MLS 
i~ ........ ~ IM I  ~ 
4713 Olson Ave 
$105,000 MLS 
of Terrace 
Call us first. 
Each office le Independently owned and operaled. 
Re~Max of Terrace... 
Signs o~ s 6 3 8. ! 4 0 0 
John Evans Dick Evans  
638-8682 635-7068 
13 yrs, Exp. 20 yrs. Exp. 
SheUa Love 
635-3004 









9 yrs, Exp. 
R 
Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach 
638-1945 638-5382 635-5739 
19 yrs. Exp. 19 yrs. Exp. 12 yrs. Exp. 
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FERRACE S~A NDARIE 
TERRACE'S LONGEST POLE: Terrace resident Art Wagner hand peels the 
longest cedar pole ever seen in Terrace. The pole stood more than 200 feet in the 
woods, but after it was trimmed it measured 165 feet tall. It was brought in from 
the Meadow Creek area, about 34. miles up the Nass Road. 
REAL ESTATE 
Did you know that B,C.'s Children's Hospital's Safe Start 
program is aimed at reducing preventable injuries, 
the leading cause at hospitalization or children? Children's Hospital 
YVONNE MOEN 
TEST YOUR memory 
with a list of 10 interest- 
ing facts about Terrace. 
• Did you know? 
George Little, the 
founder of Terrace, ar- 
rived at Little Canyon 
March 10, 1905. He lived 
here until he died of a 
heart attack Dec. 30, 
1~55. 
• Did you know? 
Thomas Job  Thornhill 
was the first white man to 
settle in the Skeena Val- 
ley below Little Canyon. 
He arrived in 1892 and he 
was rewarded with the 
largest memorial given to 
a pioneer - -a  6,500 foot 
mountain bares his name 
(Thornhill mountain). 
• Did you know? 
The old Skeena River 
Bridge was officially 
opened on July 21, 1925. 
Next year, the bridge will 






*Commercial *Mobile Homes 
, *Logging Trucks & Equipment 
Monthly Payment Plans Available 
1-~58"-~341.~1--5SKEENA MALL 5 "Quali ty Insurance 
o That Pays! "  
R 5~ A divis ion of're', 
Did you _~,~J~fY~li ~ Only Century 21offers 3227 Kalum Street, Terrace 
k n o w ? AirMiles travel miles to 635-6361 
you,  our  va lued  emaih century21w&s@kermode.net On July 19, 1959 Heinz 
Wickmann gained a place t & Smith Real ly Ltd. cus to l l l e rs  Independantly Owned & Operated 
in the World Book of  
:Records. He caught a 92 
pound chinook salmon 
.-four miles from Terrace 
'at Remo Flats. He 
remains the world title 
holder for a salmon 
caught on a rod. 
• Did you know? 
Terrace is the Cedar 
Pole Capitol of the 
World? In 1969 the 
longest pole ever was 
brought in from the 
woods by loggers. It 
came from the MacGillis 
and Gibbs yard. 
The pole stood more 
than 200 feet in the 
woods, but after it was 
trimmed it measured 165 
feet tall. This cedar pole 
was brought in from the 
Meadow Creek area, 
about 34 miles up the 
Nass Road. 
The pole was shipped to 
MacGillis and Gibbs" 
new Brighton plant where 
it was treated with a pre- 
servative and then was 
shipped to New York. 
There, it was used to sup- 
port lines across the Hud- 
son River, allowing ships 
to pass underneath. 
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L 
Close to tligh School Affordable Comfort 
$159,000 MLS $151,500 I~ILS 
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Vendors Want this Home SOLD! 
$104,900 ML8 




Great Country Place $57,000 MLS 
Investor Alert! Year Round Lake Residence 
$325,000 +GST EXC $179,000 MLS 
GREAT DEALS! 
Home & Shop In Town Quiet Location 
$189,5001MLS $154,500 MLS 
Downtown Comfortable & Affordable 
$132,500 I~LLS $134,000 EXC 
Groat Neighbourhood 
$139,900 MLS 
:e::~: .+ ~.:+! p,,,.+. 
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It's Worth a Look! 
$94,000 MLS 
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4910 Lazelle Ave. 
5242 Mountainvista 
5244 Mountainvista 
4820 Halliwell Ave. 
2-4pro 
3552 Coltonwood 
Coffee 8, Donuts 
• °~ ~ .... ,. . 
Great [~cation 
$119,500 MLS 
• Didyou know? 
Mayor Jack Talstra 
was officially sworn in 
Dec. 2, 1985. He's 
been mayor for 34 
years. 
• Did you know? 
On Sept. 4, 1944 the 
highway between Prince 
Rupert and Terrace was 
officially open. Emil 
Haughmd Reeve of Ter- 
race did the opening 
ceremony. 
• Did you know? 
The old Red Cross Hos- 
pital opened on March 
16, 1948. The first baby 
born there was Richard 
Kerr on March 17, 1948. 
The first baby girl was 
Doris May Young, born 
March 30, 1948. 
• Did you know? 
Terrace was in- 
corporated as a village 
municipality Dec. 31, 
1927. 
• Did you know? 
Mayor Jack Talstra was 
officially swam in Dee. 
2, 1985. He's been mayor 
for 14 years. 
• Did you know? 
Terrace became a city 
Jan. 22, 1987. At the time 
the population was 
12,000 including Thorn- 
hill. Today, there are 
23,000 people living here. 
• Did you know? 
MLS CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE 
FOR PICK UP 
AT OUR OFFICE 
Worry-fi'ee living, 3 hdrm strata 
$99,900 MLS#20424 
Spectacular view, park-like settin 
$269,500 MLS#23519 
2 bdrm, 2 bath, immaculate 
$79,500 MLS# 18875 
Sales Associate of 
the Month 
Congratulations to Katherine 
Hicks for the month of July 
1999. Kalherine welcomes 
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3 bdrm, full basonumt, garage 
$107,900 MLS#19022 
3 bdrm family home in horseshoe 
$142,500 MLS#24420 
Excellent 3 hdrm home with shop 
$88,400 MLS#22405 
[~(llfl OfcWl"lJ MI 
++~r" ' "+~'%:,.:, +.  
5 hdrms, 3200 sq.R. 
$169,900 MLS#14651 
In Horseshoe, 8-plex. Good revenue 
$489,900 ML8#17425 
1030sq.ft, peaked roof, 4 yr old furnace 
$60,900 MLS#16597 
Qaiet location, 3 bdrm starter, 2 baihs 
$59,900 MLS#20423 
3 bdrms, paid up sewer system 
$79,000 MLS#19023 
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2 bdrm condo, big fireplace 
$82,900 MLS#24142 
. . . .  : .................. ~]L+ ] 
5 bedrooms, 2 NG fireplaces 
$154,900 NILS#17864 
3 bdrms, 2 baths 
$139,900 bitS#23579 
2 acres Riverfront, ready to build 
$79,900 MLS#21,169 
...... ~ :  ~ ~ 
Well maintained, hnmed, possess. 
$100,000 MLS#8227 
3 bdrm chalet style leg home 
$154,900 ML8#16534 
Spacious exec. home w/view 
$299,000 MLS#25455 
.I bdrm, 2220 sq.R., 2 acres 
$154,500 MLS#19491 
tlobhy Farm in Town 
$169,900 MLS#21480 









3 bdrms, 2 hath, shed Lg family home w/sauna house 
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$103,000 MLS 
• 3 bedroom rancher  
• two piece ensu i te  
• Natura l  Gas heater  
• 80x100 ft. lot 
• s ingle car garage 
• separate  workshop 
• large sundeck  & pr ivate backyard 
• beaut i fu l  mature  red map les  
• no thru street  
For appointments or more information, 
please contact Steve Butler or Corinna 
Morhart  @ 635.6361 work, 
635-5338 resident 
~.ae~.~.,,tiy Ownea..d Op.r.~ Steve Butler Corinna Morhart 
635-2404 
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fter spending one to four years in its na- 
tal stream a juvenile steelhead un- 
dergoes a process of smoltification. 
Then, obeying mysterious urges of its 
genetic inheritance, it swims for the sea. In the 
Skeena drainage the migration of smelts occurs 
when the sahnon fry are plentiful. Late in May, 
swimming his fly through the brilliantly green 
reflections of spring, a fly fisher is likely to have a 
smelt strike his fly viciously. 
Skeena smelts are six to 10 inches long, their 
size a result of a longer residency in fresh water 
than their southern cousins. Even in their diminu- 
tive form steeihead are immediately recognizable; 
they smack a fly regardless of its size tlmn leap 
about, glintiug like uewly minted coins. 
Until recently, little was known about the salt 
water peregriuatious of steelhead uring the one to 
five years they spend there. Important iuformation 
is starting to accumulate oa the subject. Uulike 
their pelagic cousins, the chinook, steelhesd, it 
turns out, are will migrate spectacular distances 
opportuuistically feeding on marine invertebrates. 
Using coded wire tags inserted in the noses of ju- 
venile steeihead, scientists are able to prove this, 
recording, for example, an Idaho steelhead that 
traveled 890 nautical miles in the short space of 
two mouths. Aalother steelhead left the Alsea River 
in Oregou and was captured near Kodiak Island; 
1200 miles away, five months later. 
Scientists are not only acquiring agreater under- 
standing of steelhead migratiou, but, in so doing, 
are filling in some of the blanks on the effect the 
ocean has upon steelhead abundance. 
El Nine, the Christ child eurre,lt with effects of 
more than Biblical proportions, and his cold sister, 
.],,/L~JJlt~dl.9~n in ate :global-~| j.tlL~  j.¢~f p£ g~ ,,~9.~a...aJ~_ 
the children; ot;trdpieal trade winds and equa~oriak3. 
currents. Tifough they're ~thousands of miles ~ j  ~ 
fi'om steelbead waters, the kids affect the distribu- 
tion of tropical rain which, iu turn, has a profound 
effect on ocean temperatures in the tropical Pacif- 
ic. These temperatures spawu winds and stoml 
tracks that find their way our way where they af- 
fect the disposition of a low pressure cell, the 
bull's eye of west coast weather that hangs over 
the Aleutian Islands and goes by the name of the 
Aleutian Low, whom we might personify as Big 
AL, uncle to the aforementioned kids of Spanish 
currency. 
I was watching a weather man on TV a few days 
ago. He was standing iu front of one those moving 
satellite pictures of our coast. As he smiled and 
promised sunny climes to southerners, you could 
see Big AL blowing his cloudy breath over us like 
cold steam; hence the weather during this putative 
spring aud smmuer. 
El Niuo can make his uncle AL very intense. 
Wheu that happens, as it did in 1991/98, AL lets 
off steam in the form of winds that blow relatively 
warm inland. This tends to drive surface waters 
onshore. On the surface these warmer surface 
waters may sound salutary; not so. 
Up welling, vernal phenomenon caused by wind 
and tide, is important to marine productivity. The 
effect of an intense Uncle AL are stratified coastal 
waters with a warm cap. In such a regime rich 
nutrients never reach the top waters which are 
recycled and soon depleted by phytoplankton. 
Dhninished phytoplankton leads to depleted 
zooplankton, fewer small fish, and so on through- 
out the food web. When these conditions prevail 
steeihead will be fewer, and, to predators, easier. 
There are times during these relatively infertile pe- 
riods when When La Nina is on her Uncle's lmee, 
the winds blow colder, but in terms of ocean rich- 
hess, more favourably. Then, as I|OW, western 
coastal seas are less stratified, upwellings abound, 
the plankton blooms abundantly, the web thrives. 
I 'm simplifying a little with these scenarios; within 
the fluctuations there are fluctuations, tinaes of 
abundance when AL is intense and vice versa. 
So how long is an El Nine or La Nina event7 
Typically eight to 14 mouths, meteorologists ell 
us. Now, according to scientists examining such 
indicators as the growth tings in trees and ocean 
temperature r cords, it appears that La Nina and 
her brother are phenomena whose secondary ef- 
fects that occur here under a much longer, 20 to 30 
year regime, a climatic cycle they have dubbed 
"Pacific Decadal Oscillation," or PDO for short. 
The PDO is a climatic variability pattern whose 
primary effects appear in the North Pacific and 
North Aaueriea aud whose secondary effects reach 
the tropics. Scientists think there have been but 
two cycles of PDO during the last eeutury. 
All of this just reinforces the fact that more we 
know, the more we know how little we know. We 
do iumw now that biological diversity is a goal to 
be strivcu for; and we know that the miracle of nat- 
ural selection has enabled wild salmon to endure 
clinmtic variability for a long, long tlnle. One ex- / 
ample is the way sleeihead smolta migrate over a 
d period of several weeks, apparently as added insur- ance some of their numbers will arrive in the ocean during times when conditions there are favourable. This is one of those miracles wild things are capable of when left to their own devices. 
cRuISIN': Drag racing fans saw some of the areas fastest and sleakest cars like this Ford Falcon square off July, 24-25 at the airport. 
Local races cut short 
Drags may run again next fall 
By MIKE COX nature of the accident." 
DRAG RACING fans will Lozinski was held in hos- 
have one more chance to see pital for observation for 24 
the areas fastest ears rip hours, and was released 
down the strip, with no major injuries. 
Ernie Ludditt, with the Bai added that the on-site 
Tep'ace Drag Racing Asso- ambulance had to take 
eiation~"said a'seeond two- Lozinski i0  the hospital so 
day event has been tenta: safety was an issue. 
tively plaxmed for the 
Labour Day weekend. 
The races were called 
short on Sunday, July 25 
after Gerry Lozinski's rail 
car crashed. 
Roger Bal, with the DRA, 
said Lozinski was taken to 
the hospital "because of the 
"Without au ambulance 
preseut we weren't going to 
let anyone race." 
Saturday's events were the 
time trials, king of the hill 
races and gamblers races. 
Mark Sarich was crowned 
king of the hill, while Gerry 
Monsees took home the 
TERRACE BLU EBACKS SWIM CLUB 
gamblers win. 
Gamblers are the fast 
round losers of the king of 
the hill race who want to 
keep racing that day. 
Twenty-eight racers enter- 
ed the gambler round and 
pitched in t;10 a piece for  
prize money. 
"The king of the hill win- 
her got a trophy and I just 
got cash," Monsees joked. 
This is the second big win 
for Monsees' 1969 
Chevelle, after taking home 
the bracket one win in the 
Kitimat Hill Climb earlier 
this year. 
Swimmers shine 
at junior nationals 
THE FIVE Blueback swim- 
mers who boarded a plane 
for Ottawa last week 
weren't supposed to come 
back winners. 
Kyle and Greg Narzt, 
Jenine Barton, Kaya Downs 
and Tristan Brown were 
meant to swim their races 
just for the experience. 
All their coach, Mike Car- 
lyle, asked them to do was 
record a best ever time 
against some of Canada's 
best young swimmers and 
come home. 
Just doing that was no 
mean feat, considering Ter- 
race's contingent had never 
before swam competively in
a national pool. 
Kyle Narzt, 16, finished 
third in the cousolation 
finals of the 200-metre back 
stroke and upped his rank- 
ing from thirty-third to 
eleventh place overall. 
going to do that," said Car- 
lyle. "We hope that time 
will put him in the top 20 of 
under 17-year.old back- 
strokers in canada." 
The swimmer, who enters 
Grade 11 at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary this fall, 
also recorded a best time 
(2:19:10) in the 200-metre 
medley, jumping from sixty- 
fourth to thirty-sixth spot. 
"It's really exciting," he 
said. "It makes you feel like 
all those years in the pool 
are worth it." 
After swimming for six 
years, Narzt is still hungry 
for more and hopes to com- 
pete on a national level 
again next year. 
He hopes that with another 
year of swimming and early 
morning training 11- 
months-year he'll be able to 
attend senior ualionals next 
season. 
"They really performed well," said coach "She was walking in the 
Mike Carlyle. "This leads to increased expecta- clouds and nothing could 
tions nextyear." bring her down," said Car- 
He cleared his previous 
time by three seconds, 
recording a2:13:11 time. 
Describing the race as 
"pretty close all around," 
Narzt, and his coach, say the 
race put him in an 
"ecstatic" mood. 
Narzt also finished in the 
consolatious after shaving 
ahuost two seconds off his 
100-metre backstroke, 
clocking in at 1:02:04 
minutes. 
"We had uo idea he was 
If he perfornrs well there, 
he'll qualify for the 
Olympic trials ~ a feat he 
realizes means a lot more 
training. 
Swimming seems to run in 
the Narzt family with older 
brother Greg Narzt, coming 
through with 100 per cent 
best times in the pool. Greg 
Narzt placed eighteenth in 
the 1500-metre freestyle and 
is off to train with a univer- 
sity swhn team next season. 
He has told Carlyle that 
Kyle Narzt 
he'd like to take his swim 
training into the triathlon 
level. 
"The triathlon is a perfect 
transition," said Carlyle. 
He was also pleased to see 
14-year-old Jenine Barton.," 
return to the national rank- 
ings - a feat she hasn't com- 
pleted since graduating to 
the older age group. 
lyle. "It  was the perfect race 
for her." 
Kaya Downs had two best 
times in the 100 and 200- 
metre breast strokes, while 
faltering slightly in the 50- 
metre freestyle, 
"Kaya's really hnproved 
technically," said Carlyle. 
Sixteen-year-old Tristan 
Brown also competed in the 
100-metre butterfly, 50- 
metre freestyle, and 100- 
metre freestyle, 
"We were very pleased 
with his performance this 
year,' 'said Carlyle. 
Terrace Speedway Points Standings 
as of July 18 
Hobby 
Car Driver Points 
77 Gord Klassen 767 
77 Elizabeth Cloakey 721 
55 Dave Reiuhardt 699 
55 Debby Reinhardt 698 
96 Randy Chalifoux 669* 
96 Ken Legros 643 
66 :;Eeslie Quast - : 574 
88 John Alger 306 
03 Bob Barnett 272 
16 Wes Patterson 251 
16 Dawn Patterson 206 
15 Darcy McKeown 186 
13 David I-[orsefield 86* 
88 Koreen Alger 65" 
06 Raulie Holman 55 
Street 
266 Jose Pires 774 
351 Len McArthur 769 
351 Rick Meyer 725 
869 Trevor KJug 693 
869 Jason King 585 
111 Lyle Miner 521 
111 Rick Lundrigau 699 
999 Tom Bolton 327* 
266 Bobby Purchase 128' 
999 Bob Barnett 76 
999 Russ Lamke 57 
Bomber 
690 Dan Dollemore 644 
117 Kevin Pongracz 628 
114 Paul Fleming 587 
635 Shane Severeid 584* 
117 Kelly Hilton 566* 
180 Yves Thibideau 547* 
114 Adam Waters 546' 
180 Dave Lamke 512 
635 Casey Vandenbroek 483* 
747 Russ Lamke 455 
911 Rick Boehm 389 
911 Shawn Giesbrccht 367 
666 Ken Hawkins 231 
747 Kim Wiege 231" 
666 David Horsfield 180" 
180 Jaret MeCabe 82* 
000 Paul Harrison 49 
711 Kyle King 39 
711 Tony Candelora 33* 
690 Rick Meyer 28 
000 Cliff Daugherty 11" 
C Street 
111 Christine Miner 624* 
266 Krista Piles 442 
999 Michelle Bolton 428* 
288 Koreen Algor 28 
C Bomber 
690 Cindy Dollemore 
117 Veronica Paupst 
114 Corina Eriekson 
635 J'annette Vandenbroek 
911 Marianne Munson 
180 KIm Critchlcy 
747 Carmen Powers 
711 Carol Haworth 














Wednesday, Aug. 4 
Tennis Fair at the Hal. 
liwell Tennis Courts, 6 
pdn. start. Learn to play 
tennis like a pro, call 
Grant at 635-g406 after 
4 p.m. to register, , 
Terrace Senior Mens 
Soccer Association 
games at Skeena and 
Thornhill fields, 7 p.m. 
Forestry plays the Inter- 
nationals at Skeena and 
Home Hardware battles 
at Thornhill. 
Sunday, Aug. 8 Ter- 
race Senior Men's Soc- 
cer Association games 
at Skeena and "rhornhill 
fields, 4:30 and 6:30 
p,m. The Internationals 
take on Home 
Hardware while Ruins 
FC battles Northern FC 
at Skeena. FC Alcan 
takes on Forestry and 
K]twanga takes on Ca- 
nadian Tire at Thomhill. 
IWednesday, Aug. 11 
Terrace Senior Men's 
Soccer Association 
games at Skeena and 
Thornhill fields, 7 p.m. 
Home Hardware plays 
FC Alcan at Skeena 
and the Internationals 
play Super BM at 
Thornhill. 
Friday, Aug. 13 Ter- 
race Senior Men's Soc- 
cer Association games 
at Thornhill fields, 7 
p.m. Forestry takes on 
Canadian Tire at Thorn- 
hill Junior and Home 
Hardware takes on 
Kitwanga at Thornhill. 
Saturday, Aug. 14 
Heart and Stroke charity 
tournament at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Call the 
club to join. 
Sunday, Aug. 15 Kid- 
dies Day and Last 
Points Day at the Ter- 
race Speedway. 
Skaters regislmtion at 
the Terrace Arena for 
Juniors, Seniors, 
prejuniors, Canskate 
and Canpower skaters 
10 a.m, to 4 p.m. 
Shames Blueberry Fest 
at  Shames Mountain, 
runs 12 noon to "live 
p.m. Pick your own 
blueberries and huck- 
leberries and have them 
weighedl 
Sunday, Aug. 15 Ter- 
race Senior Men's Sac. 
cer Association games 
at Skeena and Thornhill 
fields, 4:30 and 6:30 
p.m, starts. The FC AI- 
can takes on Super BM 
while Kitwanga battles 
Forestry at Skeena. 
Ruins FC takes on 
Home Hardware and 
Nothern FC takes on 
Canadian Tire at Thorn- 
hill. 
Wednesday, Aug. 18 
Terrace Senior Men's 
Soccer Association 
games at Skeena and 
Thornhill fields, 7 p.m. 
Super BM battles Ruins 
FC at Skeena and the 
Internationals play AI- 
can at Thornhill. 
Fr iday,  Aug. 20 Ter- 
race Senior Men's Soc- 
cer Association games 
at ThornhiU fields, 7 
p.m. Alcan takes on 
Kitwanga at "rhornhill 
Junior and Canadian 
I Tire takes on The Inter- 
nationals at Thornhlll, 
Sunday, Aug. 22 Ter- 
race Senior Men's Soc- 
cer Association games 
at Skeena and Thomhill 
fields, 4:30 and 6:30 
p.m. Northern FC takes 
on Home Hardware 
while The Internationals 
battle KJtwanga at 
Skeena. Super BM 
takes on Canadian Tire 
i 
Young team wins 
Ladies Classic 
Fastball tourney 
LOCAL MOTHERS and daughters battled each other The 
Ladies Classic Fastball Tournament final game at River- 
side Park July 25. 
The Terrace Thunder, made up the midget fastball 
players aged 18 and under, beat Terrace's older team, The 
Strike Force, 5-2. 
"They're all grounded," said Force player and event 
organizer Atfita Davis, of the winning team that features 
her daughters Kristin and Jaimie Davis. 
Davis's daughter Shawna played with on her on the 
Strike Force, making the f'mal a family event. 
But then, theirs wasn't the only family rivalry on the 
momtd. Diane Pritchard and her daughter Mamie Pritchard 
also played on opposite sides of the championship game. 
All summer long, The Thunder played weekly games 
against The Strike Force to prepare them for provincials. 
Week after week the younger team lost to the older 
players, while gaining valuable xperience attd condition- 
h~g. 
"They really came back and surprised us," said Davis of 
the Thuuder's undefeated performance atthe ladies tourna- 
ment. 
The Thuader's Jenine Garneau won the tournament most 
valuable player award. 
"Jenine loves the n|ound and that makes her good at it," 
said Davis. 
The Strikc Force's Kari~ Griffin won the best pitcher 
award alter the Force beat The Gitxsan Spirit in the 
championship round. 
"Jenine loves the mound and that makes her 
good at it, '" said 1)avis 
That win was well fought after the Force lost by one 
round to The Spirit in round robin play. 
The Gitxsan Spirit placed third in the tournament and the 
Moricet0wn Mustangs finished fourth overall. 
Davis says the six-team tournament was a success even 
though the tough to beat Kitwanga Steelers couldn't make 
it at ~,.c.!asl.~.th~ute. ~ ;, . 
"It would have been a nmch better tournament with 
them here," Davis said. 
She added that at least two teams from Houston and 
Prhtce Rupert bye  expressed imcrest in next year's event. 
And even though organizers panicked in the bustle of last 
minute details she said, the tournament was a success. 
Local businesses donated prizes for everything from 
most dedicated fan to first error to make the tournament 
fun and everyone chipped in. 
"The whole team was awesome," Davis said. "It was a 
really good experience." 
Skating season 
starts this month 
THE TERRACE Skating Club will be registering 
skaters for the fall and winter skating sessions Sunday, 
Aug. 15 front 10 a.m. to 12 noon in the arena lobby. 
This prelitninary registration session allows skaters to 
to plan for tall sessions that start as early as Aug. 30, 
1999. 
Begitmers can register for the ever-popular CanSkate 
program, which builds figure skating skills, or Can- 
Power, for hockey and ringette players. More competi- 
tive skaters can sign up for pre-junior, junior or senior 
programs. 
Skaters aged five to 18 are eligible. Call Debbie Min- 
hinniek at 635-2477 for more information. 
ENTER TO WIN 
,~THIE ALL m t 
1. Oak Island belongs to which province? 
2. Who was recognized as the founder of 
/vtanitaba so,he 200 years after his execution 
for treason ?
W " 3.. hat aty hosts Canada s largest jazz festival? 
4. What city has the highest avera.qe home price? 
5. Which is Canada's deepest la[~e: Great Slave, 
Okanagan or/vlislassini? 
6. How many prime ministers were in office during 
the 1980's? 
7. What former NHL Players Association director 
wrote the autobiographical Power Play: 
Memoirs of a Hockey Czar? 
8. What year did Wayne Gretzky win the Calder 
trophy for rookie of the year? 
Answer these questions on a 3x5 piece of 
paper and put the date of the paper on 
the carcl. First drawn entry with the 
correct anwers will win! 
and Aican takes on If 
Ruins atThornhill. ~ Draw date:  August 7, 1999 
I 1 ~ , ~  I 
g(~t your gamet l~ S~~.~ gring your  entries to~ I To 
event or meeting added I I /~ \  I 
to the Terrace Standard 11(1~3~1)  113-4710 Laze] le  Ave.  I 
Sports Menu, fax us at 




Aug 5 - 8 
P r ince  Ruper t ,  BC 
A fun fi l led 
weekend of  cont inuous  
theatre and music. 




While walking on the Twin Spruce Trail at Lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park, have you ever noticed the amount of dying or dead 
trees still standing or lying on the forest floor? Many people might 
think that a bunch of old, dying or dead trees would not be very 
important ina forest's life cycle. However, many animals and plants 
are dependent on dying or dead trees for survival. Any standing 
dead or living tree that provides habitat for wildlife is called a wildlife 
tree. Wildlife trees are an important pert of the forest ecosystem. 
Wildlife trees provide habitat o over 90 different animals in 
British Columbia's forests. If wildlife trees were to disappear f om 
forests, the survival of some animals and plants would be seriously 
threalened, A variety of birds such as sapsuckers, woodpeckers, 
bald eagles, wood ducks, herons, and other animals uch as 
squirrels, chipmunks and fishers all depend on wildlife trees for 
their survival. Wildlife trees provide food, safe nesting and denning 
sites to raise young, roosting sites and hunting perches. 
What can you do to help? Wildlife tree signs are available fron 
the Wildlife Tree Committee to place onprivate property. These 
signs are one way of making everybody aware of how important 
wildlife trees are in providing habitat for various forms of wildlife, 
You can place a sign on a tree that has evidence of being used as 
a home or if the tree is large or old and is likely to become a good 
wildlife tree in the future. If you are interested instarting a wildlife 
tree signing program on your~ property contact he Wildlife Tree 
Committee at the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. 
If you wish to see a wildlife tree, take a walk down the Twin 
Spruce Trail at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park or through any 
forested area, Signs such as woodpecker holes or nests, feeding 
holes, discarded tree cones, fresh woody chips and owl pellets are 
all indicators that a tree is being used by animals and is therefore 
considered awildlife tree. Our provincial parks protect thousands of 
wildlife trees province wide, Through public awareness and 
education, together we can ensure that wildlife trees are protected 
for both animals and people to enjoy, 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
THURSDAY AUG 5 
3:00 pm Storytelling. Get your family together 
and listen to a wide variety of stories 
7:00 pm Hike a Tree. While looking at a tree's 
bark or leaves, you can end up 
discovering amazing things about animals 
that live in or on the tree. 
3:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
FRIDAY AUG 6 
Beautiful Butterflies. Discover the world 
of butterflies an~ make one to take home. 
Children's craft. 
Walk with the Giants Learn some 
secrets about Coastal Old Growth Forest. 
Trail walk. Meet at the information elan 
near the RV dump station. 
SATURDAY AUG 7 
See Family Fun Day schedule. 
3:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
SUNDAY AUG 6 
Jerry Ranger's "Finding your way" 
Learn how to find your way in the woods. 
Earth Explorer. Children Activity. 
Weird Weather. Weather shapes the way 
we live. Learn how to become a weather 
observer. 
All are welcome, Programs are FREEI 
All programs will be held in the Amphltheatre 
unless otherwise posted, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 4, 1999 - B7 
BA'I-rER UP: Jess Mikolyczyk, of the Gitxsan Spirit, 
pitched her team to third spot overall in the Ladies 
Classic Fastball tournament July 24. The Spirit lost to 
The Terrace Strike Force in the championship round 
of the tournament, which is sure to become an an- 
nual event. 
Complete computer package 
specially designed for Home 
Business and children's 
education for only $99/mo. 
THREE MONTHS NO PAYMENT 
INTERNET READY 
Call Toll Free 
1-888-528-8818 J 






SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & 
COUNTRY CLUB 
A notice to the membership 
of the 
Skeena Valley Golf 
& Country Club. 
A special general meeting will 
take place... 
MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 
1999 
7:30PM 
AT THE CLUBHOUSE 
The purpose of the meeting is to authorize 
the borrowing of an additional $250,000. 
by- I ~r : : /~ .~ 
Family Fun Day 
Family Fun Day provides an opportunity for 
families to have fun while enjoying our beautiful 
provincial parks. BC Parks encourages families to 
come and participate in this year's Family Fun 
Day on August 7, 1999 at Lakelse Lake Provincial 
Park. Rain or shine this year's Family Fun Day will 
include a scavenger hunt, a free lunch, family 
races, and a special interpretive program that will 
include crafts, Come and join us for a great day of 
family fun and learn more about your local 
provincial park. 
"Be on the lookout for 'Jerry the Moose', 
our BC Parks mascot. 
FAMILY FUN DAy 
SATURDAY AUGUST 7 
11am-12pm Family Scavenger Hunt. See if 
you can find some of the more 
interesting things In the park. 
Prizes. Meet at the amphitheatre. 
12pm-1pm Lunch. Free hotdogs and pop at 
the picnic shelter (one/person while 
supplies last) 
lprn-3pm RACES (located on the beach) 
Spoon Relay, 
Families line up and relay a 
stryofoam ball on a spoon. Don't 
drop the ball. 
Dress Up Relay 
Children dress up in oversized 
clothes and race to the finish line. 
Adults help children dress up. 
Team Ski 
Two teams of 4 race to the finish 
line on wooden skis. Parents vs 
parents and kids vs kids 
Survival  of the Species 
Family members will become an 
animal and must find their mate 
to ensure 'survival of the 
species'. To find your mate, 
players can only act and sound 
like their animal. No talking 
allowed. 
Water Relay 
Families line up and relay lake 
water from person to person to fill 
up a bucket. First family to fill 
their bucket wins, 
3pm-4pm Animal Woodsles. Come and 
learn about the animals that live 
in the park and make one to take 
home. Family craft, Meet at the 
am phltheatre, 
1 
BS- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 4, 1999 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
DiEp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  ClaEsi f led Displary 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursdav at 4 o.m. for all disnlav and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1 Week (S~maa~d & Mvenlse,) $13.38"(~. ~sr) 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~2~.68e(in¢. car) 
*Additional words (over 2at 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/AN NIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 (:.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
C TION AD 
Classifications! 
ANr~ON(EME/~ 616 COMMERO~. 
105 ANNC~'~CEMENTS 628 FO~ SALE OR RENT 
lie ANNNERSARIES 636 HO~ES FOR RENT 
120 ~RTHDAYS 640 MJSC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644/~D~IF HOMES 
130 COMING EVENrS 6.,18 ROO/Vl & ~e, EID 
135 ~NT/ ,  656 SHARE 
v~DaNGS ACCOMMODAnON 
145 IN MF.M(~IAM 660 ~ORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 6~8 TOURIST 
155 ~t lUARIE5 ACCOMMODAnON5 
160 TENO~R5 676 WA~ED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOJ~S 
• ~R.~ONAL RE~ ESTA/~ 
210 BUSINESS I~RSONA~ 70S ACREAGES/tOTS 
230 LaST & FOUND ? IS COMMEROAL PRO~RIY 
240 PERSONAL~ 730 FOR ,~lr. 6Y OWNER 
A~R~L4N~SE 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTR3NS 745 MC~IF5 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
355 FUP.NffU~ 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMO/WE 
365 h~SC. FO~ 5AtE 810 CARS RD~ SAtE 
380 TIMBER 81S TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
REa~A//ON~ 
PUS / F /~ 854 AIRCRAR' 
410 FARM EQ~P/,&CNI 
425 UV~STC~.K 858 Arv'S 
43S PETS 862 BOATS / MARINE 
866 MOT(~YQES 
870 RV'S CA~ERS 
4.60 EC~PMENr 874 RV'S 511-1 WHEEL5 
470/(~,C.~NG/TIMBE R 
480 MAC~NERY 87S RV'5 MOT~S 
882 RV RENTALS 
EMPLOYMENT 890 SNOWMO~!.ES 
510 BUSINESS 
OPRDRPJNT1ES 5~IIt0CE$ 
520 CAREERS 908 BUSINESS 
530 EDUCATION OPPORTUNmES 
540 HELP WANTED 910 BUI[DIh~G SERVlCES 
5 70 TUTORING 9 1 2 ~  
580 VVORK WANTED 914 CHILD CAgE 
eBff4Z 920 caNsIRUCIION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANOyMAN 
608 aA.,~.,'~JqT SI..~TE 936 JAN~ 
612 CAMe/COl"rAGES 944 MISC. SERVICES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that il is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can slate a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisemenl will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents ta avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisemenls must be received by the publisher wilhin 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that Ihere shall be no liability in any event greater then the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone Start Date, # of Insertions __Terrace Standard #._._..Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  c red i t  Card No. Exp i ry  Date .~ 
. . . . . . .  ~ V ISA L:I MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
e 
11 
le ;  
13 .59  
25 .a9  
14 .66  
26 .96  




13 .eo  
26 .11  
14 .87  




1 4 ,02  
26 .32  
1 5 .09  
27 .39  





14 15  
13 .38  
19 25 .e8  
1 4 .2  ` '-4 1 4 .45  
26 .54  26 .75  
15 .30  1 5 .52  
2e .  14  28 .36  
For longer od. )lease use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 STANDARD 
CAMP MEAD presents a '*,ork- 
shop and simulation with Alice 
M. Ross, M.S. Learning disabili- 
ties and dyslexia specialist on 
Aug. 27, 1999 at 8:30 pro. Rock 
Nest Ranch 10 miles west of 
Houston. $50/person including 
lunch. Register by Aug 24. 
Phone Leigh Hogstead at 1- 
250-845-77,39 or fax: 1-250- 
845-7708 or Dan at Learning 
Difficulties Centre, Prince 
Georqe, BC: 1-877-564-8011. 
CELEBRATE THE Inlernational 
Year of the Older Person with 
usl Seniors camp out rallyl At 
the Vanderhoof Exhibition Au- 
gust 20,21,22. Call Janet (250) 
567-2124 or 1-800-752-4094. 
PAIN RELIEF without drugsl 
New space age wraps. Stop 
pain due to arthritis, sports inju- 
ries, varicose veins, etc. Money 
www.bchYdro.com 






   iiiiiii   !ii :' 
Anne & J im Ne id  
a re  happy  to 
announce  the  
marr iage  o f  
the i r  son  
Mark  Ne id  
to 
Jenn i fe r  Broek  
Wedd ing  took  
p lace  
= July 3 rd, 1999 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 





6 ! 5 -0330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
~: ~i. ~ i~~l~:~:~: : : :~: :~:  . ~ '~" ....~,~ .~ .:. 
Open Channell, Tarot, Palm 
Readings, Crystal HeaLing, 
Metaphysical Counselling, 
Spiritual Eealing, Shamanic 
Healing, Qualified Professional 
Services, Confidential, C, enlle 
Atmosphere, 





RE: 11-1E STATE OF FRANCES 
MARY OLSEN deceased, 
M Terroce, Bril/sh Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against Ihe estate of FRANCES 
MARY OLSEN are hereby notified 
under section 38 of the T'r~stee Act 
sively. Come find freedom and 
fellowship in Over-eaters Anon- 
ymous. Phone JR at 635-8B43. 
(Meetings 2pro Terrace Inn Sat- 
urdav) 
e o ial for 
Bill Carson 
thai particulars of t~eir dalms should 
be sent o the undersi9ned Executrix 
at #200-4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
i Terrace, B.C. V8G IS6, on or before 
II September 20, 1999, after which 
J date the Executrix may distribute the 
~ ! ~ ! G i  | eslate among the parties entilted to 
| it, having re.qard to on y those 
J claims of which the Executrix then 
J has notice. - Beryl Kim Brown, 
J Executrix Warner Bandstra Brown, 
ARE Y ? O0 |,Solicitors. 
you eat and over-eat compul. 
Aug 21, 1999. ' 
I 
For more 
information call ' 






r I . . . . .  ' Barbara, Keitch 
Under the warehouse :~ 
rnans lien act we will 
sell the items stored by 
the above at 
Queensway Mini 
Storage not less than 





Robed Bruce Judd 
June 18, 1947 - August 5,1998 
Dear Lord, please hug my brother 
As I often long to do 
Kiss his cheek and tell him 
"Your fomily's missing you". 
Tell him of the memories 
That dominate ach thought 
Of a happier place and time 
And of the love that he once brought 
Tell him of the tears 
That pour from our hearts 
At the painful realization 
That we'll always be apart 
And tell my precious brother 
That we cannot let him die 
For he'll live on in each oF us 
As another year goes by. 
And loath, ic,vL ~g God 
Hear this prayer that ~e have sent 
Please make him truly understand 
How much he really meant. 
We miss you Bob. 
We love you. 
The family of the 
late Dorothy (3. 
Pa~ngton  o f 
Terrace, BC and for- 
mer ly  of Smithers 
and Kitimat would 
like to extend their 
sincere thanks and 
gratitude to all her 
f r iends  who 
attended her final 
farewell on Friday 
July 23, 1999. A 5p¢. 
clal  thank you to 
staff at MeKay's 
funeral home and 
the Salvation Army 











Future~e~ f l  
= Pa/mtlpa~'~ ® 
• • • D " 
Description Reference Closing Date 
BC Hydro invites tenders LWC E704-99.04 August it, 1999 
from powerline contractors for 11:00 a.m. 
distribution work in the Kitimat area. 
This work includes replacing 4 three 
phase poles; and recenduotoring 20 
spans of three phase primary to 
#336.4 k.c.ra, bare A.8.C. "The work 
number is J6730-721066. 
Copies of the tender documents are available at the Terrace District 
office. BC Hydro, 5?_2.0 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. For further Informa- 
tion, contact Ron Nixon or Hend Planje at 250-638-56t2. 
Sealed "renders clearly marked with reference number will be received 
at the above address until 11:00 am on the above closing date. 
t HE  POWER IS  YOURS 
BChg(iro 
to the hem Get 
0fthe matter! 
ext time you're feeUng a [ittte down, " ' ' '" 
-. F uf~R r e ;  ~F/L./.r.TL.T/~I JJfzT: J e 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NONCE THAT application has been made to amend 
Schedule B" (Land Use Plan) oF Ihe Cily of Terrace Official 
Communily Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown hatched and cross-hatched on the accompanying map 
and described as: 
Lot 5, Dislrict Lot 615, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3904 
(2811 Braun Street) 
y-- 











u,BA  ESJ0 NTIAL] 
THE INIENT: , ,, 
~Schedu le  'B (Land Use Plan) of the OFficial 
Community Plan by changing the designation of the land shown 
hatched: 
FROM: Residential 2/3 Acre 
TO: " Ught Industry 
AND 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official 
Community Plan by changing the designation of the land shown 
cross-hatched: 
FROM: Residential 2/3 Acre 
TO: Urban Residential 
In artier to expand lhe lumber storage area af Terrace Pre-Cut 
Mills. 
BYLAW INSPECTION; 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the receo- 
lion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildinflat 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., be~een the hours of'8:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, Julr 281h, 1999, to 
Monday, August 91tl, 1999 excluding Sat rod( ys, Sundays and 
B.C. Day, Monday, August 2nd, 1999. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions reflardina this 
applic'ation may do so in writing, and/or m per'son, AI' THE 
PUBUC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, AUGUST 91h, 1999. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNtCIPAL.ACTr R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly, 
RON PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
...BRI:rlSH FUBUC VIEWING OF PROPOSED Ur~V (~ 
LOLUMBIA l~J-2r,03 r=,,=, 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Notice is hereby given that the Small Business Forest Emerpdse Program will ho/d a 
public viewing of the proposed Forest Development Plan for the I~um Forosl District. 
This plan will cover operations In the vicinity of Hawksbury Island, Kitinlat, Terrace, 
Rosswood, the Nasa Valley, West Nasa and Bonney Lakes. 
This draft Forest Development Plan shows the location and development ofproposed 
harvesting and road devalopmenl for the next rwe (5) years (from 1999 Io 2003) and 
identities the road deactivation for the next three (3) yearn. The plan also includes 
information on the maintenance and protection of other reso0rce values In the area. It 
is available for review by resource agencies and the public before approval is consid- 
ered by the Ministryof Forests. 
The purpose of presenting the plan is to provide the opportunity Io address any con- 
cerns of the pubgc or other esource users. The Forest Development Plan amend- 
ment will be available for review at the dates, times and locations listed below: 
June 15, 1999 to August t4, 1999 Ministry of Forests, Ka/um Forest District 
(Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 4:00 pro) #200 - 5220 Ke~th Avenue, Terrace, BC 
June 15, 1999 to August 14, 1999 Terrace Public Library 
(Regular Operating Hours) 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Anyone wishing to view the Forest Development Plan may contact the Kadum Forest 
District Olfice to arrange an appointment, and a Ministry of Forests represenlative will 
be available to discuss the proposed plans. 
Please tonvard any comments, questions or concerns in writing to Barb Lenardt, 
R.P.F., or David NJchelson, R.P.F., at the Ministry of Forests, 200.5220 KeithAvenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L1, not later that]August 15, 1999. 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take nbtice that The Corporalian of The City of Terrace of Terrace, 
B.C,, ~ccupat!on Pubfla Works intends to make application for a 
Statutory Right-Of-Way of land generally situated on the North bank of 
the Skeena River In Terrace, B.C. and mere specifically described below: 
(a) Lot A District Lots Bt 1 and 4355A Range 5 Coast Districl Plan 
1t910 more or less. 
The purpose far which the land is required is Sewage Out Fall. 
Dommenls concerning this application may be made to Ihe Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Land Division. P.O. 
Box SO00, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 Telephone: (250) 8¢7-7831 
File No: 6406685 
Dated: 
6e advised any response to this advertise- 
meat will be considered part of the public 
record. For information, contact an FOl 
Advisor, Environment.& Lands, Skeena 
Region, 847-7696. 
, •  Regional District of Kilimat-Stikine INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders clearly marked "CHURCHILL DRIVE WATER 
SYSTEM TENDER" will be received at the office of the 
Stantec Consulting Ltd., 305-153 Seymour Street, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 2C7, 2:00 PM local time on the 10 ~' 
day of August, 1999. 
The project comprises the following works for the Regional 
District of Kitimat Stikine. 
1. Supply and installation of approximately 530 m of 
' 250 mm dia watermains. 
2. Supply and installation of approximately 460 m of 
200 mm dia watermains. 
3. Directional drilling of 50 m of 250 mm dia 
watermains. 
4. Reconnection of 13 residential water services 
connections. 
5. Installation of 7 new water services. 
6. Installation of 3 new sewer services. 
7. Approximately lO00m 2 of road restoration. 
8. Supply and installation of approximately 50 meters 
of sanitary sewer force main. 
Starting July 26, 1999 tender documents may be oblained 
from Stantec Consulting Ltd., 305-153 Seymour Street, 
:amloops, B.C. V2C 2C7 upon deposit of a certified 
heaue or cash in the amount oF fifty ($50.00) Dollars 
on-rerunaaDle. Cheques shall be payable to Stantec 
Consulting Ltd. 
Tenders must be accompanied by both: 
1, A BID BOND, CASH DEPOSIT, CERTIFIED CHEQUE 
OR IRREVOCABLE LEI-rER OF CLEAN CREDIT in Ihe 
amount of Ten (10%) Percent of the tender price, and 
2. A CONSENT OF SURETY related to subsequent 
security arrangements for PERFORMANCE and 
LABOUR AND MATERIAL PAYMENT GUARANTEES. 
If the information stlpulated above is not enclosed with the 
tender at the time of opening, ~e tender will be rejected. 
Tenders received after the closing time will be returned 
unopened. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Erlc Wiens 
Project Engineer 
Stanlec Consulting Lid. 




~.~'~ LOLUMBIA  OALLING'FO~ ~ENDERS " 
Fundin~l for th s projecl Is being prowded by Forest Renewal B.C, 
Sealed Tenders lot Iho fofiowing Forest Health Survey contract will be reoeivod by 
the District Manag0r. Ministry of Foresls. Kalum Forest Distr[cl. 200.5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, Blilish Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: BU00DKMR,021 Localed near the Onion Lake Flala within the Kalum 
Forest B~strJct, for Forest Heallh Surveys on 725.1 hectares, 
Office presen at on (/ate: August 6, 1999 at the Kalum Forest Dislrict Office at 8:30 
a,m, 
Attending this office prosentati0n prior to eubmiffing a bid Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipl of lenders ia 3:30 p.m., August 16, 1999, at which lime all ten- 
ders will be opened. 
Only those conlraclore who ~lavo successfully completed contracts In Ihe Kalurn 
Forasl Oistrict within the past two (2) years are ehgible to bid. 
Tenders must be suamtted on the forms and in Ihe envelope supplied which, wilh 
the particulars, may be obtained from Ihe Forosl Officer conducting the office pres- 
antanon. Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever 
and the lawsst or any lender will nol necessarily be accepted, The work will be 
administered by the Srilish Columbia Ministry of Forests, 
Ag inquiries ehoulcl be directed lo Pat Smith, Forest Teshnic[an.Conrract 
Coordinator, at Ihe above address, Phone (250)638.5100. 
Conlract award is subject o funding being availabM at the time. 
,i 
, BI~:I'ISH NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS ='~"  I 
COLUMBIA IMVlTING APPLICATIONS FOR F=,. 
I CONTRACT E00-26-7755 Sealed Tenders for the construction of 2,770 lineal metres, more or less. of subgrade 
on Ibe Copper.Limonile Fornst SaP/Ice Road will be received by lhe District 
Manager, Kalum Folo~t Dislrict, #200-5220 Keilh Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia, 
V8G 1L1, up Io 11:33 a.m. omAugust 13, 1999. and will be opened in public at that 
lime. 
Tenders are Inwted from qualified contractors only, A qualified contractor is one who 
has sucessfully complelod work of a similar size and nature within tee past five 
years, and s in good standing wilh the Registrar of Companies and Workers" 
Compensation Board• 
Plans may be viewed and/or obtained for a non-refundable fee of $25,00 (including 
PST & GST) after July 30, 1999 from; Kalum Forest Olslrict Office, #200.5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, erillsh Columbia V8G ILI. 
All Inquiries should be direct0d lo Brian Bailey, at lhe above address, Phone 
(250)638-5100 or Fax (250)638,5176, 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered ~rico as a bid bond ar cash 
depoe~t. This will b refunded 1o the unsuccessful bidders, In addition, the successful 
bidder must supply a performance bond or 50% el the lendered price, or a cash 
security el 10% in a form acceplable lo lhe Province. 
Tenders musl be submitted on the forms and in Ihe envelope supplied, No Ineder 
shall be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the lowest or any 
tneder will not neseesanly be ecceplnd 
Contract award is subject Io funding being available at the time. 
M.D, Downie. District Manager, Kalum Forest District 
510 BUSINESS 
~ OPPORTUNITIES 
~ 5buena 5a=mills 
A Division el 
IJJest 6"user anis It, d 
PUBLIC REVIEW OF FOREST 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT #99-4 
FOREST LICENCE A16882 
Notice is hereby give~ Ihat West Fraser Mills Ltd., Skeena 
Sawmills Division will make available for public review a Forest 
Development Plan (FDP) amendment proposal for Forest Licence 
A16882. The amendment addresses proposed changes to the 
approved FDP effective October 29, 1997 to October 30, 1999. 
The amendment covers areas within the Kinskuch River and 
Niska Creek watersheds. 
The Forest Development Plan amendment proposal will be 
available for review at West Fraser Mills Ltd., Skeena Sawmills 
Division, located on Highway 16 in Terrace. The review period 
will start on August 4, 1999, and will continue for 60 days until 
Oclober 3, 1999. During this period the plan will be available 
for viewing Monday to Friday, be~een 8:,00 a.m.' and 4:30 p.m. 
.Anyone wishing fo review the Pldni.~-a~l~ t0 ~nta;'t Ihe'Skeena' 
Sawmills office to set up an oppointmenf (phone 635-6336). 
Any questions or comments may be forwarded in writing to S. 
Jay, RPF, West Fraser Mills Ltd., Box 10, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A3, 
no later than October 3, 1999. 
410 FARM 
EQUIPMENT 
CIW OF TERRACE 
... 360 GARAGE:  : : 
' " " ' : :SALES : : .':.. 
< 7 .  ' ,  - • 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE TI'M,T application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-I 995. 
The applicotlon affects the land, within lhe City of Terrace, 
shown hatched end cross-hatched on the accompanying map 
and described as: 
Lot 5, Distrkt Let 615, Range 5, Coast Dislrict, Plan 3904 
(2811 Braun Slreet) 
Etlglish-Wester~i Saddlery 
. EverythinE.'fOr.the.. 






I REZ0NE TO R2 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zonin 9 Map} of Zonin.q Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning classification o'f the properly 
shown hatched: 
FROM: : Rural Suburban Residential (RR2) 
TO: Light Industrial (M 1) 
AND 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zonin.q Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning classificallon o~: the properly 
shown cross.hatch': 
365: i~:..,:.: : 
MISCELLANEOUs 
• . FORSALE :i 
FROM: 
TO: 
Rural Suburban Residential (RR2) 
Two Family Residential (R2) 
In order to expand the lun~ber storage area of Terrace Pre-Cut 
Mills. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the receo- 
tion area at the Cily of Terrace Public Works Buildlng at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of'8:00 a.m. 
I 4:00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, July 281hr 1999, to 
i 0nday, August 91tl, 1999 excluding Saturdays, Sundays and 
I C. Day, Monday, August 2nd, 1999. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS: 
.~ ~y persons wishing to voice their opinions regardinpl this 
~pllc~tion may do so in wrillng, and/or in person, Af THE 
i IBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERSr AT 7:001 P.M. ON MONDAY, AUGUST 91b, 1999. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON PCOLE, Chief Adminlstrotlve Officer 
, ,..~R]:]'I(:;H INVITATION TO APPLY ¢ 
L.OLUMBIA FOREST LICENCE A60585 ~"~ * 
North Coast Timber Supply Area 
The Minister of Forests Is Inviting applications for a non-reolaceable Iorost lioenc~ ,n 
the Norlh Coast "ember Supply Area, 
Each person has the opportunil~ to submil one or more applications. The licenco will 
authorize an aggregate allowable annual cut which will nat exceed 220 000 cubic 
metres of timber and will have a lerm of 10 years, the licorice holder will ion responst. 
ble for operational planning, access construction, limber cruising, block layout and sil- 
viculture to free growing, 
There is written material in respect of this propos0d forest Ilcence of which applicanle 
must be aware and consider in their applications. These materials and application 
farina are contained in a tender package which may be obtained from the District 
Manager, 125 Market P/ace. Prince Ruped, British Columbia, veJ IB9 250.624-7460, 
All applicants must submit a eompleled application in accordance wilh Ioetructions 
provided in Ihe tender package, Applications that do not meat Ihess requirements 
may be rejected. 
Applications must Include e proposal providing information requested in the tender 
package and meeting the objectives of the governmenL as determined by the Minister 
of Forests. Those object~vas are', 
• Create employment and economio ppodunitiaa for the commundy el Pod Simpson; 
• Advance local First Nanona forest management capability; 
• Encourage abedginal/fomsl industry business relationships and beneficial linkages 
between P.ort SImp on sod Prince Rupert, anti encourage value-added manufac- 
luring, directly or indirectly, 
• Meet standard requirements for environmental quality and management of water, 
fisheries, wildlife and cultural heritage resources, and, 
• Confributo to government revenue. 
APPUCATIONS DEADUNE & VIEWING 
Applications must be aubmitted in sealed containers marked "ApplicaUon end 
Tender for Forest Ucance A60585, North Coast Timber Supply Area" and must 
be received by the Minister el Forests, c/o District Manager, r2s Markol Place, Prince 
Rupert. British Columbia. veJ 1B9, on or before 15:30 hours (PS'r) September 3, 
1999. Applications, including non.conttdentta~ podione of proposals, will be available 
for public viewing al the above office between September 6 .  October 6, 1999. 
Ministry of Environment, 
,=rav~nc.o| Lands and Parks edlish Columbia 
M,o,sr,~ot REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL Environment. 
Lands and Parks 
The BC Ministry of Environment. Lands and Parks, Skeena Regfon 
invites sealed proposals for Ihe following Wildlife Hawest 51udy. 
Project Name: Northwesl Wildlife Harvest Data Survey 
Location: Northwest British Columbia 
Description: The Province is requesting proposals Ior a contract for 
the overall co-ordination ofa wildlife harvest study. The study will use 
a commumy based intewiew process to acquire wildlife harvest data 
in Northwest British Columbia nd integrate that data with existing 
dala on all sources of wildlife modality in 1999/2000. Areas may 
include Ihe traditional territories of the Lake Babine Nalion, Skin Tyee 
Band. Wersuwet'en, Gitxsan. Gitanyow, Tslmshian, Nisga'a and 
Ha[sin First Nalions. The successful bidder will co-ordinate and 
oversee components of a community based harvest study in 10 to 20 
native communities, including providing training in data galhering and 
interview techniques. Depending on direction from the Nodhwest 
Wildlife Committee. portions of the harvesl study may be 
su0conlracled Io individual First Nations. 
Proposals will be received until August 31, 1999 @ 2:00 nm PST at 
the address below. Proposals must be submitted in accordance with 
the terms and condilions pecified in the inlormation package. The 
lowest priced or any proposal will not necessarily be accepled 
To obtain further information please conlacl Seen Sharpe, at (250) 
847-7298 or (250) 847-7693; fax (250) 847-7728 or e-mail: 
sean.sharpe@gemsS.gov, bc,ca. 
To obtain a proposal package please contact Linda Flynn at (250) 
847-7270 or fax (250) 647-7728 
Ministry of Environmenl. Lands and Parks 
2rid Floor 3726 Alfred Ave, 
Smithers. BC VOJ 2N0 
Contract award is subject Io hmding being available 
I I$  
1B" UNITECH TRADE CONTRACT TENDERS 
Scaled IPade rontract tenders, ~L~; detailed ~lnw are requesled in regard to the 
censtruclion of the King Edward Elementary School in Princ~ Ruf',¢rl, B.C. The 
fognwing tenders will he accepted at the orficcs School District No. 52 eat later than 
2:(I0 PM local time, Tuesday August 17.1999: 
C-el Site Preparation 
c.n2 Site Services 
C-(}3 Asphalt Paving. Concrete curbs 
C-05  Concrete R in ore ng - Supp y ' i 
C-Oh Concrete R inforcing- install " ' " ~ ' ' 
, ,  .~ , ,,f-,, ~, • (~r,,, ~:t,J ),-n C;97 Cudcrctc Foandations- Form adlJ'place ( } ' t 
C-()8 Concrete Flatwork- Place & Finish . . . . .  : " 
C-09 Structural Steel, Stuel Joists, Metal Decking - Supply and install 
C-t0 WmxJ Framing - Labour only 
C-I I Wood chord tru~s - Supply only 
C-12 Manufactured Wood Beams - Supply 
C-13 Architectural Woodwork 
C-14 Insulatioo 
C-15 Exterior Siding, Trims - Install Only 
C-16 Modified Bitumen Roofieg 
C-17 Aluminum Windows, Supply Only 
GIg  Metal and wood Doors, Frames, Finish Ilardwam • Supply Only 
C-19 Bulnng Counter Shutters - Supply Only 
C-20 Glazing 
C-21 Oypsum Wallboard 
C-22 Ceramic Tiic 
C-23 Acoustic Ceiling,,; 'r-Dar 
C-24 Resilient Flaring. Carl~ting 
C-25 C'nmposltc Gym Roaring 
C-26 Painting 
C-27 Whitcbourds. Tackboards 
C-29 Tnilet Partitions - Supply 
C-29 Miscellaneous Specialties - Supply 
C-30 Sigsagc 
C-31 ~Vashnvom Accessories, Supply 
C-32 Metal Shelving 
C-33 Gymnasium Equipment 
C-34 Mechanical 
C-3fi Electrical 
The proJect is the construction f a new single story 2.350 .qluam meier Elomenlary 
School. 'Tile structure consisLx ef reinforced concrete foundalJons, lructural steel 
happening a concrete topped steel deck on open web steel Joist floor over a crawl 
space. Wood chord joisls suplx~rt a modified bitumen roof. The exterior walls am wood 
frame nnd cedar siding. Interior finishes include drywall and wood panel walls 
drywall, and drop T-bar ceiling,,~. Floor finishes am a eombimtien or carpel renilicot, I 
slalc, and ceramic floor coverings. The roofing is an RCABC approved and guaranteed I 
standing .~am metal over membrane cnvernd rigid insulation, The site is In I~ fully I 
~rvicnd, completed with asphalt-paved parking and ncce~.t drives and fully graced and I
landscaped toa specified land~ape plan. Tender doeumenL~ can be viewed at the office I
of the Construction Manager and he ACA P an Room in Vancouver, Victoria. 
Nanaimo, Prince Rui~rt, Smilbem, Terrace, and Prince George Single .~ts of 
documenLs arc available from the Construction Manager in exchange for n $150.1)0 
deposit made payable to the Conslruclioa Manager. Deposit is refundable on relanl of 
the dtx:uments, in good condition, within 14 days of tender closing. 
Owner: SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 52 
634-61h Avenue 
PrinccRui'x:rt. B,C V8J IXI Phnne:250-624.6717 
Fax. 250-624-6517 
Consultant: GRAHAM / MATIIIESON ARCHITECI'S 
Suite 203 9123 Mary Street 
Chilliwack. BC. VTM 3J9 Phum: r~4-792.2727 
Fax: r~H-792-4916 
Construction: UNITECII CONSTRUCr]0N MANAGEMENT L'I1). 
Manager: 4@| - 1530 56th Street 
Delta. D.C V4L 2Aft Phone: ~)4-g43.fi845 
Fii~; ¢)(H.')41-1PJq 2
Project # 10217025 
Tender 0.99-00401 - Re Roof Forrestry Office and 
Warehouse at Dense Lake, B.C. 
Project # 1021775 
Tender 0.99-00403 - Re Roof Snow Shed at 
Meziadin Lake, B.C. 
Project # 1023574 
Irrevocable Tenders, marked Q99-00399, Q99- 
00401 and Q99-00403 can be received from B.C. 
Buildings Corporation, 3732 Opie Crescent, Prince 
Georger B.C. V2N 4P7, Phone number (250) 614- 
4100. Tenders will be received by B.C. Buildings 
Corporation until August 13, 1999 at 3:00 p.m. 
Contractors hall supply labour, 
materials and equipment to 
carry out all work shown on the 
specifications. 
Any and all technical enquiries 
relating to this tender shall be =p~ ~,  
directed to Willy Wolf at B,C, BL; Building Corporation, (250) 614. 
4105 Senior Technical Advisor or 
to Darryl Hanson, Operations Buildings 
Superintendent, (250) 615-,t111, Corpolatl0rl 
460 EQUIPMENT 
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WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements 10÷ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 





liVE & PERSONAl 
IMffED #1 IN CANADA 
IVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE I ON f 
[OltT ~ GIFTED 
Kom!r ~ " -  ~CCUUTJ 
CAREER ~ PSYCHICS 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
LARGE QUANTITY heavywall 
culverts, w/collars, never used, 
48"-84" diameter, up to 40 ft. 
long. CHEAPI Good for road 
building, wells, manholes, root 
cellars, etc. Can deliver any- 
where. B47-4083 
MORINDA TAHITIAN Noni 
Juice. 946ML=1 bottle-565. Suf- 
ficient for 1.5 month. Enforce 
immune system and helps to 
overcome many diseases like: 
high blood pressure, cholester- 
ol, can help to fight cancer. For 
more info., please contact Maria 
Korsak 1-250-638-0369. 
NAPOLEON FREESTANDING 
gas fireplace like new, $800. 
Oak dining room table, 6 chairs 
$700. Reclining love seat, forest 
green $300. Reclining sofa, for- 
est green $400. Stainless steel, 
Selkirk chimney, 632-7851. 
CLAUSON LOGGING ltd. 
Ouesnel Be. General freight, 
Iowbedding, railbed, pilot car 
service, local & long distance. 
Lowbed capabilities from 5 axle 
highboy to 9 axle Iowbed, 
licensed, full cargo insurance. 
Equipment moved anywhere in 
BC and Alberta. Call (250)747- 
1229 24 hrs. Fax (250) 747- 
1900. 
SALE OR trade; 1993 Dresser 
TDeG LT, 6 way blade. Brush 
rake. New U/C. Logging pack- 
age. Dresser TD8C 6 way 
blade. Brush rake, Winch & 
arch. 75% U/C, Large inventory 
of used excavator & crawler 
U/C. Trek tech Equipment. 
Phone (250) 374-5054 or (250) 
851-8530 eveninqs. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail. 
Dave Crossan 250-567-2607, 6 
km Mapes Rd, Vanderhoof RC 
FEB 3, 1999 in the ladies 
change room at the Aquatic 
Centre. a bulova "Millionth 
Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- 
mental value. Please call 250- 
771-3149. Fleward offered and 
no questions asked, 
FOUND BLACK cordless tele- 
phone. Not a cell phone on the 
overpass. To identify phone 
635-4600. 
LADLES' SEIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscnption on the 
back "Love Jim" Lost at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site. 
Has great sentimental value. 
Call 638-7251 (home) cr 635- 
6273 (work). No questions 
asked. 
LOST AT Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club on Thurs. 
June 24, 1 o/s project Sand- 
wedge. If found please call 
Denny at 635-9302. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall In Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
LOST: RED & Silver Norco 18 
speed boys mountain bike. July 
22 from Safeway parking lot. 
Reward offered. 635-7169. No 
Questions asked. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www.trylive- 
links.corn 
GM LOOKING for GWM 18-35, 
LTR. I like taking long walks, 
karate, traveling, smoke, social 
PIANO- MASON Reiche. Very 
good condition. $1,900. 635- 
5690. 
SANDBLASTING SAND deliv- 
ered, excellent price. 847-4083. 
SWlS QUALITY finished wood 
products 842-6929. Now in 
stockl Birch flooring, lx6 Cedar 
V-Joint Paneling and Bevel, 
Drop Love or Channel Sliding, 
everything need to build a com- 
plete cedar deck and railing. 
New items: Birch stair railings 
and spindles, Coloneal style 
mouldings in Birch or Hemlock, 
Baseboards, casinqs. 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
KOOTENA~/HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(25OI 573-2054. 
WAIqTEDII PHOTOGRAPHS 
and/or Films of Ootsa and 
Cheslatta Lakes and the rivers 
before, during and after 1952 
flooding. Will make copies in re- 
turn for copies. Prompt return 
assured. Willing to pay if neces- 
san/. Please call Vlike at (250) 
694-3334 or Toll Free 1-888- 
453-4141 or reply by mail- Box 
909 Burns Lake, BC, V0J 1 CO. 
1994 FORD 77404 WD, 86 HP 
tractor, cab, air, shuttle shift, 
ezee on loader, quick attach 
bucket, bale fork, joystick, 1920 
hours, $45,000-open to offers. 
1987 New Holland 855 Round 
Baler, auto wrap bale com- 
mand, good working condition 
$8,550. 1997 Vicon Model 1653 
Fertilizer Spreader- 1 ton -trail- 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information. Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505.8866. 
A STRUCTURED path to 
screen writing success. Robed 
McKee's story seminar in Van- 
couver, Oct. 15/16/17. His only 
Canadian appearance this yearl 
$645-registraticn. $545-early 
registration. Toll-Free 1-877- 
345-8228. website 
www.Mckeestory or email: con- 
tact@McKeeStory.com, 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT. 
Get in on the $millions$ being 
spent on adult entertainment for 
only $25.00. http:/Ijudybooth.vir. 
tualave.net. 
BUSINESS FOR sale. Lucrative 
Dollar Store. Asking $85,000 
plus stock. Includes till fax, 
phone, shelving units etc. Ph 1- 
250-453-9668. Fax 1-250-453- 
9605. Men-Sat 9-5:30. Serious 
Enquiries Only. 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op- 
erated amusement route in the 
Merdtt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area, containing pool tables, 
foosballs, pinballs, video 
games. Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes alreaay in loca- 
tions. This makes a great in- 
vestment giving 30-50% returns 
on your money yearly. Easy 
2nd jcb only takes 2-3 days a 
month. For more info, call Peter 
at 250-372-2908. 
ESTABLISHED BULK candy 
rending route, Work 4 days per 
month. Earn 35M per year. 
Machines located from 
drinker, movies, music and er, mount as new $4,509, 1998 Vanderhoof to Prince Rupert. 
, most of all honest o myself and ~,o{h~..~Gi%;~'~pen;minde~l, ~ Woodlp~;0P_.TOd~/ey~b0~chlp- Asking $75,000. No vendor 
'- hopeless ' romanti~ '(like; mE), per.-.as new $3,;$00:. 3 pt H tch ,Jtnancing;,avail; ~Phone (250) . '960-8449"aftbr 6.' ~' ~!*' 
*sensitive, sincere (sex Mount Hydraulic Wood Splitter 
$600, Phone 250-560-5500. MAKE $200-$300 per dayl Set- 
considered secondary) like 
quiet times together and 
cuddling (even in front of 
"straights.") All letters answered 
but with photo priority. No 
married people or people 
offended by individuality. 
Terrace Area only. Reply to PO 
Box 29003, 4645 Greig Ave, 
RPO Saan Store, Terrace BC, 
VBG 5T3. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, 
Phone 635-6533. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan, 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drjoelkaplan.com. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1 on 1. 1- 
888-913-8122 from 1.75 min, 
900# available. 24 hr. Live Chat 
1 on 1.1-900-870-7647 former- 
ly 870-2740. 
CHANGE YOUR web browser 
& earn $$$. Sign up is 100% 
FREE. Advertisers pay YOUI 
http://www.gotoworld.com/get- 
paid. Member id# 1012119087. 
2 RIDE on tractors. John Deers 
1967, 12H power with mower, 
rototiller, snowblower. Melees 
18 H power with reel mower, 
snowblower, rototiller, dozer 
blade, open to offers. 638-2050. 
16,1 15 yr thoroughbred mare. 
Has done Hunter Jumper and 
Basic Dressage. Jumps 3.6, 
good on trails. $2,500. 296- 
3522. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK Haul- 
ing, cattle, horses, sheep. 
Licensed and insured for Cana- 
da, USA. Hay hauling and 
sales, 250-694-3448, cell 250- 
692-6559. Fax 250-694-3769. 
Jeff Giesbrecht Transport Burns 
Lake. 
HAY & GRAIN SALES, CA- 
GEN CONT. LTD. Glen 638- 
0254, 
up today and be getting checks 
tomorrow/To get staded Email 
to: cnmgbr@aweber.com or 
Call 847-1384. 
MOTEL FOR sale by owner. 38 
units with 4 bedroom residence. 
Pool, hot tub, & sauna, On busy 
#1 Trans Canada Hwy #97 & #5 
Kamloops. Reduced from 
$1,200,000 to $1,075,000, Seri- 
ous buyers only. Call Ken Hick- 
son @ (604) 436-9477 or Mat 
Marvin @ 1-800-553-3322. 
WORK FROM HOME. Lose 5 
to 20 pounds. Earn extra mon- 
ey. Call Brenda at 635-1543. 
YOUR DREAM come true. Fi- 
nally a no-nonsense business 
$49,049 a year potential will not 
interfere iwth present employ- 
ment. No competition, wi th  
namebrand product. No selling, 
no experience necessary. Min. 
invest. $16,800. Fun, simple, 
profitable. Financial indepen- 
dence is a phone call away. 1- 
800-336-4296. 
"SECRET TO FINANCIAL 
FREEDOM." Revealed in pow- 
erful free special report. Toll- 
free 24 hr. message. 1-877- 
864-9176. 
DON'T MISS THIS 
OPPORTUNITY. 
• Selling due to health 
reasons. Large cleaning 
~ service serving Terrace & 
Come in and see our Rupert. Steady clientele & 
IL ,,_.,. ,, . j n e w  Lar do Boots & : contracts. Large volume, 
OUEENSWAY MINI Storage. ~ sales $150,000 year. 
2350 Queensway Drive August 
7. Gates open 8am. Furniture, Asking $90,000 
camping gear, tools, applianc- 638"6377 
es, seized items, goat and wolf 
rug, flouresent lights, misc. Serious enquiries only 
items, paddle boat. 
1 KMART style trailer 4'x8' with 
2' sides & covered. Great for 
camping gear, 1 couch & chair. 
1 stereo stand. 635-9451. 
2 TOC Cam Alpha-Numera 
pagers, used less than 1 yr. 
Askinq $100 each, 635-2124. 
3 BR. home, Mill Bay Rd. 1- 
acre leased lot. Granisle 37' 
Aluminum Boat, Has every- 
thing. 2 welders, gas, eleclric, 2 
chev land/marine motors, volvo 
legs. Has everything tools , lot 
29. Mill Bay Rd. Granisle. 1- 
250-697-2474 or 1-250-697- 
2720. 
BEEF, LAMB, and pork. 
Naturally raised & processed 
meats, Freezer orders cut & 
wrapped to your specifications. 
Also, custom butchering, cutting 
and sausage making, Delivery 
available. Hamblin Farms, 
Houston, Phone 1-250-845- 
2133 or 1-800-665-6992 or 
email, farms@hamblin.qrp,com, 
BLUE FRONTED AMAZON 
parrot, healthy, hand reared, 
people friendly, has full size Ha- 
gen parrot cage. Parrot without 
the cage $1,250 with cage and 
accessories $1,650. 635-6429. 
REGISTERED LOWCHEN pup. 
pies for sale (3 females, 2 male) 
Ready to go Aug 7, Will be ml. 
crochlpped, dewclawed, first 
shots, dewormed and vet 
checked, asking $600. Ph 250- 
632-8817. 
TWO TOY poodles, puppies, 1 
male & 1 female, with papers 
$700, without papers $350, Ran 
at 847-6652, 
YELLOW LABS pup $285 in- 
cludes shots. 635-0665. 
1998 751 bobcat, full cab enclo- 
sure with heater. 102 hrs, war- 
ranty, 2 buckets. $24,200 abe. 
PH 250-877-1406 or 250-847- 
5678. 
BE A professional actor 
Vancouver's Professional Film 
Graduate 6 month program, 
Vancouver's film industry needs 
actors. Toll-Free 1-877-FILM. 
ACT www.universe.com/awa 
TRAIN TO work in the 
computer industry. Network 
Technician, Computer Techni- 
cian, Programmer Analyst, Of- 
rice Administrator. For pro. 
grams or student loan info from 
our CDI College. Call toll free 
today. 1-888-229-1555. 
"ACTING CLASSES at AWAI" 
Start a career as a profesalonal 
actor, 2 wk. fulltime training in 
the basics. $550. 40 Powell St. 
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Scott, Vohora & Company 
Chartered Accountants, Our 
firm is interested in seeking 
candidates who want to pursue 
a career in Accounting. We will 
provide training and financial 
assistance with your course to 
obtain a CA, CGA, or CMA des- 
ignation while you are em- 
ployed with our firm. We offer a 
competitive remuneration pack- 
age. Please fax or mail your re- 
sume to: Scott, Vohora & Com- 
pany, PO Box 728, Attn Ingrid 
Clark, Phone: (250) 627-1371 
Fax: (250) 624-6929: Closing 
date: Auqust 20, 1999. 
APPRENTICE & Journeyman 
cabinet makers required for well 
EBONY'S HIDDEN Treasures 
is looking for a Home Party 
Hostess for Hazelton, Smithers 
and Kitlmat. Call 1-858-638- 
1070. 
EXCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, D8K 
Excavator and grader opera. 
tars; Must be experienced in 
road building, Please reply to 
box #21. 
PHOTOLAB: MODERN Fuji 
minilab in Williams Lake is look- 
ing for a full'time technician. 
Some experience preferred. 
Please call Bryan or Geoff 250- 
392-3456 or fax resume to 250- 
@wlake,com,392"4159. Email_ ph°t°labl# i 
¥ 
established Fad McMurray Mill- OPENING ;FOR a Uental 
work shop. Send resume to Hygienist or CDAin a fastpaced 
(780) 791-9281 or call (780) challenging dental office. Ex- 
791-9448. perience preferred but will train 
C~KI: ANn n~trv nnnk M.~t the right career minded individ- 
. . . . . . . . . .  t -  . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . • ual Oppodundy for excellent have lots of expenence in high . ' . . . . .  
volume bakery, $10 an hour to oonuses, Pax resume: ]-z~u- 
start. Fax resume to : Attention 692-4251 or phone 1-250-692- 
Ken at 1-250-845-3566. : 7791 
CUSTOMER SERVICE orient- 
EARN $200, $300, :$500 or ed Ford parts depadment re- 
more per week, assembling quires parts person with at least 
product in the comfort of your 1 year. Ford pads experience. 
own home, send a SASE to Resume to Lake City Ford, 715 
OPH, 6-2400 Dundas St. West Oliver St. Williams Lake, BC, 
Suite 541. Ref 683, Mississau- V2G 1tVI9. Phone 1-800-668- 
qa, ant L5K 2R8. 3994 ask for Joel. 
Medical Transcriptionist 
Required 
Part Time & Flexible Hours 
Submit Resume to 
Box 27 
c/o The Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, BC~ V8G 5R2 ~-  
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY TRAIttlNG INSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 (~7~; 
Fri Aug 6, Sat Aug 7, 
Thurs Aug 12, Sat Aug 28 
~VunCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
Aug 8 
Sun Aug 2g 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
Aug 16 - 27 (2 Weeks, Monday to Friday) 
Sept 13-24 8 am - 4 pm 
TRAFFIC CONTROL $150 
August 5 & 6 8 am - 4pro 
/ emporary/On Call Secretary  
One of B.C.'s largest Unions, requires a secretary who is avail- 
able to work on a temporary/on call basis in their Terrace Area 
Office, with experience in the foUowing areas: secretarial; word 
c~rocessing; switchboard/reception. A self starter who enioys 
ealing with people and has knowledge of the trade union 
movement is required. 
Responsibilities will include: the development and maintenance 
of files, logbooks, compiling reports and/or statistical date; key- 
boarding; word processing; switchboard/receptionist duties; 
distribution of mail; responding to general enquiries. 
Applicanls must have 3-4 years secreturial experience; high 
school graduation supplemented by secretarial training; a high 
degree of competence on modern office equipment; keyboard- 
ing 60-70 wpm; proficiency in advanced Microsoft Word is 
essential; knowledge of computer systems, database experience; 
an excellent command of English grarnm0r, dictaphone and 
switchboard/reception experience. An aptitude for organizatlon 
and detail and the ability to set pri0rities and work within strict 
time limits. 
Excellent salary and benefits provided under a collective 
agreement. 
Aptilude, word processing and keyboarding tests will be admin- 
istered to all qualified applicants. Based on lest results, only suc- 
cessful candidates will be intervlewed. 
Please submit written application with resume by August 
17,1999 to: 
The B.C Government and Service Employees' Union 
#114-4710 Lazelle Avenue / 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1T2 




The successful candidale will be s self-motivated in ividual 
dedicated to assisling mill mmagemsnl and to Improving 
and maintaining Fibreco's Pulp Safety Programs nd 
Records. This position will provide leadership In Ihe 
development and Implemenlatl0n of Humsn Resources 
programs and will be resp0nslbte for the emergency 
response team at safely training. 
To quatify, applicanls must possess a recognized iploma 
in Occupational Health & Safety or Forest Products 
Technology and an Occupational First Afd Level III certificate, 
PROCESS ENGINEER 
The successful candidate will provide technical expertise in
matters rolallng to production, pulp quality and mill 0All. 
mization for a BCTMP mill. 
To qualify, applicants must possess a B.Se, In Chemical 
Engineering or a related degree and be eligible.for 
registration with the Association of Professional Engineers. 
This position requires aself.m0tivated In ividual who enjoys 
completing lasks from inception to implementation end who 
possesses lrong leadership end communication skills, 
Fibreco Pulp Is 10cared in Ihe Peace River District of S,C,, 
just minules away from the City of Fad St, John. 
Interested candidates should send a resume, 
indicating the position of interest, by 
August 6, 1999 to: 
Persona01 Coordinstor 
Flbreco Pulp 
BOX 330 , : 
Taylor, B,C, V0C 2KO .~ 
Fax: (250) 769.3089 ~'~'J~ i 
We thank all applicants for 
their interest, but advise tim/ .~  
interview w#l be contacted. ,~;~.~J~ 
Management Opportunities 
Large international corporation since 1924 is 
expanding in the Terrace area. Planned new 
store openings in the next 12 months. 
Quality individuals needed for Assistant 
Management Training Program. Positions 
available include: 
Dealers $30,000 
Asst. Mgrs. $35,000 
Branch Mgr. Trainee $40,000 
(1 st 'Year Earning Potential) 
No experience necessary. Professional train- 
ing provided. Must be available to start 
immediately. Train in Terrace. 
Call 250.635-3066 for personal interview. 
TDCSS 
CHOICES PROGRAM 
TEMPORARY PART TIME SUPERVISOR 
The Choices F~ogrars Is seeking an Individual to fill a Temporary 
Pad 11me Sepervtsor Positbn (may becente pemaeent). 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
To manage aii aspects of running a two bed resuurce for children 
with developmental disabilities. To work closely with parents, the 
Minisby for Children add Families, offier pmfasdonais and other 
agencies to eeuure that well planned, approved programming is in 
place and implenlented. To ensure that the children are cared for in 
a positive, supportive nvironment that encourages their growth anKI 
develolx,enL Tm ensure that the 5tandarda of Care for Children 
Residential Programs are met or exceeded. 
To provide sngmisg supervision, support and training for staff. To 
ensure edherenee to WCB mgulaUons, Labor Standards, and the 
Collective Aoeement. 
EDUCATION: 
• Diploma or delgeelna field related fosendceeto peopte with 
developmental disabtlJUes or an applicable health related diploma 
or degree. 
• Training in behavior managment 
• Training in personnel menagmeet 
• Training in financial rnanagmenrt 
Pmferonce will be given te those who have 
had training in Eddy Childhood Education 
OTHE~ 
• 5 years expen~nce in woridng with people with developmental 
disabilites 
• 2-5 years superdsion experience 
• Excellent com~unlcaffon sidlb 
• Proven ability to work with other professkmals and families 
• Proven abirdy to work as a team member 
• High level of cemmitment and flexibility 
REQUIRED:. 
• "1~ test clearame 
• Criminal Re¢0ml Search 
• Basle Rrst ~1 
• Class 4 driver's Ileeme and ase of appropriately Insured vehicle, 
Salary as per BI~EU ColieeUve Agreenteld. 20-40 hours per week. 
For more isffonnatlon eentaet Madlyn Usdmore at 635-7863. 
Applications cam be picked up at 4916 la~elle Avenue, Terrace BC. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
LAN CO-ORDINATOR (PART-TIME CONTRACTOR) 
The Cily. oF Terrace invites proposals fur providin.q port-time Local Area 
Nelwork Co-ordinator functions at the Terrace R.'C.M.R Detachment on 
a contract basis. The Contract Terms of ReFerence are available on 
request by contacting the R.C.M.P. Executive Assistant/Office Manager 
at 638-7414. 
Ths successful bidder will have a minimum of the following 
qualifications: 
• 2-year Comp0ter Science Diploma. 
• Novell NetWare CNA Certification and Network Technologies 
Training. 
i Microsoft Systenns Engineer Certification (MCSE) Courses. 
A minimum 2 years exRerlence in technical support of 
personal computers, oftware installation and ]&:el area 
networks, andat least 6 months previous experience in 
teaching computer techniques. 
B.C. Driver's [icence 
The successful bidder must also meet R.C.M.P. Securily Clearance 
Requirements. 
In addilion to experience, previous work history and references, the 
Contrad submission must include the following inTormation: 
• Availabilily 
• Preferred Hours of Work 




All submissions are subject Io the clear understendinq that the Cily of 
Terrace reserves Ihe rigl~t . p accept or mied any submi"ssion(s) olely a! 
its own diserelion andwithout exptanat;on based on its ~ views of 
what best serves II~e Cily and the R.C.M.R The lowest pricing not nec- 
essarily accepted. 
Sealed and clearly marked Proposals must be delivered to the office of 
the Director of Aarninistrotian no later than 4:00 p.m. Friday. Auaust 
13. I~ .  
Denise fisher 
Director of Administration 
Cily of Terrace 
321s Eby street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2X8 
Tel: (250} 638-4722 
m 
The Terrace Women's Resource Cenlre Sociely 
is seeking applicants for the position of 
Child and Youth Safely 
Programs Coordinator 
This 10 monlh program is designed to help children and 
youth gain skills to identify risky siluations, to use awareness 
and avoidance as methods of personal safety and give them 
the opportunity to learn practical defensive tactics. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for: 
• coordinating training lessons and delivery of relevant 
programs 
• coordinating program contracts 
• liaising with community agencies and program partners 
• designing an effective community public relations and 
programs promotion strateqy 
• delivering workshops to chil~lren and youth 
Applicants should possess: 
• the ability to research and adapt materials and 
approaches to effectively relate to both children and youth 
• a feminist perspective on individual and communily 
responsibility for personal safely 
• experience in k=aching self-esteem or se f-defence 
• excellent orga~izaffonal skills 
• the ability rework independendy as wel as collectively 
• a valid driver's licence and access to a vehicle 
This is a part-tlme, temporary position in a unionized envi- 
ronment. Hours of work are flexible but on occasion the suc- 
cessful applicant will be expected to work over the school 
lunch hour period, after school and the occas anal weekend 
Employment is contingent on acceptable results of a criminal 
record search. Resume, with cover letter, should be addressed 
to 
The HMng Commiltee 
IWRC 
4542 Park Avenue, 
Terrace BC, V8G lV4 
Closing dale for applications is August 5 at 4:00 pro. 
THREE SOCIAL work positions 
open with Gitxsan Child & Fam- 
ily Services in Hazelton. Qualifi- 
cations: BSW, RSW plus 12 
months related experience; ex- 
perience in First Nations 
Communities, knowledge of so- 
cial and economic issues facing 
Gitxsan communities an asset. 
Call Sharon at (250) 842-2248 
oxt 366 for job description and 
application forms, Closing date: 
Auq.13/99. 
CAREER MINDED. An oppor- 
tunity has arisen for a local pub- 
lic relations/marketing individual 
in you area. No selling involved. 
Just outside visits to existing 
customers and the development 
of new accounls. We provide 
full training field supped, and a 
guaranteed first year income, 
You provide hardwork, people 
skills, and a suitable vehicle. 
The successful individual will 
build a long term future within a 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY Jour- corporation with proven stability 
neyman or Apprentice Electri- over the past 19 years. For 
clan for commercial or residen- more into phone Mr. Jacobs @ 
tial - Saskatoon & area work . (604) 431-4162 ext 662. 
Call Stein Electric Ltd. 1-306- CLEANING LADY wanted, 
242-6577 or Fax 1-306-975- twice a month 4/hrs. per time. 
0587. Phone 635-2197. 
QUESNEL FIGURE Skating 
Club requires a freelance coach 
for the 1999/2000 season. You 
will have some private students 
and cover a maternity leave (in- 
cluding private students and 
CanSkate program). Qualifica- 
tions: NCCP certified (prefer- 
ence to NCCP Level 2 & Triple 
gold qualification.)Knowledge 
of CanSkate, Skating Skills, Ice 
Dancel Test and Competitive i 
programsl The ability to moti. ! 
vate others work collectively 
with other coaches and volun- , 
teer board. Please forward 
resumes to: Liane Kimmie 
QFSC, Box 4386, Quesnel, BC, 
V2J 3J4. Closing date: August 
20, 1999. 
f Wrinch MesmeOri:I Hospital I 
• W_-,tN'~D Reg,stered Nurses II Se., Resume to: 
for Casual Employment I [  Nor thern  Steel Ltd. 
Multi-Discipline Unit I19565 Rock Is land Rd. 
Opportunities for temporary full time work II Prince George, BC 
Develop your maternity and emergency nursing skills. II vzN 5T4 
Please submit resume and letter of application to II or fax to  
Judith R, Wass IL (250) 561-0112 
Assistant Adminislrator ~. ; 
Bag 999 
Hazeltan, B.C. V0J 1Y0 
Enquiries may be made to 
Judith Wass at 1-250-842-5211 
J 




Reid Crowther is an emplsyee-owned company that has provided eli- 
enLs with comprehensive engineering se~Ices for over 90 years. (Our 
consultants are active across Canada and Internationally. 
An excellent career position is available for a professional engineer 
with the drive, passion and determinatios to contribute towards the 
success of our Kitimat operations. 
ll~e ideal candidate will be a mechanical engineer with 10+ years 
experience in the following areas: 
• Technical expertise in industrial and manufacturing projects. 
• Ability to work as part of a team. 
• Have excellent communicaUon skills. 
• Proven success in client and business development. 
• Capability to advance into a senior leadership role. 
• Registered with APEGBC 
Reid Crowther offers com~e market based compensetJom, and 
excellent comprehensive benefits package and a progressive 
Employee Development and Rewards program. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Ms. Donna Embree Branch Administrator 
Suite 300, 4170 Still Creek Drive 
Buroaby, BC VSC 6C6 
ApplicaUons may also be 
emailnd to: dembree@reid-crowther.com 
No telephone calls please. 
We thank all applicants and advise that oa~y tl~se, selecfed, fot~. j ',~., 
Interdew will be contacted. 
• J 
PRINCIPAL 
YOUR CHILD can: Improve lan- 
guage ads/math skills, get a 
head start for K-l, learn French 
as a second language. Call 
Certified Teacher Tutoring 
Services, 635-0634, after 5. 
CERTIFIED HOME Care Work- 
er. 8 yrs, experience• Looking to 
do housecleaning, personal 
care, References avail. Phone 
635-7834 ask for Sharon. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, tones, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
HOME iMPROVEMENTS. EX- 
PERIENCED CARPENTER will 
do work in all aspects of con- 
struction; concrete, framing, sid- 
ing, building maintenance, etc.. 
Workmanship guaranteed. 638- i 
8210. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for " 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it rif:lht once! Call 635-3783. 
~::" PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
seeable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management, 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apt. downtown 
with heat inc. f/s and all new 
carpets. $450/mo. Phone 638- 
1702. 
1 BEDROOM ground level. No 
stairs. $475/mo, Avail Aug 1. 
635-5338, 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd, 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
2- 2 bdrm duplexes located in 
Thornhill. N/G heat $425/mo. 
No pets Avail Aug 1/99. 635- 
4894. 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom duplex ' 
f/s, w/d. Avail immed, Phone ' 
635-3555 after 6Am, 
FOR RENT one bedroom fur- 
nished apartment in Thornhill, i 
Single occupancy only. No pets. '. 
References required. $360 plus 
$180 security deposit. 635- 
2065. 
REQUIRED FOR KmMAT CITY HIGH 
Applications are being sought for the above mentioned position. 
A teaching principal is required for Kitimat City Hi qh in Kitirnat, 
B.C. Kitimat City High is an alternate school enrollTng a total of 
60 students at two sites. 
The staff of Kitimat City High currently, includes 3.5 FTE leachers, 
three part time teaching assistants and lhree childcare workers. 
The successful candidate will have: 
i proven excellent interpersonal skills with teenagers, parents, 
leachers and para professionals~ 
ability to offer leadership in the area of positive student 
behavior in emphasizing achievement f~r oil students and in 
the school and communit X
at least five years successful teaching experience in a regular 
and/or alternate secondary school setting. 
a suitable Masters Degree or have one in progress to be 
completed very soon 
The position will be a three year term contract including a state. 
meet of educational philosophy and will commence prior to 
September 1,1999. 
Applicants are invited to send a resume, including a statement oF 
ec]ucstional philosophy, and a list of three professional refer- 
ences to : 
Mrs. Sharon Beedle, Acting Superintendent of Schoals 
Coast Mountains School Dislrlct 82 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC VSG 3E9 
Fax: 250-635-4287 
Closing date for this competition is August 9,1999. 
For inquiries regarding this position, please contact Andrew 
Scruton at 635-4931 or 1-800-6134 local 211. 
The Northwest Community Health Services Society is inviting applications for the 
following regular full-time positions in the Adult Mental Health Program and Community 
Health Programs and Continuing Care. 
Mental Health Clinician 
Community Health Nurse 
Mental Health Clinician 
Mental Health Clinician 
Team Leader 
Activity Worker 
Location Competit ion # 
Dease Lake NW99:36 
Dease Lake NW99:24 
Smithers NW99;37 
Terrace NW99:38 
Pr!nce Rupert NW99:39 
Kitimat ~ . . . .  NW99:40 
Activity Worker Hazelton : NW99:41 
Public Health Nurse Hazelton NW99:23 
Regional Psychogeriatric Specialist . . . . . .  Terrace-based NW99:44 
Appl icat ions are encouraged from Nurses, Social Workers and  Occupat ional  
Therapists, M,A. level  Psychologists and Activity Workers wi th  extensive cl inical  
experience providing services to individuals, groups and families with severe mental 
health Issues. 
Job descriptions and detailed qualifications may be obtained upon requesL Your 
application must clearly identify how you meet the posted qualifications, 
Please direct all Inquiries quoting the appropriate competition # to', Linda Bond, 
Human Resources, North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B,C, VSG 4T2, Tel: (250) 638.2220; Fax: (250) 638,2251; E-mail: 
I inda.bond@nwch.hnet,bc,ca 
App/ications and resumes must be received no/aterlhan 4:30 p,m,, August t3, 1999, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 4, 1999 - B11 
730 FOR SALE BY 
UWNeH--'""'" 
• r + FOR RENT two bedroom apt. 
Quiet and clean. Avail immed. 
Laundry facilities, f/s, ground 
level. No pets. Ref. reqd. 635- 
1126 or 635-6991. $525/mo. 
ONE BEDROOM $425/mo ca- 
hie, utililies included. 4520 Little 
near swimming pool, Avail Aug 
1. 638-1171. 
636 HOUSES FoR 
: • RENT • 
ONE BEDROOM apartment in 
Thornhill. 4036 Motz Rd, Rel 
Reqd. Sorry no pets. Single oc- 
cupancy, Phone 635-2312. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
recluired. Call 635-7429. 
New,  Hodern  
& Clean 
large 2 bedroom, I I/2 bath, 
1320 sq ft., townhouse 
located on southside. 




2 bedroom apartment, 
2nd Floor, 
~600 per month, 
includes heat. 
Adult oriented, no pets. I 




. HOMES• • 
+" J , i ' i '  " 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
1 Bdr Apt ss00/month 




1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
RETAIL OR commercial spaces 
available, available immed. Lots 
of parking. Warehouse two 
overhead doors 28'x36' and 
55'x20'. Phone 635-2312. 








• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Closeto schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets ', 
• Relerences requi~ad 
To view call 
638-1748 
"2 Bedroom Apartment [
• newly renovo~ • ~ hot water I 
-$500 per monlh i 
Cell Collect @ 632-4308 [ 
or cell @ 1-250-639-4069 | 
CLOSE TO SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL J 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town, Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent, Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
SUNNY HILL Trailer Court: 
12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail 
imrned. Rent $550/mo. Phone 
635-7025 (evenings) or 638- 
0438 (days). 
THREE BEDROOM apartment 
for rent f/s, w/d, dw, downtown. 
No pets. Ref reqd, Security de- 
posit $360. Rent $725. 635- 
5954, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
TWO BEDROOM in quiet loca- 
tion 5 minutes from downtown. 
Pets welcome. $400 month, 
12th month free. 635-9102. 
1 BDRM suite for rent. Avail 
Aug 1. Lge storage area. Call 
635-5027. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
horseshoe area for working, 
non-smoking person. $500/mo, 
all utilities included 635-5136. 
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1, 
bright 2 bedroom bsmt. suite, 
$550/rno, heat included. 1/2 
DD. No pets. 635-7714. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent to a 
working person. No pets 
please. 635-5893. 
ONE BDRM bsmt. suite in 
horseshoe. Private drive and 
entrance. For quiet non smoker. 
DD + RR. $475/mo. Utilities inc. 
638-1622. 
ONE BEDROOM bsmt suite, 
Thornhill area. Utilities incl. 
$450/mo plus DD. 635-5992. 
ONE ROOM Light-Housekeep- 
ing basement suite. Private en- 
trance. Close to downtown. 
$425/mo with $200 security de- 
posit, Includes utilities. 635- 
9059. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, laundry hookup, f/s, 
$500/mo + DD. Southside, 
Phone 635-5960. 
WANTED QUIET, single non- 
smoker to rent 1 bedroom bsml 
suite. Close to town & schools 
all utilities incl. except phone. 
$525/mo plus DD. Avail immed. 
Phone 638-7254 to view. 
FOR RENT one bedroom cabin. 
Avail Aug 1 and Sept 1. 
$415/rno. 635-2319 eveninqs 
FOR RENT in professional 
bldg. Two suites: 1105 sq ft, 
800 sq ft. 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Call Dr. Zucchiatti 635-2552. 
OFFICE SPACE 
Psychologist with well- 
established &wntown 4-offke 
complex seeks individual in 
compatible business la share 
office space. ] office available 
S immediately. 
300/m0 all inclusive 
1250) 615-6863 
RENT TO own 4 bdrm house 
on the bench. 635-5506 after 
7pm. 
1 BDR condo close to down. 
town. Security entrance, on site, 
laundry facilities. N/G included. 
$585/mo + DD. Call 635-4858 
for alopt to view. 
3 BEDROOM home for rent. 
Fenced yard. Great for kids. In- 
cludes f/s, w/d. ng. Close to 
school. Avail Sept 1. $850/mo. 
635-O115. 
3 BEDROOM house. Gas 
fireplace. Garden area. NO 
PETS, NO PARTIES. Rent 
negotiable: Ran 635-6128. 
4 BDR, 2 bath house in horse- 
shoe. Refs reqd. Avail immed, 
$750/mo, Lisa 638-8639. 
EXECUTIVE CONDO in quiet 
cul de sac with 180 degree pan- 
oramic view. 2 bedrooms and 
study, 1.5 bath, 2 skylights, 5 
appliances, all window cover- 
ings, garage with automatic 
door opener, 2 decks, hot tub. 
All yard maintenance and snow 
removal included. No pets. 635- 
4840. 
LARGE 3 bdrm rancher 
w/workshop in serene country 
setting. Non-smokers please. 
Ref re~d. $950/mo. 635-2124. 
NATURE LOVERS dream: 2 
bdr house at private lake on 30 
acres. Incl generator, radio 
phone, propane fridge, stove, 
boat use, wood stove, 2 acres 
ef pasture and barn suitable for 
horses or cows, use negotiable, 
berry/veg garden close to 
house. Don't hesitate to call if 
you always dreamed of countn,, 
livinq. 635-1753. Rent $300/mo. 
RENT THREE bedroom house 
large fenced yard, appliances 
Agar Ave. $700/mo. Phone 
638-3126 4pm-8pm. 
THREE BEDROM condo, f/s, 
w/d, dishwasher, gas fireplace. 
Close to town. Phone 636- 
0046. 
THREE BEDROOM house for 
rent in the horseshoe area. 
Washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
Pets allowed, fenced backyard, 
fireplace, gas heat. $750/mo 
Avail imrned. 635-6352 
TWO BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill area. Pets welcome. 
Avail Aug 1. $625/mo. 635- 
9013. 
Downtown Reta i l ;  
4200 sq.ft, air conditioned, 
parking, $9.50 p.s.f. 
Excellent location. 
C-3 commercial. 4,000 s.f. 
Good exposure. 244 'OH 
Doors. 1-10' OH Door. 
Ideal for sales]service 
parts supply. Make 
Offers??? 
$700 ~er  mont]h ;  
2 bedroom townhouse, 
large master suite with 
private jacuzzi, Stove & 
fridge included. Private 
yard. Family room. 
Available immediately. 
$449 per  month ;  
2 bedroom apartments, 
hot water included, cable 
available. 
COLDWELI, B [I R 
1st Terrace Realty 
638-0371 Bus.  or  
(638-3006 after hours) 
WE ARE now accepting appli- 
cations for a clean well-main. 
tained 2 bdrm house located in 
Thornhill. Ideal for 2 people of 
couple with one child. F/S, W/D, 
NG heat. Avail Aug 1/99. 
$600/mo plus sec. dep, For 
app. to view call 635-7467 after 
5pro. 
2 BDRM trailer $350. 2 bdrm 
duplex $475; 1 bdrm house 
$395. All in Thornhil. No pets 
please 635-9530. 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, top 
floor suite. Includes utilities, 
$850/mo, 3 bdrm, 2 batll house, 
$775/mo. 2 bdrm duplex, 
$370/mo. Call Lisa 638-8639~ 
AREA FOR storage of equip- 
ment, RV's, beats, cars, trucks, 
approx 7,000 sq ft. Partial en- 
closed. Call 635-9171. Leave 
messaqe. 
SKYLINE MOTEL. Special 
Rate, $39 + tax. One person. 
Add $5.00 per person. Add 
$5.00 for extra bed. Excluding 
long weekend and special ev- 
ents. Free room coffee, local 
phone, movies, indoor swim- 
ming pool, hot tub, sauna, coin 
laundry & queen bed. Month- 
ly/weekly rates available. 250- 
374-8944. Fax: 250-374-6950. 
4 BEDROOM, upperpad of 1763 E, Trans-Canada, Kam- 
I~use. 2 bdrm bsmt suite, $900 loops BC, Bring this ad when 
~r  month including Utilities. Checkin~ Expires Selot. 30/99. 
Close to schools. 638-7290. 
ONE DUPLEX on Soucie and 
two bedroom town house on 
Haugland & Pear with fridge, 
slave, 1 1/2 bath, washer-dryer 
hookup. No pets. 635-5213. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in town. 
F/S $450/mo. DD + Ref reqd. 
Avail Aug 1. 635-2932 or 638- 
1053. 
VACATION SPOTS. The 
Roehling Group offers water- 
front vacation homes and 
monthly or seasonal Whistler 
cabins for your greatly deserved 
vacation. Also avail, downtown 
Vancouver Lofted Studio Suites 
for your exlended business 
stay. Call Dawn @ 1-604-938. 
4502. 
2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
lot in Thornhill comes with addi- 
tion. Includes f/s, w/d and cable. 
N gas heat, no pets. $600/mo. 
Ph 635-9171. After 5 p.m. Avail 
immed. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
BRAND NEW 2 bdrm mobile 
home situated on private lot. 
N/G heat. Avail Aug. 1. 
$700/mo. Phone 638-8084. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appl. New wind- 
ows, fenced yard, $575/m0. 
Call 635-2126. 
CLEAN FRESHLY painted one 
bedroom trailer in quiet trailer 
park in Thornhiit. Suitable for 
couple or ideal for single per- 
son. Stove fridge, hookups for 
w/d. $500/mo plus security de- 
posit. No pets, no smoking. 
635-2946. 
CLEAN WELL-maintained 2 
bedroom trailer located in quiel 
court in Thomhill. Ideal for 2 
people or couple with one child. 
F/S, W/D $600/m0 plus security 
deposit. N/G heat Sept. 1. Sorry 
no petS. No smoking. For ap- 
pointment to view call 635- 
2946. 
IN TOWN . Avail immed. 2 
bdrm trailer w/addition. Ref + 
DD. $550/mo. 635-7519 to 
view. 
RENT TO own optional. 2 bdr, 4 
appl, mobile home in Sunny 
Hill. Renovated $600/mo, 635- 
,2+~s;; ~,,+~.~ilLii~ o,L , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i , ,  + . . . .  
SUNNYHILL TRAILER Court: 
12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail 
immed. Rent $550/mo. Phone 
635-7025 (evenings) 638-0438 
(days). 
HOUSE TO share 5 men. drive 
from College. Mature responsi- 
ble female wanted. Prefer non- 
smoker, all utilities and cable 
incl. Dogs welcome $375/mo. 
Call 638-7745. 
I llr~,+t,r.~, . ,,r.), =.+,,,i | +~-+.i f i~  I 
m,r.m',.r+=+]+.-~+,+v, ~  
+ 
AVAILABLE AUG 1, a large 3 
bedroom place with horse pas- 
ture, $050/rno. All utilities incl. 
Roommate wanted $325/mo. 
635-4444. 
MATURE, EMIPLOYED, quiet, 
non-smoking tenant looking for 
Iong-lerm lease on small house 
in town. Please leave message 
at 638-0010. 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING 
Couple requires 2 or 3 bedroom 
home in rural area. Excellent 
tenants. Strong references. 
Room for horse big plus. W/D, 
F/S. Will consider rent to own or 
extended house sitting. Call 
evenincis 638.7670. 
QUIET NON.smoking working 
couple with indoor spayed fe- 
male cot looking for quiet clean 
2 bedroom house or apartment. 
References avail. 615-0347. 
THE HEALING Rose are- 
matherapy massage is looking 
for small space to rent or share. 
Phone 635-2192. 
WORKING NON-smoker with 
allergies, needs house with no 
carpets, with four appliances 
near downtown. ASAP. Even- 
inqs/Weekends 635-0828. 
ACREAGES!LOTS 
PROPERTY NASS.Valley. 56 +. 
acres, 2 flames, outbuildings, 
good water and power. Contact 
Si Davis 3667 Krumm Ave., 
Terrace BC, VSG 4Y2. 638- 
7899. 
BY OWNER- Retiring. 70 mi W. 
of Edtnonton, 160 open acres, 
pasture rented at $800/mo. 77 
acres hay land. Older home & 
outbuildings. $137,000. 780- 
785-2054 or 604-824-1148. 
FOR SALE by owner. 160 acr- 
es for $34,500! Located 30km 
south of Dawson Creek. Treed 
in Aspen, wilh some spruce, 
pine and fir. Phone (604) 606- 
7900. 
LAKESHORE LOTS on Mc- 
Leese Lake- south of Quesnel. 
Good swimming, fishing, boat- 
ing. Approx 1 acre, paved road. 
$74,900-$75,500. (250) 392- 
6733. 
OWNERS MOVED Must Sell: 
10 acres and house. Was 
$181,000 now $159,O90. 
$40,000 worlh of renovations, 
Sockeye creek in back, good 
soil, subdivision possibilities. 
Make us an offer. Phone collect 
after 6pro at 250-542-0656. 
FIFTEEN UNIT apt. bldg, in 
Masset, no down payment, as- 
sume mortgage only. Phone 
604-214-2957. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT 
for sale. Table hot food (pot 
lights & wood grain finish). Gas 
broiler char. Deep fry table. 
Wok (CRSI 30) Call 635.3735. 
1070 SQ ft home located on 
town bench. 4 bedrooms, full 
basement, vaulted ceiling has 
sauna, hot tub. solarium, natu- 
ral gas stove, double carport, 
detached garage, fenced and 
landscaped backyard with large 
sundeck. Asking $156,O00 635- 
1454. 
1400 SQ ft 3 bdrm, full finished 
basement, horseshoe area. Re- 
duced to $110,000. 638-0736. 
2300 SQ. ft., 4 bedroom house, 
open design, large rec. room, 
oak cabinets, NG fireplace, 
fenced yard backs onto green 
space in Thornheights, fruit 
trees, greenhouse, garden 
space, small workshop, extra 
large driveway for lots of park- 
inq. Must be seen. 638-1280. 
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath houseon full 
basement. Near Uplands 
School. Drive by 4024 Munroe. 
$149,000. T~ view call 638- 
8639. 
4 BDRM. home near Elks Park. 
2-4 piece bathrooms. Rec. 
room, bar, n/g fireplace, fruit 
trees, shed. Reduced to 
$118,000. 638-8631. 
BEAUTIFUL 2600 Sq. ft. Pana- 
bode Log Rancher. Disassem. 
bled, in storage, ready to move. 
$34,000. Call (604) 583-3212. 
FRANCOIS LAKE Frontage 3 
bedrooms full finished base. 
ment, 2 bathrooms, large ketch. 
en with 7 appliances, satellite 
system, landscaped. Close to 
school. 5 acre. Fenced for ani- 
mals. $165,000. Phone 250. 
695-6448 Burns Lake. 
LARGE OLDER home in North 
Usk. New foundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Large lot with fruit trees, ber- 
ries,and workshop. Needs fin- 
ishing. Suit carpenter. $65,000. 
636-8526. 
tO EWOU  I 
REDUCED: THREE bedroom 
house, to view 4632 Weber 
Ave. Close to hospital, schools 
and downtown. NG heat/hot 
water. Asking $107,000 abe. 
638-0050 or 635-4270. 
TWO BEDROOM condo, great 
view. Near Mills Memorial, 
$47,500. Call 638-8575, 
*40,+Bin' 
$191,500  MLS 
(ustm I~ilt 2 yr old four bd;om home on a 
quiet ml de s0c do<,e toUplands School. Oualnl 
coveted porth o~ns to o large lild foyer. 
Spacious family room with patio d~n Io 
fenced yard. Main floor olfm Imoulifd kilthen 
ruth island, r~eakl~ noo~. and corner sink. 
(oz'y ,alurol gas fi~(~e in dining/livi~omn 
and I~fio do~rs Io o m~ed e(k ~i(h allows 
o ~ of Ihe ~ounlain~ Exlms include c~nl~d 
va.c, alarm,restore blinds, double 
d~ivetmy, and o new vinyl foe. 2080 sq.fL 
Call Shella Love at 




3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, 
split level, 1300 sq fi with 
700 sq ft finished basement. 
Oak floors & cabinets, 
wood fireplace. Reduced to 
$175,000. Also 2 rental 
trailers on 2 lots both for 
$115,000 or all for 
$28O,OOO. 
Kofoed Dr. Thomhill 
rroom on Southside[ 
2 storey, 1250 =t. ft. house wi~h bedrom~ 
dotmm. B,"g yard. Excellent pete. Re~k mm 
in. Nat..ms lumace, oak kilo, I~t;o & m k 
rear ded;, carport, ~law and red'cedar c ~slon 
railings. "filed enlranceway, heated craw ~ce. 
low E, argon winders, c~ce and poll ~fing. 





J us t  a Day  Away 
r L i£e 's  a l leaeh IJ 
on I la ida  i ;wa i i .  J[ 
l l uNt i , ,  m.e ,en fornt  h ieu~.ke~.p in~ Pa l , inN II - i  
• " ~"  -~- - - -~  ENSUI tE  • %" ' | ~ .~ i~ n ,~h,  ,.~ ,v4N.k ,  , -  d ,.~*l|,, , , .~ I '  2 x fi EXTERIOR WALLS / " ~  P~.  ~!~. O'N'P+O ROO~ I ~ ~ ~ m A S t E ~ t  SU,,3 Call ' )50-626-54 72 or J[ 
U YOUTFOROPnONAL dr1 v l  
BASEMENTPLAN ...... /  I : ......... I I "-11 
• 1, 
,,,- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ~ ! 1 ~  J IZ/~ll ~' %#'  
" ' i~ '  ~ " !~i~ +,..'? ' MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
, 
I m,,.,,. Bu"diog I 
?e.,~,,co~++,.,.+..+.~o~,,.o.. I 3219Eb" St. s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  r PLAN NO. 5-3-613 1 i - -~~+~u++ ....... l I Y l 
- -  I' ,,mm.,.to,,+OO,++.Om,+,,+,.,+'m'++"+e'+"etO+'+r°+a+m' II L TOTAL 1386SQ. FT.(129.OM=)J' : + I Ph:635-119| I . . . .  "+"'--+++++ " - - " " ,- house  r lans  ~Va l lao le /nrougR M,rine& RV'e I _~ . j r  "_ IIIII mO .ESS,VE VmTU.ES . .  . . . .  On l .me and  on  budge!  , 
l l l l l  Phone: 635-7459 ~~1, (~ '~ ~ ~.~.~a~ V~__~__~I ~ Homerenovafions • Newhome construct,on ~t~lr 4F, 
/ I I  ~ Services Ltd. ~ Commercial  construction RooFing ~1t ~ ~ '  
FOR LEASE = 1 , - - i  I -- - J'- Cerlified BlueMex~ rigidloam/concretein$tallation ~L. • 
~ Furnace, Ducl and Chimney 1~ 6C-certified builder 1~ ~'~ 4818 Highway 16 West Grdg Ave.oe.Gnlral Location L~,~ Cleaning "L 
waroho~ space 080 sq.ft. 2 retd/offke space ~ Septic and Drain Cleaning 
mrehoee w/offke 7,450 sq. ft. 1,700 and 900 sq. fL 
2709 Kalnm Street 5002 Pallia Avenue 
5,200 r,q. ft. c0mmerdal 5uilding 2 adjoining space 
¢'w storafr0nf, warehouse &compound office/mrah0m/01t door 
951.5 SOl. ft. e0d~ 
CALL US ABOUT OTHER LOCATIONS 
~ .  terrace,builders@osg.net AII1 
!-800-470 DO IT T IM~.  
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
& Much More.,. 
Free Estimates 24 Hour Service 
Ph: 635-1132 Fo,: +38,93 
Toll flee: 1-877-635-1132 
; BARTONCONSTRUICT IoNLTD.  ~ ~ 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Building a Reputation for Quality 
Tel~fax 635-6244 ~ 
, t 
B12 




874 RV!S 5TH 
WHEELS 
VALEMOUNT VILLAGE. Cute 
two bdrm 900 sq ft house on 
large lot. Close to Mr. Robson & 
Jasper. Cily water, sewer, f/s, 
w/d. Newly renovated. $49,500. 
(604) 530-2007. 
1215 Sq. Ft., 3 hdrm, 11/2 
b0ths. Open split level design 
wilh vaulled ceilings & island 
kitchen. Quality finish 
throughout. 
$164,900 (incl GST) 
635-0646 
l 
~::i,~i~!i::!i ::.,  ~: "!" '~ :-. 
J REDUCED TO SELL! 
s154,900 
~4 Sdr., 2 1/2 bath. 
v'Close to schools and 
downtown. 
fenced yard, 
V'On bus route 




Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 
fireplaces, 6 appliances, close to town centre & 
schools, heated barn, large workshop with 220 
wiring, glass greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
. Price $176,000 Phone 635-4453 . 
MOVING? RELOCATING? 1977 12X68 2 bedroom, with 
Give us a call. We buy, soil, addition, shed and greenhouse. 
trade & finance Real Estato. 
4 appliances, $25,000 obo, Call 1988 WHITE Ford econd line 
The Roehlig Grouo is offering a 635-1179 and leave messaqe, extended van Has raised roof 
variety of propert=es fcr sale in 
Lillooet, Nanaimu, Squamish, 1991 14X70 triple E mobile and trailer package on natural 
Victoria. and Whistler. Call home for sale, 3 bedroom,2 full gas and gasoline. Engine and 
Dawn @ 1-604-938-4502. baths, covered deck. Must be transmission rebuilt 1995. 
moved. Asking $43,000. Call Many recent repairs in good 
TEN. ACRE HOBBY FARM, 635-7448. condition. Very economical and 
Panabode house for sale 4 
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large 1996 MODULINE 3 bdrm 14x68 6429.versatile" $5,300 obo. 635- 
family room, vaulted ceilings, @ #65 Boulderwood MHP, 
natural gasandwood heat, cor- Larch Ave Terrace. Bank re- 1989 FORD E350 Passenger 
ral, barn and 2 sheds. Also possession, no reasonable offer Window Van. Near new tires. 
14x60 sundeck and 8 minutes refused and financing OAC, Good running condition. Asking 
form town on Dover Road. 635. ready for occupancy now. Ph'. $5,500obo. 635-2341, 
7683. 1-(250)764-4840 to arrange 1992 F250 Ford; 4x4; 351; 5- 
viewino, speed; am/fro; cruise, tilt; air; 
"flOPE: GREAT family hometl 3 2 SINGLE wide pads in Boul- good condition; 94,000 kin, will 
yearold, custom built3+1 bed- derwood MHP ready now fer trade for older model mid-size 
room basement entry home on your mobile home, large yards truck plus cash. $10,900. Also 
large rot- 55'xl 50', 1 block from and parking for 2 vehicles. Call has box liner. 1-250-845-2503. 
new elementary school..2x6 Gordon for details 638-1182. 1992 NISSAN 4x4 King Cab 
~°;St;o~e 31efUlel, b~ths ~ :q~tSiub~ e. 3-14x70 mobile homes, 3 bdr. XE. 4 cyc l '  SAd. Rebuilt motor, 
w,'~=" ,~-~,,=°"°= ~,,nw~ =~"~' ,,",,-,,x""'"" ,=,,=,,~""' with appliances. Great condi- new clutch, new bearings and 
Central vac rough in $169 000 lion, $15,500 to $25,000. 1-780- seals ir~ rear diff. Excellent con- 
Call (604) 869-7176 after 5:30 984.0784 or 1-780-458-6393 at- dition. $11,300 obo. 798-9527 
pro. ter 5pro. after 6pro. 
SUZUKI 9000 cc 4 cyl shaft 
drive street motorcycle. $1,600. 
635-5338. 
1991 NORTHERN Light Camp. 
er, 8 1/2". viewer Aqua Plumb. 
inn 3115 River Dr. or call 635- 
7601• Askinq $9.200. 
MIKE ROSMAN R.V. "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th. mo- 
torhomes. Buy/consign, fenced 
compound, seperate used sales 
staff, Interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-61 1-8733 or 1- 
250-558-8635. 
VANGUARD CAMPER 8' 8" 
long, with toilet, 3 burner stove, 
furnace, & 3 way fridge. Hy- 
draulic jacks, queen size bed. 
Phone 635-0534. $1,500. 
4911 STRAUME Ave. 1300 sq DRIVE BY #6 Marsh Crescent. 1996 CHEV 4x4 diesel extend- 
ft with partial finished Then •call for appointment to ed cab. Excellent condition. 
basement, currently renting for view. 3 bdrm. plus the 2 addi- A/C. Low kilometers. Phone 1- 1985 5-Wheel 24.5 KitKaper. 
$500/mo, 4 bdrm, 2 t/2 baths, lions make this a very attractive 250-845-3672 or 1-250-845- $9,000 obo. 847.4901 even- 
gas heat &ho l  water, ng modular home, front kitchen, all 3672. Inqs 
fireplace, spacious living room, appliances consider short term 1997 FORD F350 service truck 1992 26' DUTCHMAN 5th 
dining room, sunroom, paved financing on purchase price of 4x4 powerstroke diesel, duals, Wheel Trailer c/w large rear 
double driveway with carport & $79,900. Ph 635-7425. service deck rebuilt Ingersol air- bathroom, a/c and awning. 
lots of storage. Lot is nicely FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral compressor. $29,500. Call 250- (Used very little, like new condi- 
landscaped with lots of trees, modulars homes - complete 692-2320or7140. lion) $16,900. Farmall Super 
Appliances negotiable. Only custom designs our specialty! 
$149,900. 638-7254 for Display homes and factory '96 DODGE Ram 1/2 ton, ex- Cub Tractor- Model FAA 
apoointment, tours, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna. lended cab, 4x4. Excellent con- $2,300. 10'6" Zodiak Boat clw 
Sheldon Custom Homes, Toll dillon. Asking $20,000. 638- removable wooden floor and 
'~Sh g~ free 1-888-765-8992. DL 10146 1260. oars $1,600. Phone 847-4561 
erry Anderso MOBILE HOME for Sale: #12- . . . . . . . . . . .  after6pm. /) ]OVER 200new & Used R.V.'s 17J Notary' Public J Gerry's Trailer Park. Houston. ~ . J l  Was your campfire new brands. 0 do~vn financing, 
Real Estole, I | Meke an offer. Call 1-250-697- ~ completely out? I Irades, or we pay cash. Far best | Conveyancing • | Wills, ~ | 2587 or 1-604-662-0743. . price in B.C. Callus free 1-800- | 
Mobile Home / MOVING MUST sell, 1978 Repor t  w i ld f i res  668-1447 orv,N~v.voyoger.rv.com I 
Translers / 14x70 mobile. Good condition 1-8oo663.5555 ' 8.C. Interiors largest dealer| 
' Voyager R.V. Centre Hv,, 7. 97 I Declarations, Setthreeup bedroomin Pine Park.plUSsacrificeadditi°n'at ~)'":" ~"' Ministry ofForests ~ Winfie!d, B.C. D1#9452. I 
$28,000. Also household 
Documentation, 
Notorizotlons Member furniture, appliances and 1992 
4921GairAvenue Ford Escort, Everything must ..... ;i 1998 
Tel: (250) 635.5988 MOVING. MUST sell. 12x48 ]::. :: ii: ~ i:i!: I :IL PLYMOUTH BREEZE Fax:(250) 635-5926 mobile with 12x48 addition. ,* ::.~ 
Totafly renovated, sheds, play- 4 Door with air conditioning 
Asking $30,000. No rea- 
sonable offer was $20,755 refused. 635- 
1740. : $ 
New 14 x 70 Mobi  NOW 
2 BDRM house, large lot, gar- 
den, fruit & nut trees, satellite HOME LOCATED on nicely 
dish, basement, 4 appliances, landscaped property, two bed- 
peaceful, in town beside Skee- room and bathroom, six ap- 
na River.$105,O00. 635-1674. plianees, mountainview, patio, 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE for sale dogrun, greenhouse, chain 
o031 quiet acres in Two Mile fence, storage• Close to 
Hazelton. Spectacular view'of schools. $112,900. 635-9078. 
the mountains and bridge. Trail 
to canyon. Landscaped. 3 bed- 
rooms, 3 balhs, sauna, oak 
floors, vaulted ceiling, built in of- 14X70 MOBILE home in Sunny 
flee, sunroom, garage & much, Hill trailer park. Asking $19,900. 
much more. Asking $325,000. Great starter. Newly painted in- 
Serious buyers call 842-6052. side. Call 635-2628. 
GM 
EAGLE PLACE 
New subdivision on the Bench. Some view lots still 
available. 
ALL PRICES REDUCED! 
Choose the site for your dream home. Starting at 
S32, OOMLS 
John Evans, Sheila Love, Gordie Olson 
P,,~/A/U~ of Terrace 
638-1400 
~.~]~ ~l ' : i~ i l  ROYALLEPAGE ql"L,-,..~,.~..,-st,r,,,:~ ~m~__. = 
-~=~ i!~:.~"x".]J Is . . . .  ,aiz,,t,,s Independenlb'own~ ~= 
urn=;= !~;~ ~;;;'=~'s".'~',;7-" ondoperamd Ti"~ll ~m -~ 
I! m i!i "°"=°3'" 
-~ I.;1 ~ Q~et Lo(atioa 
1 ~ [] 3+ bedrooms ~ilh many struduml rand- 
I ~ I v¢iom in the ~16 yrs. [xlemively hnd- 
~.! ~,o~ ~o,~4z ft. loL t3OO ,q. ~. end 
~ r, one nero fl~orinn. Usted MI~ 
I[ o ~ $109o900 
il~lff41Mill ~reefllllmlgl~ II~I~IW~llLi~rllll MItlll|l!l!tlll[~4] t~tlmll~nlttlIIIIII11111 
/kL LePAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL L=PAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LePAGE 
i~mlllllllrtl~llllJiI MIInlfllmLlullJ nl ~mll~mqel~lllR'fllllUl ~tl~Bl~lll lTi~ I~lllllRnliillllfllllll 
IMPORTS~ 
John Evans 




Includes: freight to 4916 Hwy 16,Terrace • 635-7187 • 1-800-313-7187 
Prince George, block & 
level, fridge, stove & 
drapes, 2x6 exterior ~ '4~¢~t -~-C~-  
walls, 1 piece tub& ~ ~ ~  
ShO..wer,,aod..ca!hedra 
ceilings, ~ ~;-" ~ 
1993 Honda Accord EX 1993 Chevy Lumina 
4 cyl Auto, loaded. Remaining Eurosport 
extended warranty, 6 cyl Auto, low kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 Was $13,995 
Now $12,.___995 Now $11 ,_____995 
1989 Chev 4X4 1 9 ~ 4  
1956 Hart Highway Si lverado ~'~/ i , . . : . . :  ~ 
Stepside, R011 bar, 8 cyl, 5 SAd. 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 95...~.~_5 
563-5412 1998 Jeep Cherokee 
e,,,ail valridgc@l)g(,,,linc.cnnz 1987 Honda Civic Wagon Sport 
weh Imge 4 cyl, 5 SAd 5SAd, 6 CyI, NC, 4x4, factory warranty 
v,'wV,', valteyridgeht,|nes.bc.ca $3,495 $24,9__.._995 
1 R~. . .888 .301.228~, , ,  1995 Honda Civic LX Conve~ble,4 cyl, auto. 1991 Dodge Shadow 
One owner, dealer serviced Was $6,995 
$10,99...._._5 NOW $4,995 
1995 GMC 3/4 Ton 4x4 1995 GMC Yuko~ SLE 
1986 CHEVY Nova $700. Extra Long Box 4dr, Auto 350,10aded, t0wing package, 
capacity Kenmore washer and low kms, sharp truck running boards, r~0f rack 
dryer $700 obo. Natural gas, $21,995 $27,995 
hot water tank and furnace ~ 
$150. PH 635-4261. 1992 Dodge Spirit 
1988 HONDA Accord, 4 door 4dr sedan, air,4 cyl, aut0. 
with cruise tilt in good running $6,995 
condition, $2,500 obo, Call 638- 
0704. 
1988 PYLMOUTH Grand 
Voyager SE. Seats seven. 1987 Dodge 600 1995 Ford Contour GL 
In good condition. $3,700. 4 cyl,Aut0, Low km's 4cyI, Auto, fully loaded, command start 
638-0633. $3,995 $10,99._..__.5 
199o MAZDA MX6 Special Edi- 1997 Pontiac GraRd Am 1938 Ford F150 XLT 
tie•. 5 speed. Excellent condi- GT Lariat 
lion. All season tires. Black ex- 4 Cyl, 5 spd,NC, fully loaded, spoiler Auto, Ext, cab, fully loaded, Iongbox 
terior, ~rey interior. 635-7534. $20,995 $7,995 
1992 MAZDA MX3 Precidia, ~ 
one owner, 49,000 km, green in 19m~ Nn,,L~ =.,,~,,de 1989 Ford F150 XLT 
colour $7,500 obo. 1993 HyMn-  g ~  Lariat 4x4 
dai Sonata GL 55,000 km Mechanlc'sspecial 
$7,000. 635-2717, ~ $4,995 
1997 dEEP; 4x4; one owners; 
58,000 km. No off highway. 1989 Ford F-150 4x4 1991 Chev Camaro 
Two sets of tires. $24,000 obo. 5 sAd, 6cyL Beautiful Ride 
Call 1-250.843-5263. $6,995 $9,995 
1997 MAZDA Protege SE. 4 ~ 
door, auto, a/c, low km t7,300. 1993 Pontiac 6rand Am 1992 Dod~le 3/4 Ton 
$13,600 OBO. 638-0109 after Auto,6cyl, fullyl0aded Long B-ox4x4 
6pro. $12,495 Cummins Turbo Diesel LE,Auto, Fully 
1998 FORD explorer assam- ~ Loaded 
able lease. Low monthly pay- 1992 Subaru Loyale 4x4 $14,995 
ment. Two years remaining. No Wagon 
money down, Call 250-692- 4 cyl, 5spd, low kin's, one owner 1994 Ford Tempo 
7955 leave messaqe, $9,995 Auto,4 cyl, one 0wner,10w km's 
CARS FROM $500, Gover- 
nemnt seized & surplus. Sold $9,995 
locally, Call for listings. 1-888- 342-3500. Ext, 8860. + 
'86 FORD Escort Pony, 2 door, FEATURING... 
hatchback, asking $1,000, 638- 
100  D Auto .  
l IB  Detat l lng  
1979 FORD 2504x4 lifted *Get it clean for summer  
brand new tires, good running 
condition, $2,500 obo. Phone *Deta i l  adds  to  resa le  
615-7418. 
1988 FULL Size 4X4 Bronco. *Free Estimates 
Fuel by propane. GRC. $3,000. *Located at Terrace Honda Phone 635-7519. 
'81 GMC Truck & camper. E/C, *Call 24 Hours 
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3/4 Acre Near Town 
$169,500 MLS 
8.2 Acres of Privacy Privnte Acreage 
8paelous Family Home 2 Year Old Home 
$262,500 MLS $129,900 MLS 
1991 CITATION Supreme 23 
1/2' tandem 5th wheel trailer. 
Sleeps 6. Fully loaded, a/c, 
m/w, Ig fridge and freezer, 
am/fm cassette. TV antenna., 
awning. Like new hardly used. 
Call 250.632.2766. 
24' ZETA Fiberglass. Low hour 
302 Ford V8 with totally rebuill 
caulkins trailer. Excellent ocean 
going cruiser. $5,000 in rebuilds 
and upgrades in past year. You 
won't find better value at 
$16,500 firm. 638-0204 or 635- 
9232. 
FOR SALE 14' Princecraft boat 
and trailer. Two motors, 35 
mere w/jet. 30 mere prop. 
$3,800 obo. 635-2673. 
PLEASURE CRAFT 28 fix 10 fl 
beam Izuzu diesel. Diesel & 
propane stove• Radar, 2 
sounders GPS. $28,000 obo. 
Phone 628-3510. 
32' 5TH wheel older, but good 
condition. New fridge and ready 
to go. Asking $6,450. Phone 
635-3981. 
SNOWBIRDS SPECIAL 1994 
271/25th wheel w/12 foot slide 
out in mint condition. Double 
windows, heated tanks and 
many extras. Reduced price to 








• '91 Force 
70hp ower trim & controls 
$ ! 600.00 
'98 Yamaha 
30 b short shaft 
$1895.00 
12' Alum Boat 
















1973 25' Class A Cabana Mo- 
torhome. Fully equipped. Air 
conditioning, microwave, etc. 
On propane, excellent condi- 
tion. $15,000. Ph 635-6350. 
1991/1992 SPRINTER 21 ft. 
motorhome. $24,500 obo. Very 
low mileage.Sleeps 6/has a 
shower. Call: Houston 1-250- 
845-7316. 
FOR RENT 1996 24' motor- 
home. Dual air, microwave, tv, 
vcr. For more into. Call 635. 
9451, 
DON'T PLANT grass, have an 
instant lawn. Put sod down and 
turn on the sprinkler. Call 847- 
4083 for delivered price. 
RECLAIMED 6" Channel Ce- 
dar Siding - 30¢ FT. 2x4's, 8 & 
better 9¢ FT. (604) 299-2967- 
Burnahy, BC. 




~ter~cy h the dcvek~'~l world 
rot hrom=tk~, call 1-800.661-g6)a 
'~8 Jeep TJ Sport 
0 cyl, hard top, only 6000kin 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'97 Plymout~ V~er 
V6,AU~ .-~ ..... ~dlh~ ors • ~- i~ :~:~ i~,~ ' 
t ¢ l t ~  glass 
~1~,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Lared0 
6wh, Auto, Air., windows, locks 
& more 
$25,995 
'93 Chrysler Concords 
6 cyl Auto, NC, cruise, tilt, 
windows, locks, only 28,000 
kin, winter stored 
$14,995 
'91 deep YJ 
6 cyl, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 Now $8,995 
'88 deep 4Dr Cherokee 
4x4, 6 cyl, auto, air 
$5,495 
'91 deep YJ 
5 speed 
$7,995 
'95 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, Auto, air, Cruise/Tilt 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 NOW $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$8,995 
'89 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, 5speed, Air, Cruise/Tilt 
$7,995 Now $6,995 
'85 Ford Mustang LX 
Automatic 
$2,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$6,555 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, 0nly 11,339 kms 
Was $15,995 Now $13,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
all wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
V8, 6 speed, T Roof, Loaded 
$22,495 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra C~b'~!i~t~ 
Was $2~,995 Now $27,995 
'96 Bed Metro 
5 speed, cassette, 
only 29,000 kms 
V/as $10,995 Now $9,995 
~94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Ch.ev::~.,.~ Cab 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
VB,Aut0, NC, Tilt, Cruise & More 
$16,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JL_X, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, NC, cruise, 
tilt, windows, locks & more 
$19,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Honda Accord 
4dr, Auto, A./C, Tilt, Cruise, Locks, 
Windows, Cassette 
$15,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 N ow $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed 
$9,998 Now $7,995 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 ou~. 5958 
twvw, terraceoutomall.com 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE D~ALER 
NADINA W ! 
TRUCK 
SERVICE LTD ~ , 
8'~5"221 2 " 2235 Nadina Ave,, Houston B,C J 
I+ 
SpeciMIzins Im ................................. ~:+:+:++++++:+'+:+:++ ~ ~++~+:+++":+": ::"..................... C 
Facials. Waxins, Manicures. Pedicures. Lash Tinting, Fiberslass 
and Silk Wrap Nails 
IN A RELAXED AND PERSONAL SETTING 
4546 Park Ave. Suite 208, Terrace, B.C. 
638-8664 
RJssy welcomes you to call for an Appointment 
Gift Certificates and Pampering Packages Available 
Furniture Moving 
NORTHWEST Express 
V' Local Or Out Of Town 
V' Full Service 
V' Inquire about U-Load Discount 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell.-615-9377 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s i . ce  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
25 ye~ s! 3901 Dobb,e" St,. Terrace, B.C. 
Cloudette SandeckJ 635-9434 
I SEAPORT L IMOUSINE UDe ~ 
J PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE J 
|Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart fo 
i |Terrace ond return, and all points in between. Pick- luP and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and ICOUfier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
.... Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 ' 
' • • ' •+:3 
914 CHILD CARE • : : 
,MOTHER OF active toddler 
welcomes 2 children for 
babysitting. P/T, casual basis, 
spacious yard w/playground, Ig 
iindoor activity room, minutes 
from park. $25/day includes 
',meals. Background CPR, ref 
615-0274. 
:TWO MOMS available to baby- 
,sit for working parents. Snacks 
'.and lunch provided. Close to 
,school. Fenced backyard. Lots 
iof games and TLC. Reasonable 
,rates. Laurie 638-1051 or Su- 
isan 638-7700. 
f Looking for ~ 
Child Care? • 
Skeena Child Care Resomce and 
Relerral has information  
child care options and on 
chuos!ng child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Sk~ena CCRR is a program of lhe 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by ~e Minislry for 
%._ Chirdren a d Families, 
I 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help. Stop Collection Calls. 
Consolidate Your Payments. Al- 
ternatives to Bankruptcy. Free 
Consultation. Credit Counseling 
Society of Be. A Non-Profit Or- 
~lanization. 1-888-527-8999. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
fable service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information, 638-7830. 
FURNITURE RESTORATION, 
refinishing and reupholsterlng; 
Curtains, drapes, and clothing 
to your design. Reasonable 
rates. Phone Peter and Christi- 
na at 636-1219 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for full or par- 
lial backhauls from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de. 
liver anywhere from Prince 











But you can 
bent the odds 
on lung disease. 
_~Arm yourself 
with the 
~-~. .~ '~ latest lung 
- "  ~ '~ ' J  facts from lhe 
B.C. Lung Association. 
air pollution from 
residential wood smoke and 
auto emissions wilh tips from 
Ihe Association. 
Support advanced 
research and province- 
wide communily education 
programs ponsored by your 
Lung Associalion. 
~.  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34(XF), Station I) 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J 4M2 
(Adt'ertictng Sf~JCe ,I.m,ted 
h)' I/Ill Imldila,ton) % 
J  iNort m    astersiJ i This space could 
/ • Fu, Bar Se ,i e o r be yours. 
:1 s0- 0o people ...;~;#:. 
,i1~'+'.:'.: Certified Bartenders i.," ,, CALL  NOW! :11 : ]  "VeryReasonalo]eRates 
:lk " J  Co, UsFo~ ~11 Tabatha Orange 
I I~ i l  "'"~" F... a.,e.di.~ ~11 
.l m,  so-a= s. sosw, I 638-7283 
HARDCORE FALLING" J 
Specializing in Danger Tree Removal J: 
~ l"rees in your yard mak- Iing you nervous? J 
Call Hardcore Falling Jl 
"20 years experience Jl 
• Free estimates anywhere in J 
the Northwest. I 
Call (250)849-5289 I 
I 
, Residential & Commercial 
~:~ Caqoet & Upholstery Service 
• Rood Restora~on 
=~ FREE ESTIMATES 
the l lot=ors,oh+h+, Pun~ ~y I'r idtly, Mlnu+:,tel el l luallh ant l  Mlll,+>lur 
J+usllUllSll)h~ l()l ~Clll,}Is, lllVl|ly+ zq)i)hCcltlOn,+ |111 +li)litHllll|li+ql I to tile 
MIIIJ~.tei 'S ~(tvl+oI y (]DIIIICll el| Mt,qih|l J htilllh 
lhe L~Uvl+(}ly COltlEll i)rOVlt|~j'~/Ill (}ppOlllH111~ rot COllSell1{~l 5. |/leldy 
Uleml)uf5 ~n(| hu+.lllh Cnle pl OIOt+SlOlI/IIs IO uiv(.~ Ddvlca to tile rvll,l,slor 
lU(Jal (lJfl(J' e(JtUl[lble +ICCUSS I(+I uJlectlVll lnenl+ll ll(~Llltlt ,el ViCeS ill 
J]l IttSll CUILJIIILlla; +lll(J J)lOgfOSS OII II+u JnlJ)lUIll|,qll;UJ(In ut IJllJ 
I)10VJllCl+li ~lll+llRII Imal l l l  p l ;m 
Jlll(JIOS(ud IIIdJvkhl;ll'~ Sllotlld i)lOVJd,J +3 It]ttel will1 II1011 le,3!,o115 Io! 
soekJll U ~lj)j)uJnlnlellL ~1 iI~SUllle atl l l l l l l l l ( j  lel~Wll~l 12xj)(Jiionc(! ~ln(.l 
JllfOlrll~lJOll regardmg ;.my Illuml)alSJlJ I) Of t31+tllJillioII (CUllOnl Of 
I)a~l) wit l l  o lgamza l io l l s  of agencies associated with molua l  I'malth. 
Fach candi ( la lu  nlllSI ~llso pl  uv ide / l ,oe  letter++ f loe /ar0re l lCeS  Lhal 
COnllnOll[ ()11 tile Cilll(JJ(lDte's Iln(.loI 5l++nlllJll~ Of IIlelllnl I loal lh JSSU()S 
¢+111(1 COlill l l)l l l lOn In tile lives ol  Jn(IJvIdtl;lls w l lh  Inonl[l l  Iio,'llll~ 
prol) ltm]s WJlhill the conlmtUii ly/tu(j ion, 
IIm GOVOII:IIneIll Of Bdtish CoIuIllblLI selects (lUallf led candidates  
whi le  eflsflr ing thai ~dvisory ¢ouncd,;. tel loci Iho riwotstl~ of  Otll 
plOVUlCO, 
Expenses, SUCI~ as travel, Ine+315 LIIi(I ;JcconllnO(J~ltJOll. [)LiJ(J I0 allOll(J 
i l letnJngs w,II lm i uJnllall Sell ill aCCOl tJ~lliCe i/,/i [11 iIIJllJsll y ~Ul(JeJJlleS. 
t~Ol ~ddJlJunal inlolrs l~l lon t)r Io IOlWal( |  yt lur  npplJcal ion, COIltiIct: 
P,l~x []ellLIIl(I, IIIIUIJlII DII ecl()l 
At lul l  Mu,l~l l  i le ;d lh I] ivisiun 
MJlllSll y ()1 J Juallh (In|l Mi l l iMi  y J~(~511(]ll~Jl)h., I(}r S(~nl()l 5 
1520 J|h:lll~,ll;lll.I ~llul!l. Vlt:h, l la. IIC V I IW 3CI] 
PIIone: 1 +flO().4fiS+,1911 
t,,,,: (zso} 9~z.~ 6~}+.) ~,~,t ,-,~RITISI t
APl}llcalior~ (feadlmu IS ~ LOI.LIMBI~ 
S('J) l~lnl)el 15, 19(,}9 Ministry ol tlealth and 
MJnlslry Responsible re;" Seniors 
,;,,-h u,.~o,,,,idc.,J WL..,,,usday, ,~ugt,:,,., iY'~'~" hi5 
Meet Adrianne. She was born with asthma 
- -  a chror l i c  disease affecting more  than 
100,000 British Columbians. But thanks 
to the Lung Association's work in research 
and education, more youngsters like 
Adriannc live full, active, healthy lives. And 
become what they were always meant o 
be. A real handful. 
BRITISI! COLUMBIA LU~'G ASSOCIATIO1N 
For info: (604) 731-5864 or 1-800-665.5864 
I CIgMl'  i  ,,,,,,,,,,-,,,, 635.TIPSI 
If He Only Knew How Ma.v  0Dle Are HelDino. Him J 
L_  
C0MMUNIW NEWSPAPERS N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s a=7 OF,U GUST 2,1999 
• A S $ 0 ¢ I A 1' I 0 N Theaeads appear In approximately100 I(~r~(~if'~l for25words JTo place en ad call 
Britidt Col=rob/= ad Yoke, community newspapers In B,C.and Yukon q,~/-.,. ~J U $ 0.00each Jthls paper or the BOY' 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word ]CNA at (604) 669-9222 
ANNOUNCEMENTS CAREER EDUCATIOM FOR SALE MISC. SALES HELP 
BC ORDER OF DEMO- OPPORTUNITY WORK FOR THE NEED A COMPUTER WANTED 
LAY, Expanding world- LARGEST EMPLOYER but can't get credit? PC 
wide youth fraternity for IN THE WORLD! The Capital can help. We ep- 
young men ages 13-21, travel, tourism & hospital- prove people with credit 
seeks new members for lty Industryl Diploma pro- Issue every day even 
social events, sports, and grams available; pr or bankruptcies and 
fun. 3 million members Adventure Tourism, new businesses, Get the 
worldwide. Emall Doug Travel & Tourism, Pre- computer you need at a 
Potter , Provincial Employment Flight monthly payment you 
Chapter Dad for the B,C, Attendant, Hospitality & can afford, and rebuild 
Yukon at your credit rating in the 
dougpot@home,com, R e s o r t / D I s t a n c e processl Call our 
Learning, Canadian Kelowna, B.C. office toll 
AUTO PARTS Tourism College. free to applyl 1-877-999- 
Vane/Surrey 1-800-668- 5559, 
9301. 
TRANSMISS ION 
PARTSI Ws sell auto- 
matio, manual and trans- 
fer case parts. We are 
your core supplier, ship- 




BUSINESS FOR SALE 
PROFITABLE GARDEN 
CENTRE in beautiful 
Glbsons, B,C, on 1.6 
acres. Hlghwsy expo- 
sure, newly decorated 
home. Selling $495,000, 
Contact Doug, (604) 886- 
2796. E-malh 
doug_Jensen@su n. 




CASH IN/CASH OUT. 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock estab- 
lishment unlque vendors 




8884, 24 hours. 
6TH ANNUAL Horse 
Sale, Limited Edition 
"99", 147 horses, cogglns 
tested, 48 hour sound- 
nsss/blood guarantee, 
August 28, Lacombe, 




Dollar Store fra0hlse op. 
portunity. $65,000, . 
$75,000, Investment fin. 
eluding stock). Member 
of Canadian Franchise 
Association. #302.31 
Bastion Square, Victoria, 
Be, VSW 1J1, Fax 250. 
388-9763, Website: 
www.dollarstores,com, 
~'red, busy, stuck at home, ! PRECISELY  
Letmebringtheparnperingtoyou/ ~ TruCk&New28flTraileratYourSenlicei j 
• Manicures .Pedicures *SculpturedNails ,Waxing 7~-P . Across town or the country | : FREE INCOME lax fran. 
~ • Will assist or load for you J: chlse territories. Selected "MYII()MI~ORYOURS" I I  ~ ' Reasonable Rates J :  
~ ,  , Bondable j areas throughout 
Canada, Low etartup 
~ ~ip '? l .~ .Ce l ' :~____ .~ COSTS, I Imited Ums offer, 
Existing locations also 
~ • . 
m 
Appointments noL always necessary 
Tel/FAX 638"2092 
~C site www.llbertytax.com. 
~ CHRISTMAS AROUND 
" Ilt~ll~lU~ltldllglll FULLY INSURED J : l  The World needs: 
FOR A[L YOUR INSULATION NEEDS : ~ Danger Tree Removal i! 
AND BOBCAT SERVICES I I  Demonstrators for their .. ~ ~: ~l~w~ By Houses And Power Lines I!!l home parties, I earned 
I.Boddloe oSweeper .DumpTruck =Augers ] r ~ CLEAN-UPSERVlCESAVAILABLE I I  $14,283. in 2 1/2months 
.WosleRernovol °SnowRemovol .Lond~:o ;no !:: Fr ;' plUS 2 free trips to 
. ~:: om Houston 10 Prince Rupert ..... 
~ J  i'i~J J~  FREE . . . -A t  AA  . . . .  J l i l  Hawaii, No investment 
5022 Agar Avenue, Terr=:o,e.C. VSG1JI :[il- 41~= . . . . . .  IZ I I I i l  li~I~1-1411111 I!!i~:l U,S, oomrnlaalone, 
• R u$sl]~eP'ReP'T~':(250)635"3040°r(2sO)635"2424 ::l - -  =:a,,m~,," . . . . . . . . . . . .  ili! I ground floor opportunity, 
Call 403-646.5669, 
A PROGRESSIVE GM 
DEALERSHIP In 
Kimberley, B.C, Is seek- 
Ing a qualified Service 
Manager with 3-5 years 
experlencs. Contact 
Chalet GM, Box 10(}0, 
Kimberley, B,C. V0B 
1Z0, 
INVESTMENT REPRE- 
SENTATIVE. Tired of 
having others determine 
your future? Edward 
Jones, a leader in the fi- 
nancial Industry, la look- 
Ing for Investment 
Representatives In nu- 
merous locations 
throughout Canada. This 
position will allow you to 
help Individual Investors 
reach theft financial 
dreams. We will provide 
you with a neighborhood 
office, an assistant & the 
Industry's finest training 
& support, Throughout 
North America, Edward 
Jones Investment 
Representatives can av- 
erage over $100,000 a 
year. For details, call toll 
free, 1-800-380.4715, Or 




Exciting well paid careers 
In computer program- 
mine. We will prepare 
suitable applicants. 
Ministry of Education 
Registered Home Study 
Diploma Progra~h, 
Financial assistance, 
loaner computer systems 
computer and job place. 





FREE COLOR PRINTER 
with the purchase of an 
In,el P-II 400 Computer, 
Fully equipped with 17" 
MONITOR $79/Month, 
Instant Credit. Call 1. 
888.722.9009 EXT 44 
ww, w, aventladlrect.com, 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apar tment /Condo 
Manager, Many Jobs-All 
areasl Free Job place. 
ment assistance, 18 





ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and 
correspondence courses 
toward a Diploma In 
Counselling Pra0tlce to 
begin Aug 81/99. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1. 
800-g85.7044, 
ELECTRONICS 
A REAL HOME THE- 
ATRE. 32" Flat "IV, HIFI 
VCR, Dolby 6 speaker 
Surround Sound System, 
240 Watts Equalizer. 
Only $99 month from 
AvenUe Direct. Call Now 




lJcenssd Auto Mechanic 
required In Whistler, 
Minimum 5 years expsrl- 
once. All makes/models, 
Competitive salary and 
benefits. Fax resurr~e 
(604) 932-6310. 
DO YOU have a yen for 
adventure? Ths Figure 
Skating Club in Fort 
Smith, Northwest 
Territories requires a pro- 
fesslonal coach, 
Resume, plus references 
to: Box 176, Fort Smith, 
NT, X0E 0P0, Fax 867- 
872-2754. E.mail: san- 
dra@auroranet, nt,ce, 
Phone Lynn Phillips at 
867.872-4721, 
WANTED: Ford Service 
Technician - automatic 
transmission and elec- 
tronic experience re- 
quired. Top wages and 
benefit package. 1-780. 
842-4400 ask for Gone 
or fax 780-842.4734. 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
needed for G,M. dealer- 
ship 45 minutes from 
Edmonton, Alberta. 
Great atmosphere, great 
facility, Looking for peel. 
rive, motlvaled Individual 
with ablllly to work well 
with others. Sales and 
leasing experience a 
must. Good opporlunlty 
for successful candidate. 
Benefit package-reward. 
Ing pay plan, Apply by re- 
sume to: 'Business 
Manager Advertisement" 
c/o Box 720, Fort 
Macleod, ABf TOL OZO, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams, Large ca. 
paclty, Best sawmill 
value anywhere. Free In- 
formation 1-800-566. 
6899, Norwood Sawmills, 
R.R, 2, Kllw0rthy, Ontario 
POE 1 GO, 
DSS SATELLITE 
CARDS, 500 channels 
with European or Viper 
card, Also Echostar 
cards, Complete systems 
available, We'll beat any 




THROUGHI The New 
"CYCLOTRIN" HEALTH 
COLI.~R provides drug- 
free pain relief associat- 
ed with arthritis, ml- 
p ralne, and sports in- urles, Canadian made 
and available NOW for 
Introductory $44,95. For 
Information call (604) 
983-3407, 
LOANS 
DO YOU NEED MONEY 
FOR ABSOLUTELY 
ANYTHING? Personal or 
Commercial, $1,O00- 
$5,000,000+. Call 1-898- 
447-7377 between 9am. 





OWN YOUR OWN man. 
ufactured home lot in 
Sundrs, Alberta, 25 lots 
still available, 6,900 sq.fl, 
($18,700,) to 13,400 
sq,ft, ($25,000.), Please 
call the Sundre Town 







rlage. Ages 18-85, 
Single, widowed dl. 
vorced. A dorcas 
Canada. P.O. Box 205, 
Chase B.C. V0E 1MO, 
Free Information, 1-250. 
679-3543, 
DIVORCE RIP OFFI Men 
helping men fight an un. 
Just system, Tactics & 
strategies to protect your 
kids & $$, Free call: 1. 
977-BREAKUP~ Ext, 98. 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY 
PARK MODELS . 
Manufactured Homes 
s/w'e, d/w's, 12 wldes, 8 
wldeo with slides, Now & 
Used, Ideal for Rec, 
Properly, Private Prop,, 
Parks, Resorts, Homes: 
1-800-339.5133. RV's 1- 
800.667.1533. 
LOOKING FOR A NEW 
CAREER or Just need 
extra money? Sell C&M 
GIFTS' unique line of 
Home Decor, Kitchen 
Accessories, and 
Christmas Treasures. 
Call: 519-258-7905, Fax: 
519-258-0707 for free 
catalogues and Informa- 
tion about this wonderful 
opportunity, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
NEW STEEL BUILD- 
INGS,.,,Go Direct and 








FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS - Pre-engineered 
Steel Struclures. 
Custom-made to suit 
your speclfloallons. 
Factory-Direct Summer 
Clearance Sale, Call 1. 





Labrador (starting Sept, 
15/99), Includes: Alrfare, 
accommodations, coach 
transportation, breakfast 
dally, plus more, Call 
Select Holidays st 1-800. 
661.4326. 
AUSTRAL IA /NEW 
ZEALAND Farm & 
Ranch Tour, Jan 6.Feb, 
4, 2000, Includes,, 
Alrfare, 62 meals, ac. 
commodallons, coach 
transportation, all atlrac. 




To buy, sell or rent wor d- 
wide. World's Largest 
Reseller, ERA STRO. 
MAN SINCE lg79, 
Buyers call 1.800.813. 




"O DOWN O.A,C." 
Guaranteed credit ap. 
provsls. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities. Rape'e, broken 
leases, heavy duty 
equipment, Take over 
payments, Free delivery, 
Call The Untouchables 
now, 1-600-990-3673. 
Vancouver 327.7752, 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
CARS, New & Used, 
Guaranteed Instant credit 
approval. Free home de. 
livery with O down, Call 
today 24hrs 1-B77.212. 
3232, Ford. DodQ$. GM, 
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Canadian Community Newspapers ~sochdon 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
T E i R R A C E 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street Terrace, B.C, VSG 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 638-8432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important to the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Qual i ty  News  Coverage  
m 
1 Year ............................... $57.30  (GST included) 
(Within B.C.) 
1 Year ............................... $50 .75  (GST included) 
(SENIORS) 
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Your supporL of The Salvation 
Army will help us to provide 
support and companionship for 
those in need in your community. 
We believe... 
in healing the hurt 
Injuries Stop Here. 
Molson's 
Camp Out 
Come out early & ~/ I~- - - -~~~~ r L 
get a seat to en'ojy~ !1~ ~1 '~~ ,~lj 
Molson's Camp ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  
Out ~ ~  ~'~" 
TERRACE 
Located in the hm of the West 
f ~"  " . . . .  " "  " '  " "  ' "  ' " ' :  ' "  • ; ' "  " '  '>  " "> " ' : ' , : '~  " ' :~" : / ' ; ? "~" '~"  " i ' "  : ' ; : " , ; " , ' i= -  " " "  " ' ' " '  - "  ' ' : "  " . . . . . . .  
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Wt 
Circulation Of The 
STANDARD 
& 
N ~ / z.-x.¢ <::~i  C,(1Vf.i~. r l  , IF. ~lg'~a 
/~" .~' / '  ;:?'¢; ": '"~ OF TBE ~;OATHWr,~T 
ADVERTISER 
From Terrace & Kitima~ 
Nass Valley and po ints  north 
OUR TWO PUBLICATIONS WILL GET YOUR 
MESSAGE THERE 
Reaching Thousands of 
Customers and Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
to  The  Hazeltons, 
Place your ad in the Terrace Standard and at a substantial ly reduced rate 
swing it  into our Shopper the Weekend Advertiser,.. VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Br ian  L indenbach  - Sam Bedford  - Bunn ie  Cote  
638-7283 
( 
